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rojos que miro cada tarde
serán en el recuerdo un solo
poniente.
J.L. Borges
Historia de la eternidad, 1936
1.1 Intonation between exemplars and abstraction
In the last century, the overwhelming majority of linguistic theories on percep-
tion of speech relied on the assumption that, in order to access meaning, listeners
convert the incoming audible signal into abstract mental representations. In this
perspective, which can be referred to as abstractionist, representations are a ne-
cessary device to cope with the extreme variability of speech productions. Vari-
ability is an intrinsic characteristic of speech: due to individual physiological
differences, the same word uttered by two different speakers will be acoustically
different. Even two repetitions of the same sentence uttered by a same speaker
will never be exactly identical: paraphrasing Heraclitus, we could say that you
cannot step twice into the same (speech) stream.
The abstractionist approach to perception of speech has been applied to recog-
nition and categorization of linguistic units of different levels, from activation
of and discrimination among sound-based lexical representations (word recogni-
tion) to the problems of invariance and variability of lower level units (such as
syllables and segments: speech perception proper). In both cases, it is posited that
mental representations only contain “substantial” information, which is neces-
sary to distinguish one representation from the other. Information which does
not contribute to establishing a contrast between two representations, such as
the pronunciation details discussed above (“accidental” information, usually re-
ferred to as phonetic detail), is not included. These simplified representations are
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stored in the listener’s memory, and used to recognize new incoming signals.
In order to perceive speech, the listener must reduce the richly detailed signal
into a simplified abstract representation, by separating substantial and accidental
information. This reduced representation can then be compared (and matched)
with the representations which are already stored in memory. Reduction of a
rich signal into a simple representation (or, in other words, separation of sub-
stantial and accidental information) is the key to generalization: to exemplify at
the level of word recognition, listeners are able to recognize words produced by
new unknown speakers because speaker-specific information is filtered out.
As this brief account shows, the abstractionist approach to perception of speech
is strongly rooted in the linguistic, philosophical and psychological thinking
which permeated the West until the first half of the last century. We avoided
on purpose the use of terms such as category, feature, phonetics, phonology and
normalization. But if we cast our account of the abstractionist approach into
the frame of Western thinking before the 1950s, connections become visible. Fo-
cussing on word recognition, we could say that listeners map the continuously
variable phonetic signal onto a discrete and abstract phonological representa-
tion, thus accessing entries in the mental lexicon. Each word in the mental lex-
icon is represented as the association between a meaning and a phonological
form, which is in turn solely and thoroughly characterized by the contrastive
features which permit to distinguish it from other forms. Entries in the mental
lexicon are categories in the monothetic sense, in that they are defined by a set
of singly necessary and jointly sufficient features. Perceiving speech entails the
extraction of these phonological features from the signal, thus normalizing all
phonetic variation. As an example, imagine that a listener is presented with the
signal represented acoustically in Figure 1.1.
According to the abstractionist approach, in themental lexicon of Italian native
speakers there is an entry, the word cane, which links some semantic informa-
tion (which we can assume to be equivalent to English ‘dog’) with an abstract
phonological form. This form is characterized by a set of singly necessary and
jointly sufficient features. These could be represented by acoustical, articulatory
or perceptual information, and arranged as a linear string or as a superposed
score. Let us simplify on this specific point and assume they are represented
by the ordered string of the phonemes /k,a,n,e/. If the actual phonetic signal
is compatible with this abstract phonological representation, the word <cane>
is recognized. Crucially, in order to establish the compatibility of the phonetic
signal with the phonological representation, some properties of the signal are ig-
nored or only partially attended to. The transcription /ˈkane/ does not allow us to
2
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Figure 1.1: Spectrogram and fundamental frequency track of the Italianword cane
‘dog’ as uttered by a bored male native speaker of the Neapolitan re-
gional variety, and (part of) the information which can be extracted
from the signal.
recover the information that the word has been uttered by a male speaker. Other
features in the signal might cue other information, for example that the native
variety of the speaker is the Neapolitan one. Some speakers of this variety tend
to articulate low vowels with the tongue in a slightly retracted position, and final
unstressed vowels are also slightly centralized. A closer phonetic transcription
of the utterance above, specifying at least the position of the tongue during the
vocalic portions, would thus be [ˈka̱ː ne]̽. The signal could also be richly specified
along other dimensions, such as those cueing speaker’s attitudes or emotions.
However, as far as word recognition is concerned, all this information must be
filtered out through a normalization process. The listener will still have access to
the information that the speaker is a male, that he learnt Italian in the Neapolitan
area and that he is somehow bored, but word recognition will be carried on by
3
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the abstract representation /ˈkane/ alone. This representation does not contain
any information which is not necessary to establish a contrast with other lex-
ical representations. Indeed, in line with the strongly minimalist assumptions of
early phonological theories, these abstract representations are as bare-boned as
possible.
The idea of monothetic classes, which Western thinking inherited from Aris-
totle, and the clear-cut distinction between rich phonetic signal and minimalist
phonological representations, which can be traced back to Trubetzkoy, represent
the two pillars on which the abstractionist approach rests. However, in the last
fifty years, both have been vigorously shaken by developments in philosophy,
cognitive psychology and linguistics. The starting point of this renewal process
can be identified in Wittgenstein’s research on family resemblances, which ques-
tioned in the first place the relationship between language, reality and thought,
but were eventually interpreted as providing an alternative to the long-standing
monothetic approach to category structure. He showed that at least some con-
cepts are difficult (if not impossible) to define by using a finite set of singly ne-
cessary and jointly sufficient features, as in the famous example on the uses of
the word game. Some games are played for recreation, some as a profession, and
some out of addiction; they can rely on muscles, brains or luck, and not all of
them have scores, teams or winners. The different members of the category of
games are instead linked by the propriety of sharing some of the relevant fea-
tures, none of which is necessary, and which never appear all together in any of
the members.
The cognitive interpretation of Wittgenstein’s investigations inaugurated a
season of intense research on the structure and the formation of categories, which
was mainly carried out in the 1970s by experimental psychologists working on
memory and learning. The rejection of singly necessary and jointly sufficient
features had major repercussions on category structure. Monothetic categories
are flat, in the sense that each member is equally representative of the class (as
in the case of even numbers); categories based on family resemblances, on the
other hand, have an internal structure. The members which share more features
with the others are more representative (or prototypical) of the category: chess
is more representative of games than Russian roulette, and robins are more rep-
resentative of birds than hens. Eleanor Rosch’s work on such prototypicality
effects on memory and learning show how researchers’ attention was shifting
from abstract categories and features, as in the monothetic view, to members.
The complementary line of research on category formation went even further,
by focussing on the role of concrete individual instances. The idea that categoriz-
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ation of a new stimulus depends on the analysis of its features and on the match
with stored abstract sets of features was challenged by Lee Brooks’ non-analytic
approach to categorization. In his view, categorization is achieved by retrieving
from memory the items which are most similar to the new stimulus. The most
radical version of the main assumption behind this approach, then, is that each
experience leaves an individual trace in our memory. Crucially, these traces or
exemplars are not reduced to a set of abstract and contrastive features - they
rather are detailed and embodied episodes.
These developments had a deep impact on models of perception of speech.
If categories are not defined by a set of singly necessary and jointly sufficient
features, and if memory is a collection of individual detailed traces rather than
of abstract feature sets, an exclusively abstractionist model of speech perception
becomes untenable. Word recognition cannot bemodelled as the result of activat-
ing a single abstract form in themental lexicon, because storage units are detailed
episodic traces. Moreover, the abstractionist approach requires, between audi-
tion and recognition, a normalization stage in which phonetic variation is sep-
arated from phonological information. And just as the postulate of monothetic
classes and abstract memory was questioned by work in philosophy and cognit-
ive psychology, recent developments in linguistics challenged the postulate of a
clear-cut separation between phonetics and phonology as monolithically dealing
with gradience and categoriality, respectively. Work on the interface between
phonetics and phonology shows that knowledge of sound structure might rather
be spread along a continuum, ranging from the fine-grained and continuous vary-
ing phonetic end, to the coarse and granular pole of lexical contrasts. By the end
of the last century, then, both the psychological and linguistic assumptions be-
hind abstractionist models were challenged.
As a result of the recent insights on episodic memory, a new approach to lin-
guistic knowledge emerged. Its basic principle is that linguistic categories are
the result of the accumulation of individual experiences, and that linguistic struc-
tures emerge from language use. This paradigm has been applied by Joan Bybee
in the study of a wide array of phonological, morphological and diachronic is-
sues. Coupled with the insights on phonetic grounding of phonological contrasts
and applied to the problems of speech perception and word recognition, this ap-
proach gave rise to a new generation of models for perception of speech, usu-
ally referred to as exemplar-based. Models of word recognition inspired by this
approach assume that listeners store phonetically detailed traces of individual
events, which include both information which is necessary to lexical activation
and information which concerns non-lexical contrasts, such as talker identity or
5
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context-based effects. By assuming that memory traces include detailed phon-
etic information, there is no longer need to account for normalization as in ab-
stractionist approaches, and phonetic variation becomes a resource for robust
categorization, rather than a source of noise for the perceptual system.
Abstractionist and exemplar-basedmodels of perception of speech rely on a set
of clearly opposed assumptions, as we tried to illustrate in the paragraphs above.
However, the dichotomy between the two should not be emphasized beyond ne-
cessity. For one, exemplar models do not rule out the possibility of generating
abstract representations, if only as a by-product of the activation of multiple in-
dividual traces. And abstract representations could be enriched so as to contain
more phonetic information than the one exclusively required to establish phon-
ological contrasts. Indeed, a vast amount of experimental evidence shows that
both phonetic detail and abstract phonological categories play a role in speech
perception and word recognition; integration of both perspectives into hybrid
models has been pursued since the beginning of the new century. The speech
signal contains information at different levels of granularity, and we cannot rule
out the hypothesis that insights from both approaches might be necessary to
account for them all. Modelling how listeners perceive speech and handle in-
formation at different levels (e.g. lexical vs. pragmatic contrasts), or the same
information in different contexts (e.g. clear addressed speech vs. multi-party
noisy conversation), might require more than a single analytical tool.
In order to develop a truly effective hybrid model, we should have a grasp of
how linguistic information is processed along various dimensions and in vari-
ous contexts. However, the striking majority of the studies informed by the
abstractionist-exemplar debate deals with speech perception and word recog-
nition alone. But words, syllables and segments do not exhaust the range of
possible linguistic units. Some fifty years of intense research on prosody have
shown that it is possible to find structures in the relationship between signal and
meaning above the word level, as in the case of accounts on how modulations
in fundamental frequency (henceforth f0) cue contrasts on the pragmatic and in-
formational level. If a phonological approach to intonation is possible (and even
necessary, as suggested by a vast amount of evidence gathered in the last thirty
years), the issue of how intonational categories are formed, accessed and instan-
tiated must be asked as well. However, little is known about storage and retrieval
of larger chunks of speech, such as phrases or entire utterances.
In this book, we defend the thesis that the study of categoriality and gradience
in intonation would benefit from insights coming from the debate on abstraction-
ist and exemplar-based approaches to speech perception and word recognition.
Our aim here is not the formalization of a model of speech perception for form-
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function relationships at the prosodic level. Similarly, we do not explore how
chunks of speech above word level are processed, even if we recognize that these
two issues would be instrumental in the development of a truly integrated hybrid
model. We will rather focus on how current phonological models of intonation
may benefit from research on phonetic detail, by investigating the potential role
of such detail at the prosodic level (henceforth prosodic detail) in a model of ab-
stractionist inspiration, namely the Autosegmental-Metrical framework. Under
this light, our main research question is how rich phonetic specification of phon-
ological categories for intonation should be. Or, in other words, we question
whether phonological categories in this model should be reshaped in such a way
as to permit an enrichment with more phonetic information.
In the following sections, we will flesh out the title of this book, by providing
our working definition of prosodic detail (Section 1.2) and a brief account of in-
tonation in Neapolitan Italian (Section 1.3), the variety from which experimental
data are drawn. Before turning to the experimental chapters (Sections 2–5), we
will detail the structure of this book (Section 1.4) and comment on some of the
methodological choices overarching individual experiments.
1.2 Prosodic detail
In spite of its relative recency, the concept of phonetic detail has already been
used in a possibly confounding variety of senses. A thorough review of the his-
tory of its uses falls outside the scope of these introductory pages. However,
since its exportation on the prosodic level is instrumental in setting our main
research question (see Section 1.2.3), we will at least provide some background
and clarify our use of the term (Section 1.2.2). In (Section 1.2.1, we briefly review
the two major shifts which characterized research on perception of speech in
the second half of the twentieth century and which prepared the ground for the
rise of the notion of phonetic detail: from infra-lexical to lexical units, and from
abstractionist to exemplar-based approaches.
1.2.1 Modelling perception of speech
Research in the relatively young field of perception of speech deals with how
listeners represent and process speech, and how they manage to map the variab-
ility displayed by the continuous signal onto stable and discrete units (Jusczyk
& Luce 2002). As we have seen above, different approaches to this main issue
are possible. In abstractionist frameworks, a further line can be drawn between
7
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early work on speech perception and subsequent studies on word recognition,
according to the size of the units under analysis. Speech perception proper fo-
cusses on psychoacoustic processing of speech sounds, that is on units linking
substance and form but devoid of independent function, such as segments and
syllables. Word recognition, on the other hand, deals with units associated with
lexical meaning, thus focussing on activation and discrimination of lexical rep-
resentations (Luce et al. 2003). In the following, we argue that shifting atten-
tion from speech perception to word recognition permitted a shift in perspective
from abstractionist to exemplar-based approaches. This, in turn, blurred the line
between speech perception and word recognition themselves.
1.2.1.1 Speech perception
Early studies in perception of speech were strongly influenced by the empiricism
of late American structuralism and taxonomic linguistics (Harris 1955; Chomsky
1965; see Matthews 1993 for a review), which considered the observable acoustic
phonetic features as the ideal starting point for a structural description of lan-
guages. In this frame, it comes as no surprise that early research on perception
was mainly focussed on the phonemic level, thus equating perception of speech
with speech perception. Moreover, in the late 1940s, the new spectrographic tech-
niques started to show in full detail the acoustical complexity of speech. The al-
leged basic units of speech in theoretical linguistics, i.e. phonemes, were found to
be highly variable.1 Phonetic variation was ascribed to two main sources, which
we might label as indexical and allophonic (Luce et al. 2003) or talker variability
and contextual variability (Johnson & Mullennix 1997), and which result in the
lack of constancy and invariance, respectively (Jusczyk & Luce 2002).
First, phonemes were found to have different acoustic proprieties in different
segmental environments (Delattre et al. 1955, among others). From an articu-
latory point of view, allophonic variation and subsequent lack of invariance in
acoustic features are a natural effect of coarticulation. Sounds are not produced
in strict sequentiality, but rather with a certain degree of overlap in the articu-
latory movements required for their production. Second, even in the same seg-
mental environments, a given phoneme can have strikingly different phonetic
1 As a result, the linguistic, phonetic and perceptual role of the segment was put under examina-
tion. Studies undermining the central role of the phoneme started with acoustic investigations
on perceptual units (Cooper et al. 1952), progressed within Firthian and articulatory phono-
logy in the following decades (Firth 1948; Browman & Goldstein 1986), and have been recast in
connection with the history of writing systems already since Faber (1992), and more recently
by Albano Leoni (2006) and Port (2006).
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realizations across talkers (Peterson & Barney 1952, among others). Indexical
variation, and the subsequent lack of constancy, are again easily understandable
in an articulatory perspective, by taking into account the individual characterist-
ics of a speaker’s vocal apparatus. But even if the production of allophonic and
indexical variation is motivated, what about its perception? How do listeners
manage to map different acoustic proprieties to a same phonological category?
As we said in the introductory pages, the problem of mapping phonetic variation
onto phonological discrete categories was faced by postulating the existence of a
normalization procedure. Using either contextual (Ladefoged & Broadbent 1957)
or local (Stevens 1960) cues, indexical and allophonic variation in the incoming
phonetic signal is filtered out.
1.2.1.2 Word recognition
The concept of normalization seemed to provide an answer to the mechanisms
of speech perception, but it soon became evident that perception of speech could
not be reduced to perception of consonant and vowels. For a variety of reasons,
in the 1970s researchers’ interest shifted from the segmental to the word level
(Marslen-Wilson & Welsh 1978). Possible reasons for this reorientation might be
traced in the advances in visual word perception (Wheeler 1970; see Balota 1994
for a review), or in the ever growing interest of the linguistic research community
in syntactic structures, which are instantiated by words. More probably, it is the
intuitiveness of the link between form and meaning at the word level that turned
words into the main research object, since it provided a bridge between sound
and sense, thus allowing the extension of perception into understanding.2 This
allowed research on word recognition to join ends with issues in how memory
storage works, through the notion of mental lexicon (Oldfield 1966).
Different comprehensive models of spoken word recognition appeared in the
1980s, such as Cohort (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler 1980) and Trace (McClelland & El-
man 1986). We will not detail here the structure of these models, which moreover
have been (in some cases thoroughly) revised in the last years. What is relevant
to our discussion is that they both share the assumption that word recognition is
mediated by primitive sub-lexical units (phonemes in Cohort, features and phon-
emes in Trace), thus qualifying as abstractionist models of word recognition. Ab-
stractionist approaches assume, at various degrees of explicitness,3 that words
2 Limitations to the role of features and segments as central level of progressing also came, for
example, by studies on the understandability of spectrally rotated speech (Blesser 1972).
3 See Licklider (1952); Peterson (1952); Lindgren (1965). According to Luce & McLennan (2005),
with the exception of Klatt’s (1979) model of Lexical Access From Spectra, virtually all current
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are represented as separate, abstract and idealized “types” in the mental lexicon,
using conventional abstract representational formats built of discrete abstract
features or phonemes.
1.2.1.3 Exemplar-based models
Aswe have seen in the introductory pages, on the other hand, according to exem-
plar theories the lexicon is built by a myriad of phonetically detailed traces, one
for every “token” of spoken words, which are formed as words are repeatedly
encountered by the listener in her life-long experience.4 Exemplar-based ap-
proaches to perception of speech are not restricted to word recognition, as John-
son’s (1997) early work on vowel perception shows. However, the shift from
speech perception to word recognition that we discussed in the previous sub-
section permitted an easier percolation of new ideas from neighbouring fields.
Research on visual word recognition (Tenpenny 1995), in fact, had already assim-
ilated insights from non-analytic cognition (Brooks 1978) and early modelling of
episodic memory (Medin & Schaffer 1978). Studies on the computational imple-
mentation of this approach flourished in the following decade (McClelland 1981;
Hintzman 1986; Nosofsky 1986), and provided in the 1990s a testing ground for
exemplar approaches to perception of speech.
The first studies in this direction focussed on memorization of voice in isolated
words (Goldinger et al. 1991; Schacter & Church 1992; Palmeri et al. 1993; Church
& Schacter 1994; Goldinger 1996). Both explicit (recall) and implicit (priming)
memory were tested using both clear and degraded (low-filtered) speech. They
found facilitatory effects of known voices, which were accounted for by assum-
ing storage of phonetic information relative to talker identity. That is, against
the abstractionist assumptions, indexical variation is retained and participates in
word recognition. Exemplar-based explicit models were used by Johnson (1997)
to simulate, among others, identification of different vowels across various speak-
ers. Each stored exemplar consisted in vowels extracted from read words and
models of spokenword recognition are based on abstractionist assumptions. Accounts of visual
word recognition based on distributed models of memory (McClelland & Rumelhart 1985) are
labelled by Tenpenny (1995) as weakly episodic; this however does not diminish the role of
sub-lexical units in Trace, on which we base our conclusions.
4 Accepting that every single experience leaves an individual trace entails assuming that storage
capacity for human memory is virtually unlimited. Proponents of exemplar-based approaches
cite findings from Standing et al. (1970), showing that subject have surprisingly accurate recall
rates (above 90%) of vast amounts of pictures (more than 2500) even with short presentation
times (down to 1s) and long test times (3 days). Another line is to assume some kind of inform-
ation reduction, as in the Alcove connectionist exemplar model (Kruschke 1992).
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reduced to a set of acoustic features (fundamental frequency, first three form-
ants, duration) linked to a set of category labels (the intended word, the sex and
the identity of the speaker).5 The high correct identification rates show that an
exemplar-based model can use indexical variation as a resource for speech per-
ception, thus circumventing the need for normalization procedures.
If indexical detail is included in episodic memory traces, words can be accessed
without normalization of sub-lexical units. Words are stored as connections
between category labels and detailed acoustic traces, and not as abstract strings
of segments. Thus there is no need to recover abstract segments from the signal
in order to access the higher level of word processing. In this sense, exemplar-
based models suppress the modularity between speech perception and word re-
cognition which is posited by abstractionist models. However, as we suggested
at the beginning of this section following Luce et al. (2003), abstract represent-
ations filter not only indexical (speaker-dependent) details, but also allophonic
(context-dependent) phonetic information. In exemplar-based models, indexical
and allophonic variation is handled without substantial differences. The distinc-
tion is however crucial in abstractionist approaches, since the treatment of al-
lophonic detail is strictly related to the construction of phonological categories.
We take up this issue in the next section.
1.2.2 Phonetic detail
Unlike indexical or speaker-specific variation, treatment of allophonic or context-
based variation has always been a core issue in phonology. Inspired by the saus-
surean emphasis on the differential function of elements within a system, early
structuralist phonology stressed paradigmatic relations in the individuation of
units. That is, phonemes were intimately linked to the notions of distinctive-
ness and contrast. The paradigmatic dimension was seen as constitutive, but
syntagmatic aspects (pertaining to the linear combination of units) were not ex-
cluded from the scope of phonology. Since its structural origins, phonology dealt
with both contrast and distribution, with both archiphonemes and, crucially, al-
lophones. This long-term acquaintance with syntagmatic and context-based pro-
cesses might explain why, when exemplar-based models of perception suggested
newways of handling allophonic and indexical variation, allophonic variation re-
ceived the greatest share of interest in the linguistic research community. Much
5 Following Nosofsky (1988), stored exemplars are activated on the basis of acoustic similar-
ity with the incoming signal. Similarity is calculated using attention weight and euclidean
distances between values of the acoustic features. Activation of exemplars, in turn, yields
evidence for the category labels they are associated with, ultimately leading to classification.
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of the recent studies on the so-called (fine) phonetic detail deal in fact with phon-
etic information linked to language-specific rather than speaker-dependent vari-
ation. In a very broad sense, phonetic detail could be defined as systematic phon-
etic variation excluded from abstract phonological representations.
1.2.2.1 Context beyond phonemes in word recognition
By qualifying this variation as systematic, we draw a line between language-
specific and speaker-dependent variation, as we said above, thus excluding in-
dexical variation from our definition of phonetic detail. However, this does not
mean equating phonetic detail with allophonic variability in the sense of Luce
et al. (2003). As they put it, quoting Ladefoged (2000), allophonic variation refers
to context-induced articulatory and acoustic differences among speech sounds
belonging to the same phonemic category. But this definition is only viable when
focussing on speech perception and word recognition - that is, when the only
functional contrasts under examination are those based on phonemic categories,
thus at the lexical level. Decades of research on the structures of conversation,
talk-in-interaction and prosody, however, have convincingly shown that “mean-
ing ismuchmore than lexical meaning” (Local 2003b). In this sense, perception of
speech does not boil down to accessingmeaning through themental lexicon. Cru-
cially to our discussion, then, context-induced phonetic variation should not be
exclusively sought at the phonemic level (allophonic variation), but at all levels
of granularity in form and substance, with respect to all systematic functional
variation (phonetic detail).
A review of the possible roles of phonetic detail is provided by Hawkins (2003:
§5.1). Such phonetic information is systematically produced and, at least “in the
right circumstances” (Hawkins 2010) as in the case of adverse listening condi-
tions, used as a cue to the perception of various contrasts. Systematic phonetic
variation might cue word boundary placement: [s] duration and possibly degree
of diphthongization of the second nucleus help listeners in segmenting the phon-
eme string /katsaɪz/ as cat’s eyes or cat size (Hawkins & Smith 2001). Differences
in periodicity, aperiodicity and voice onset time ratios systematically distinguish
prefixes and pseudo-prefixes, as in discover versus discolour (Smith et al. 2012).
Variations in speech rate and in articulatory tension provide a set of devices for
turn management (see Local 2003a for a review). Apart from localized phonetic
information cueing non-segmental contrasts, phonetic detail might also refer to
segmental contrasts cued by diffuse phonetic information. This is the case for
the so-called short and long domain r-resonances in English: acoustic differences
between pairs like miller versus mirror are not exclusively localized in the inter-
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vocalic portion (Kelly & Local 1986). Moreover, when the intervocalic portion is
masked by noise, listeners still manage to make reliable identification judgments
(West 1999; Heinrich et al. 2010). Diffuse cues are not restricted to r-resonances:
see Hawkins & Nguyen (2004) on voicing of coda obstruents and Coleman (2003)
on the feature [anterior]. Phonetic detail might also be linked with frequency
of use, as in the case of differences in duration of post-stress schwa before non-
wordfinal non-labial sonorants. Words with increasing frequency likemammary,
memory or every, thus tend to have progressively shorter schwas (Bybee 2001).6
Phonetic detail thus encompasses this broader spectre of phenomena, by rely-
ing on an extended vision of allophony, affecting both the definition of context
(beyond adjacent phonemes on the segmental string) and domains within per-
ception of speech (beyond lexical meaning in word recognition).
1.2.2.2 Present exclusion from phonological representations
As we suggested in our definition above, this systematic variation must be ex-
cluded from abstract phonological representations in order to qualify as phon-
etic detail. The use of a negative definition here should not be mistaken for
a theoretical weakness. On the contrary, it has the advantage of suggesting a
strict link between our current understanding of phonetic detail and the debate
from which it originates. As such, negative features are present in virtually all
definitions of phonetic detail (or fine phonetic detail, FPD): for example, “the
term FPD has come to be applied to anything that is not considered a major,
usually local, perceptual cue for phonemic contrasts in the citation forms of lex-
ical items” (Hawkins 2010), or “FPD refers to phonetic properties that are judged
non-essential in the identification of speech sounds in a theoretical framework
whose limits the exemplar approach endeavors to demonstrate” (Nguyen et al.
2009). As a result, phonetic detail does not exist in its own right, but only as a
mirror reflecting a particular thread of evolution in linguistic thinking: we call
phonetic detail all phonetic information which has been treated as (negligible)
detail in abstractionist approaches, but which is now treated as (possibly) useful
information in exemplar-based approaches.
Let us push the intrinsic historicity of phonetic detail to its extremes. As we
said above, we are looking for phonetic information which can be recognized
as useful once we move from an abstractionist to an exemplar-based approach.
6 See Hooper (1976) for a use of “schwa deletion” (the binary version of the durational differ-
ences reported above) in the perspective of frequency-based morphophonological change. For
a recent review on frequency-based “acoustic reduction”, see Ernestus (2014).
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This leaves us with the issue of phonetic information which has already been re-
cognized as systematic and useful within abstractionist approaches themselves.
To exemplify, the essential phonetic exponents of the phonological contrast in
voicing (Trubetzkoy 1939) have initially been identified in vocal fold vibration
and low frequency periodicity (Jakobson et al. 1952), on the articulatory and
acoustic dimensions, respectively. Focussing on the acoustic dimension and on
non-final stops, we could say that at this stage the phonological contrast between
voiced and unvoiced is cued by presence or absence of periodicity during clos-
ure. However, the exploration of the voicing contrast across different languages
(Lisker & Abramson 1964)7 eventually led to the discovery of a great number of
systematically produced and perceived acoustic cues to voicing contrasts (Lisker
1986). If we do not usually consider voice onset time as an example of phon-
etic detail,8 it is because it has already been accommodated inside abstractionist
approaches to speech perception. This has been done by enriching the represent-
ation of the phonological contrast in voicing for a given language with phonetic
information beyond periodicity during the closure.
As we said above (see Section 1.2.1), abstractionist and exemplar models cru-
cially differ in the degree of phonetic information stored in mental represent-
ations. However, finding new systematically produced and perceived phonetic
information does not constitute an evidence for the inadequacy of abstractionist
approach altogether - it does not prove that abstraction plays no role in percep-
tion of speech. At best, discovering new phonetic detail can be seen as evidence
for the inadequacy of currently available abstractionist models. As we have seen
in the introductory pages, the sharp divide between bony phonological categor-
ies and rich phonetic signal is not an indisputable matter of fact, but rather a
theoretical heritage of early structuralism. As such, it can be questioned when
new findings are made available, and in the last years it has indeed been ques-
tioned by new developments in phonology.9 In this sense, the notion of phonetic
detail has the merit of fostering research from both abstractionist and exemplar-
7 Languages with three-way stop contrasts were instrumental in drawing researchers’ attention
on cues other than periodicity during closure. Voice onset time, for example, received perhaps
its first formalization in early work on Armenian dialects (Adjarian 1899).
8 On this topic, see also van Alphen &McQueen (2006). For studies on indexical aspects of voice
onset time in an exemplar-based perspective, see Theodore (2009) and Levi & Bruno (2010)
instead. However, as we argued at the beginning of this subsection, we are now focussing on
(extended) allophonic aspects.
9 Work in laboratory phonology (Ohala 1990; Pierrehumbert 1990; Pierrehumbert et al. 2000)




based perspectives. As Nguyen et al. (2009) point out, sensitivity to phonetic
detail is not inconsistent with abstractionist models which allow for richer phon-
ological representation, as in the case of Stevens’ (2004) language-specific en-
hancing gestures or of Trace’s interactive account of fine-grained coarticulatory
variation (Elman & McClelland 1988). Exemplar-based approaches provide an in-
trinsic account for the role of phonetic detail, since they assume that all phonetic
information is stored in long term memory. Abstractionist approaches, on the
other hand, must review the early assumption of minimalism in phonological
categories, and permit an enrichment with phonetic information previously dis-
missed as meaningless or predictable variation.
1.2.3 Prosodic detail
From an abstractionist perspective, phonetic detail thus offers a vantage point
to explore the relationships between phonetics and phonology. It points to the
need of including more phonetic information in phonological representations.
But if we see the glass half full, once phonological representations are properly
enriched, phonetic detail might even represent evidence for abstraction mechan-
isms themselves. That is, phonetic detail might point to the need of rich abstract
representations, meaning that we need both the enrichment and the existence of
abstract representations. In the following we exemplify this dynamics by focus-
sing on intonation. We discuss how the exploration of phonetic detail at the pros-
odic level, while apparently providing evidence against phonological approaches
to intonation, could actually lead to their validation and refinement.
As we said above, exemplar-based models posit storage of phonetically de-
tailed traces in long term memory. Phonetic details at the word level, such as r-
resonances (Heinrich et al. 2010), voicing of coda obstruents (Hawkins & Nguyen
2004) and durational patterns in prefixed and pseudo-prefixed words (Smith et al.
2012), are stored in the individual acoustic traces associated with those exem-
plars. We have seen that storage of individual traces at the word level entails
virtually unlimited memory capacity. But what about phonetic detail spanning
above word level and functioning as cue to non-lexical contrasts, as in the case
of variations in speech rate and articulatory tension as devices for turn man-
agement (Local 2003a)? Should we conclude that memory provides storage for
entire utterances as well? In this case, the “head-filling-up problem” (Johnson
1997) would become simply unsolvable.10
10 More importantly, positing memory storage for entire utterances would ultimately mean dis-
missing the whole lexicon-grammar duality, and pulverizing both paradigmatic and syntag-
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1.2.3.1 An alternative to phonology
Exemplar-based approaches do however allow plausible storage of information
beyond words and lexical meaning. First, we could not exclude processing and
storage as single units of particular chunks above word level, as in the case of
idioms (such as pull strings) and collocations (such as prominent role) (Bybee
2006). And more importantly to our discussion, since exemplars are supposed to
include all sort of detailed phonetic information, they could indeed include not
only temporal and spectral information useful in accessing lexical meaning, but
also melodic information useful in accessing post-lexical meaning. That is, stored
exemplars might contain as well time-aligned fundamental frequency contours,
and exemplars of a same word with different f0 information might be linked
to different categorical labels referring to informational and pragmatic meaning.
Recent research on the effects of word frequency on variability in the production
of pitch accents is indeed aimed at verifying this hypothesis (Walsh et al. 2008;
Schweitzer et al. 2009, 2010b), and will be extensively reviewed and commented
in the concluding remarks (see Section 6.3).
With regard to our present discussion, the strongest form of the theoretical im-
plication behind these studies is the rejection of post-lexical accounts of prosody
assignment (Schweitzer et al. 2010a, 2011).11 If not all, most accounts of the rela-
tionships between sentence-level meaning (e.g. syntactic chunking, information
structure, pragmatic meaning) and phonetic information (mainly fundamental
frequency, duration and amplitude) rely on the assumption that the prosodic
component in general and intonation in particular can be somehow separated
from the lexical material which composes a given utterance, at least on a descript-
ive level. This assumption is central in those approaches emphasizing the role of
phonological structures in prosody (Ladd 2008). The best example is provided by
the notion of the independence between tune and text, which permeated from
Liberman (1979) through Pierrehumbert (1980) into modern AM approaches to
matic dimensions in a myriad of isolated points. Even exemplar-based approaches to grammar
as emergent structure refuse to venture this far (Bybee 2001).
11 More precisely, the authors question the usual assumptions according to which “prosody is
‘post-lexical’ in English” (Schweitzer et al. 2011: 1), “prosody is assigned ‘post-lexically’ in Eng-
lish” (ibidem) and “accenting is ‘post-lexical’ in English” (Schweitzer et al. 2010a: 1), meaning
that “prosodic realisation is determined by a combination of ‘top-down’ syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic factors (e.g. given/new status), and the phonological context (e.g. how close
together accents are)” (Schweitzer et al. 2011: 4). If post in post-lexical is not intended in terms
of sequential application of generative transformational rules, we could say that by rejecting
post-lexical accounts of prosody the authors essentially question Beckman’s (1996) claim that
prosody is a grammatical structure to be parsed.
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intonation (see Section 1.3.2).12 However, even in approaches which do not posit
the existence of phonological structures in intonation and suggest a direct link
between phonetic exponents and sentence-level meaning (a line of research that
goes from Cooper & Paccia-Cooper 1980 to Xu 2005), or even more so in the
so-called superpositional models of intonation (e.g. Fujisaki & Hirose 1982), in-
tonation is seen as somehow orthogonal to lexical material.
Thus, both phonological and phonetic approaches to intonation can posit a
post-lexical assignment of prosody. On the other hand, negation is not a sym-
metrical function in this case: exemplar-based models which reject post-lexical
assignment of prosody can only allow for a phonetic approach to intonation. If
we assume that f0 contours are stored as part of the phonetic information of
a given exemplar, and directly linked to categorical labels of informational and
pragmatic meaning, we can dismiss altogether the notion of an abstract and dis-
cretized level of representation for intonation. There is no longer need for in-
dependent and abstract tunes, composed by pitch accents and boundary tones,
and embodied in the actual text of an utterance. When a listener is presented
with a word, a part of its phonetic information (especially the spectral one) will
activate lexical meaning, and another part (especially the melodic) will activate
post-lexical meaning. In both cases, for phonemes as for pitch accents, abstrac-
tions would be at best a by-product of exemplar activation.
1.2.3.2 A resource for phonology
However, evidence of structures in intonation and thus support for phonological
approaches have become overwhelming in the last thirty years (see Ladd 2008:
§1.3 for a review). In suggesting the existence of a direct bridge between phonetic
information and sentence-level meaning, exemplar-based approaches to prosody
might actually represent a step backwards. This does not mean that research on
prosodic detail is altogether incompatible with phonological approaches to inton-
ation. As we said above, the intrinsic historicity of the notion of phonetic detail
leaves open the possibility of refining abstractionist approaches as well (see Sec-
tion 1.2.2). By enriching our phonological representation of voicing contrasts,
for example, allophonic variation in voice onset time can also be framed in ab-
stractionist terms, without the need of dispensing from the ideas of linearity and
discreteness. Acknowledging the existence of multiple phonetic cues to a given
phonological contrast has indeed been instrumental in the formulation of new
12 According to which “tunes are linguistic entities, which have independent identity from the




research questions, such as in the investigation of trading relationships between
perceptual cues (e.g. Repp 1979). Before dismissing abstractionist assumptions
altogether, we might well want to push them to their limits, and see whether
they lead to new and possibly interesting research questions.
This is precisely the spirit which animates this book. In the following chapters,
we will explore how the study of prosodic detail might be useful in reshaping
phonological representations for intonation. Unlike the literature on exemplar
prosody we reviewed in the subsection above, we start from the assumption
that it is both possible and necessary to posit the existence of abstract phono-
logical structures in the study of intonation. For this reason, we will frame our
experiments in an overtly abstractionist model of intonation, the Autosegmental-
Metrical framework (see Section 1.3). By gathering evidence on prosodic detail
on both the melodic and temporal dimension, we will question some of the
strictly minimalist assumptions behind this model, and suggest some improve-
ment strategies where necessary. Our purpose, however, is neither to develop
a new abstractionist model of intonation, nor to rule out the viability of altern-
ative exemplar-based approaches. We rather aim at showing how research on
phonetic detail at the prosodic level might be a resource in the exploration of the
relationships between phonetics and phonology.
1.3 Neapolitan Italian intonation
If prosodic detail is language-specific systematic phonetic variation excluded
from phonological representations in current abstractionist intonational models,
its exploration requires the choice of at least one language and one model of in-
tonation. In this section we provide some basic information on both the variety
we draw our data from, Neapolitan Italian (henceforth NI ; see Section 1.3.1), and
the frameworkwe use to interpret them, the Autosegmental-Metrical one (hence-
forth AM; Section 1.3.2). We conclude with a succinct review of AM studies of
NI intonation (see Section 1.3.3).
1.3.1 Neapolitan Italian
In this section we provide our working definition of NI, and motivate the choice
of its use in the experimental chapters.
One of the most readable signs of Italy’s utterly multi-centric history is with
no doubt its extreme linguistic diversification. After centuries of overt and cov-
ert normalizing efforts, Italian has developed a fairly unitary physiognomy, but
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only as far as its written uses are concerned. Spoken Italian, on the other hand,
is still today a multifaceted object, characterized by a high degree of diatopic
and diastratic variation (De Mauro 1970). Whereas written productions of edu-
cated Italians from different regions are virtually indistinguishable, some sort of
information on geographic origin is often easily recognizable in the majority of
oral productions.
The usefulness (and even the viability) of concept of standard Italian varies
along the diamesic dimension: if we exclude the case of professionally trained
speakers, spoken Italian is most of the times one of its spoken regional varieties
(Bruni 1992). Being nested in a multidimensional repertoire, which in its richest
form spans over a continuum between dialect and standard Italian (Sabatini 1985),
regional varieties are no monolithic entities either. The diastratic and diaphasic
dimensions can account for a part of the variation within regional varieties, by
separating the two ends of a “popular” regional varieties of Italian, mainly used
by dialect native speakers in contexts which would require the use of a national
language, and an “educated” regional variety of Italian, used by Italian native
speakers in their everyday exchanges (Sobrero 1992). In the following, we will
use Neapolitan Italian with reference to such a regional variety, spoken by edu-
cated native Italian speakers born and raised in the area around Naples, and with
Neapolitan parents.
The choice of using NI in the experimental chapters stems from three main
reasons, one relating to the use of Italian in general, and two to the choice of the
Neapolitan variety in particular. First, any regional variety of Italian is particu-
larly suited for research on prosody in general and intonation in particular. Some
pragmatic and informational contrasts, in fact, such as the question/statement op-
position or focus placement, are conveyed in Italian by prosody alone. Other lan-
guages can in this case use morphosyntactic devices, such as question particles
or verb inversion for sentence modality contrasts (Dryer 2011), or modal particles
for informational highlighting, as in German or Russian (Arndt 1960). The use
of Italian allows us to concentrate on the prosodic level alone, with obvious ad-
vantages in both the preparation of the experiments and the interpretation of the
results.
The educated Neapolitan variety, in particular, was first of all selected because
of the presence in the literature of a conspicuous amount of studies on its intona-
tion (see Section 1.3.3 for a brief review), which could have served as a solid base
for further investigations. Of course, the intonation of other regional varieties
has been extensively studied as well, as in the cases of Palermo (Grice 1995), Bari
(Savino 1997) and Pisa (Gili Fivela 2004). The choice of Neapolitan was thus mo-
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tivated by our life-long familiarity with this particular variety, which we thought
could prove useful in the exploration of phonetic detail. Purely practical reasons,
namely related to the recruitment of subjects and the execution of experiments,
motivated the choice of focussing around the educated pole of NI.
1.3.2 The Autosegmental-Metrical framework
As we said above (see Section 1.2.3), the AM theory of intonational phonology is
the ideal framework for the exploration of prosodic detail such as we conceive it.
In this section we motivate this choice in greater detail, by commenting on some
of the basic features of the AM approach which are relevant to our discussion.13
Ladd (1996) suggested to qualify as Autosegmental-Metrical the approach to
intonation based on Pierrehumbert’s (1980) influential work on English. Over
the years, the framework has been refined, applied to a variety of languages and
used for the development of rule-based synthesis and prosodic transcription sys-
tems. Thirty years of polycentric and multifaceted contributions to the model
have generated a remarkable amount of discussions and disagreements on some
specific points, but have also highlighted the basic tenets shared by individual
positions in the general framework. According to Ladd, two of these14 are se-
quential tonal structure and analysis of pitch accents in terms of level tones, and
are especially relevant to our discussion.
First, the autosegmental (A) component of the theory suggests that “tonal
structure consists of a string of local events associated with certain points in the
segmental string”. That is, tonal structure is deeply bound to the segmental string
which actualizes the lexical material, yet it can also be treated as an independent
abstract entity.15 The metrical (M) component of the theory is responsible for
the main distinction between such tonal events, according to their association
with particular positions in the metrical tree (prominent syllables are docking
sites for pitch accents) and the prosodic tree (prosodic boundaries are docking
sites for edge tones). Second, pitch accent and edge tones “can be analyzed as
consisting of primitive level tones or pitch targets, High (H) and Low (L)”. That
13 For a thorough introduction to the AM framework itself, the reader is thus rather referred to
Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk (1996); Gussenhoven (2004); Ladd (1996, 2008).
14 The others notably being (1) the distinction between pitch accent and stress, and (2) local
sources for global trends (Ladd 2008: 44, which is the source for the other quotes in this section,
unless otherwise specified).
15 With all probability, this can be regarded as the basic insight behind the “post-lexical prosody
assignment” questioned by the exemplar-based approaches to prosodywe discussed above (see
Section 1.2.3).
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is, AM can be contrasted to both theories which analyze intonation in terms of
tonal movements or configurations (see among others Bolinger 1951; Delattre
1966; Isačenko & Schädlich 1970; ’t Hart et al. 1990) and to approaches which use
multiple level tones (Pike 1945; Wells 1945; Trager & Smith 1951).
Crucially to our discussion on prosodic detail, the analysis of intonation in
terms of a sequential structure of two level tones relies on clearly abstractionist
assumptions. The very existence of a tonal structure, which can be conceptual-
ized as theoretically independent from the segmental string, is already difficult to
reconcile with the idea of purely episodic storage. Moreover, establishing phon-
ological contrasts in AM entails a massive reduction of phonetic information.
First of all, although virtually all prosodic phonetic features, that is “acoustic pat-
terns of F0, duration, amplitude, spectral tilt, and segmental reduction” (Shattuck-
Hufnagel & Turk 1996), are relevant to intonation in AM, very often fundamental
frequency alone is taken as the main exponent of phonological contrasts. This is
implicit but evident in the defining features of the AM framework we examined
above.
Focussing on f0 is not the only kind of information reduction operated on the
phonetic signal. As we said above, the tonal structure is composed by a string
of local events, namely pitch accents and edge tones. However, “between such
events the pitch contour is phonologically unspecified and can be described in
terms of transitions from one event to the next” (Ladd 2008: 44). That is, not only
phonetic information is reduced to the pitch contour, but the pitch contour itself
is only relevant as far as the tonal events are concerned: f0 movements between
an event and the next do not need to be specified, and can be interpolated by rule.
But the process of information reduction can be pushed further. If tonal events,
as (tones composing) pitch accents and edge tones, can be analyzed as primitive
binary level tones, then we can conceive that “tones are phonetically realised
as coordinates on the frequency-time axis” (Grice et al. 2005a). Simplifying to
a reasonable extent, their position on the frequency axis will be used to assign
the tone to the High or Low category, and its position on the time axis will be
used to associate it with a given position in the metrical and prosodic tree, thus
defining the type of tonal event.
There is of course a multitude of factors which influence the translation of
phonetic information into phonological categories for intonation, and which
have been omitted on purpose. The main point we aimed to illustrate is that,
through information reduction and discretization, the AM framework enables
one to “characterize the notion ‘possible prosodic structure’ independently of
the phonetic details of intonation contours” (Gussenhoven 2004: 123). In this re-
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spect, AM represents perhaps the most overtly abstractionist approach to inton-
ation. This is the first consideration that motivated the choice of this particular
framework for the exploration of prosodic detail.
The second motivation lies in the fact that AM phonological categories are
particularly flexible, and are not incompatible with an enrichment in phonetic
specification. Thirty years of intense research have provided evidence for the rel-
evance of phonetic information which was not necessarily accounted for in the
original Pierrehumbert’s (1980) model, starting from the enrichment of phonetic
implementation rules in Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988). This includes work on
phonological contrasts cued by subtle phonetic differences in the scaling or the
alignment of tones with respect to the segmental string, or in the shape of f0 con-
tours between tones, as we will see in the experimental chapters. By operating
on pitch accent inventories, on association mechanisms or on stratifications in
the prosodic tree, researchers in the AM framework have developed a rich set of
tools for including newly discovered meaningful phonetic information, without
resigning the basic tenets of abstraction and discretization in tonal structures.
Being both overtly abstractionist and open to the enrichment with phonetic in-
formation, AM is thus the ideal starting point for our exploration of prosodic
detail.
1.3.3 Neapolitan Italian intonation
Intonational studies specifically focussing on NI began with Maturi (1988), fol-
lowing the phonetic approach of earlier studies on Italian intonation in general
(Magno Caldognetto et al. 1978). The adaptation of the basic insights of the AM
framework to Italian (Avesani 1990) prepared the rich season of AM studies on
NI, which started with Caputo (1994, 1996), Caputo & D’Imperio (1995), and espe-
cially D’Imperio (1995, 1997b, 2001, 2003),16 which established a tonal inventory
and highlighted the perceptual importance of peak alignment for sentence mod-
ality contrasts. In the following decade, work on NI intonation has focussed
on the influence of phonetic variability on lexical access (D’Imperio et al. 2007),
phrasing (Petrone & D’Imperio 2008, 2011; D’Imperio & Cangemi 2011) and in-
formational contrasts (Brunetti et al. 2010). Useful syntheses of NI intonation can
be found in surveys of different Romance varieties (D’Imperio 2002; Grice et al.
2005b; Prieto et al. 2005). Specific points and controversies in AM accounts of NI
will be discussed in the relevant experimental chapters; in this section, we limit
16 See D’Imperio (2000: §2.1) for a review including D’Imperio (1996, 1997a); D’Imperio & House
(1997).
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ourselves to some broad introductory notions based onwork fromD’Imperio and
colleagues (Grice et al. 2005b; Petrone & D’Imperio 2011; D’Imperio & Cangemi
2011) on sentence modality, focus and contrastive topics.
As for prosodic constituency, NI is claimed to have three domains, tonally
marked on their right edge. Apart from the intonational and intermediate phrase,
as in the standard AM approach, a smaller domain is said to be relevant for NI,
namely the accentual phrase. The intonational phrase seems to be always asso-
ciated with a L% boundary tone: as acknowledged since Grice (1991), questions
in some Italian regional varieties have no final rise (Savino 2012).17 The interme-
diate phrase right edge, on the contrary, has been seen as the docking site for
multiple contrasts, and has been labelled as L- in statements,18 HL- in questions
(D’Imperio 2001) and !H- in contrastive topic statements (D’Imperio & Cangemi
2011); see Section 2.1.3 for a discussion. Moreover, as we will see in greater de-
tail (Section 3.1), in order to account for the acoustic regularities and the per-
ceptual role of the prenuclear region in sentence modality contrasts, Petrone &
D’Imperio (2011) suggested the existence of a third level of phrasing, namely the
accentual phrase, whose right edge would be specified as L in statements and H
in question.19
Unlike the original model for English (Pierrehumbert 1980), AM accounts of NI
intonation posit a different inventory for nuclear and non-nuclear pitch accents.
This stems from a different understanding of nuclearity itself: the traditional po-
sitional interpretation, according to which the nuclear accent is the last accent
in the phrase, is compatible with languages such as English, in which postfocal
material is deaccented. This is not the case in Italian (Swerts et al. 1999) which
thus needs a different interpretation for nuclearity. Grice et al. (2005b: 380) thus
“take the Italian nuclear accent to be the rightmost fully-fledged pitch accent in
the focussed constituent”. Any following tonal event within the same intonation
phrase is postnuclear. Accents in postnuclear position are acoustically character-
ized by a compressed pitch range, and are thus considered as downstepped and
transcribed with a preceding ! symbol.
Nuclear pitch accent in statements are labelled as H+L* and L+H* in broad and
narrow focus utterances, respectively. This distinction is not relevant for ques-
17 In this sense, observations such as “in all of the varieties it is undisputed that it [i.e. the inton-
ational phrase] has a right peripheral tone which may be high (H%) or low (L%)” (Grice et al.
2005b: 373) must be intended as involving typological rather than exclusively paradigmatic
contrasts.
18 However, it has to be noted that the transcription examples for NI in Grice et al. (2005b), besides
always omitting L- before L%, sometimes display HL- for statements as well.
19 For question accentual phrases labelled as HL, see Petrone & D’Imperio (2008).
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tions, which only have nuclear L*+H pitch accents. TheH+L* also appears, down-
stepped, in postnuclear position in statements,20 while questions may have a
postnuclear (downstepped) H*. The situation for prenuclear accents seems more
complicated. Whereas Petrone &D’Imperio (2011), following insights from Prieto
et al. (2005), label prenuclear accents as (LH*) in both questions and statements,
NI examples in Grice et al. (2005b) show H* in statements, optional L* in ques-
tions, and even a L+H* on the first stressed syllable of a long focus constituent in
a statement. This specific labelling choice shows that the prenuclear inventory
is actually richer than the nuclear one, opposite to what happens in postnuclear
position.21
As this quick survey shows, phonological descriptions of NI intonation are un-
dergoing constant refinement, and a truly comprehensive account is still work
in progress. Nevertheless, the knowledge available in the literature on some spe-
cific contrasts can serve as a useful starting point for our exploration of prosodic
detail in NI. For the experimental chapters directly concerned with intonation
(see Section 1.4.2), the relevant introductory sections (Sections 2.1.3 and 3.1, re-
spectively) will providemore detail about the AM accounts of the contrasts under
examination.
1.4 Structure of this book
Our exploration of how the AM framework deals with prosodic detail in NI will
rely on four experimental studies of increasing complexity. These will be presen-
ted individually in the four next chapters (Sections 2–5) and discussed jointly in
the concluding chapter (Section 6). The four experimental chapters can be ar-
ranged monodimensionally, that is in a sequence, in the sense that the findings
of the last constitute the input for the next. However, they can also be organized
bidimensionally, that is as cells in a cross tabulation (see Table 1.1).
As we said above (Section 1.2.2), we conceive prosodic detail as systematically
produced and perceived phonetic information cueing post-lexical contrasts and
excluded from present abstractionist accounts of prosody. Thus, as for the first
20 This is actually the only context in which H+L* appears in NI examples in Grice et al. (2005b).
21 Examples fromGrice et al. (2005b) show that, in a specular way, prenuclear accents involving a
H tone seem to be realized in a wider pitch range than nuclear accents themselves. This applies
both to prenuclear accents within the focussed constituent (and thus labelled with the same
pitch accent type as nuclear accents, see Figure 1.2) and outside it (thus labelled differently,
notably H* in Figure 1.3). In the light of these examples, the discussion on nuclearity, downstep
and pitch accent inventory in NI should not be considered as settled.
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Figure 1.2: The constituent medial fall analyzed as the L component of the nar-
row focus L+H* accent in Neapolitan. Vedrai la [MAno di MAMma]
domani ‘You’ll see [Mom’s hand] tomorrow)’. Readapted from Grice
et al. 2005b, Figure 13.1, original caption.
Figure 1.3: Neapolitan: MAMma andava a [balLAre] da Lalla ‘Mom used to go to
[dance] at Lalla’s’). Narrow focus declarative with L+H*. Readapted
from Grice et al. 2005b, Figure 13.7, original caption.
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Table 1.1: Overview of the experimental chapters.
Production Perception
Intonation Chapter 2 Chapter 3
Tempo Chapter 4 Chapter 5
dimension of the cross tabulation, prosodic detail must prove relevant in both pro-
duction (Sections 2 and 4) and perception (Sections 3 and 5; see Section 1.4.1). The
second dimension deals with the phonetic dimensions which undergo informa-
tion reduction in the framework we chose. As we said above (see Section 1.3.2),
in the AM framework phonetic information is pruned twice: first, by concen-
trating on f0 contours among the various suprasegmental cues (such as dura-
tion, amplitude, spectral tilt, and segmental reduction), and second, by reducing
continuous modulations in f0 contours to sequence of frequency-time coordin-
ates. Our experiments will address both kind of reductions (see Section 1.4.2): we
start by testing whether there is systematically produced and perceived phonetic
detail which is not captured by the discretization of f0 contours into relevant
events and predictable transitions (Sections 2–3; intonation in Table 1.1). Then
we test whether other phonetic information on dimensions other than f0 is con-
sistently produced and perceived, focussing in particular on the role of duration
(Sections 4–5; tempo in Table 1.1) for the reasonswe discuss in Sections 1.4.2 and 4.
In the rest of the book, the phrases melodic detail and temporal detail will be used
to refer to phonetic detail at the prosodic level relating to the intonational and
temporal dimensions, respectively, and instantiated acoustically by patterns in
f0 and in duration of linguistic units.
Before turning to the experimental chapters, we comment on some of themeth-
odological choices overarching individual experiments, by grouping them along
the two dimensions of the cross tabulations discussed above (Sections 1.4.1–1.4.2),
and by providing some brief information on the functional contrasts used in the
experiments (Section 1.4.3). The experiments will be followed by a final section in
which we summarize our findings (Section 6.1) and group our methodological in-
novations (Section 6.2) before concluding on prosodic detail and exemplar-based
approaches (Section 6.3).
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1.4.1 Production and perception
The first remark to be made on the experimental chapters bearing on the acous-
tic manifestation of prosodic detail22 is on the nature of the speech material col-
lected and analyzed. While research on phonetic detail in production has used
material ranging from highly controlled scripted speech to spontaneous enacted
conversations (Beckman 1997), we chose to focus exclusively on read speech.
We agree with Gili Fivela (2008), who points out that controlled and casual
speech should both be used in the study of prosody, and that each should com-
plement the other by providing both prospective insights and retrospective val-
idations. Such a virtuous circle, however, could not be set in motion on the study
of both production and perception of both melodic and temporal detail without
exceeding the frame of a short monography. Our use of read controlled speech
should be considered as a mere first step in the exploration of prosodic detail.
As for the evaluation of the perceptual role of prosodic detail, the motivation
of our methodological choices require perhaps more elaboration. First, even re-
searchers devoting great efforts to the exploration of phonetic detail acknow-
ledge that “we do not always use available phonetic detail”: listeners rather learn
about it “when it does not contradict other important cues to communicating
meaning” and use it “when it is relevant to the task at hand” (Hawkins 2011: 9).
In this context, research striving to prove the importance of phonetic detail has
to find the right task and the right cue interaction in order to maximize its vis-
ibility. Commenting on this line of research, Nguyen et al. (2009: 8) say that
“the goal of current research on FPD is to show that FPD is important in speech
perception” (original emphasis). As we stated above, our research interests bear
on information reduction in phonological accounts of intonation. That is, we are
rather interested in whether phonetic detail is important in speech perception.
Nevertheless, in our perception experiments we will try to maximize the impact
of prosodic detail, by suppressing other cues usually available to listeners. It is
known for example that indexical variation has a stronger effect in the percep-
tion of degraded speech, as in the case of low-pass filtered material (Church &
Schacter 1994). In our experiments, this will be achieved by using either excised
(Section 3) or resynthesized (Section 5) stimuli.
The experimental tasks used in research on phonetic detail range from identific-
ation (West 1999) to word monitoring or word-spotting (Smith & Hawkins 2000),
lexical decision (Hawkins & Nguyen 2003) and sentence completion (Heinrich
et al. 2010). Given the pragmatic and informational nature of the functional con-
22 Or on its production, as said commonly (but perhaps in a not entirely correct way).
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trasts involved in our manipulations, word monitoring and lexical decision could
not be used. Heinrich et al. (2010) used sentence completion in order to evaluate
the intelligibility of speech in adverse listening conditions and, in turn, the role
of r-resonances in building perceptual coherence. That is, the task did not deal
with any functional contrast at all. For this reason, the core of our perceptual
evaluations will be two-alternative forced-choice identification tasks.
1.4.2 Intonation and tempo
As for information reduction, our experiments will concentrate on the phono-
logical dimensions of intonation (Sections 2–3) and tempo (Sections 4–5). In
the first two experiment we will address the reduction of phonetic information
relative to fundamental frequency into a discretized string of tonal events, phon-
etically realized as coordinates along the f0 and time axes. In an investigation of
prosodic detail, this is the natural place to start, since inAMphonetic information
relative to transitions between the tonal events is considered as phonologically
irrelevant, and derivable by interpolation rules.
Sections 4 and 5 deal with information reduction on a higher level. After
dealing with detail along a phonetic dimension which is already taken into ac-
count in AM (namely f0 contours) in the first two experimental chapters, we will
shift our attention to phonetic dimensions which are altogether absent in phon-
ological representations bridging phonetic substance and post-lexical meaning.
Among these potentially interesting prosodic cues, namely duration, amplitude,
(Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk 1996) spectral tilt and measures of segmental reduc-
tion (Ladd 2008) and voice quality (Campbell & Mokhtari 2003), we decided to
focus on duration. This is because its effects on post-lexical meaning have been
more widely studied (see Section 4.1), and it is more reliably investigated using
acoustic data alone, that is the only kind of data which could be collected in our
fieldwork sessions in Naples.
The relevant chapters will provide an extensive motivation of our terminolo-
gical choices (see Section 4 and especially Section 5.1.1), but for the sake of clarity
we can anticipate some remarks of our use of duration, tempo, and durational and
temporal patterns. We use duration in its fairly uncontroversial sense of an acous-
tic propriety of linguistic units, which can be measured in an absolute way along
the time dimension and is usually expressed in milliseconds. However, since “it
is not the duration of a single segment but the complex relationships between
segment durations that convey information to the listener” (Lyberg 1981), we
use durational patterns when referring to vectors grouping duration of sub-units
inside an overarching unit, as for example in the case of phones within an utter-
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ance. In this case, of course, measures can be both absolute and relative to the
duration of the overarching unit.
Our use of tempo, on the other hand, requires some elaboration. Already in
the 1970s, Wood (1973) remarked that terminology in this area was quite uncer-
tain, and that “tempo is not one single, unambiguous concept”. However, it is
clear that in his account tempo belongs to the conceptual family of measures
such as speech rate, rate-of-speech, rate of speech production, speed of talking,
talking rate or speaking tempo. Tempo had this meaning since at least Aber-
crombie (1967), according to which “tempo (speed of speaking) is best measured
by rate of syllable succession”, and is nowadays prevalently used in this sense
(e.g. Trouvain 2004). However, tempo has also been used in another sense which
is more adapted to our research interests, notably by Lehiste (1970). In her ac-
count of suprasegmental phonetic features and their linguistic function, tempo
is seen as the formal dimension bridging durational phonetic information with
post-lexical meaning. In this sense, tempo can be contrasted to both intonation
(which deals with phonetic information relative to f0 contours rather than dura-
tion) and length (which deals with lexical rather than post-lexical meaning). In
the following, tempo will be used in this particular meaning of a formal phono-
logical dimension which is parallel to intonation, rather than in the more wide-
spread phonetic interpretation consistent for example with Abercrombie’s use.
It is important to note that this terminological choice seems to entail a partic-
ular vision of prosody, in which the temporal dimension is seen as parallel to
the intonational one. We stress that we do not commit to this interpretation,
and we rather take it as a working hypothesis, which we will actually test in Sec-
tion 5. That is, we take tempo to design a phonological dimension in order to have
the terminological support to formulate the claim that durational differences are
phonologically relevant.
As a result, the phrase temporal patterns will be used when referring to phono-
logical accounts of phonetic durational patterns spanning over the utterance. In
this respect, temporal patterns can be seen as the temporal equivalent of what
tunes represent in intonation, namely formal structures which combine prim-
itives into a larger domain. As we said above, however, these terminological
choices will be discussed at greater length in the introductory pages of the relev-
ant experimental chapters.
1.4.3 Sentence modality contrasts
Given that our understanding of phonetic detail emphasizes, rather than speaker-
specific variation, language-specific variation and thus allophonic detail in its
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broadest sense (see Section 1.2.2), our research on prosodic detail will be based
on functional contrasts at the post-lexical level. The majority of our experiments
(Sections 4, 5 and 3.3) will use sentence modality contrasts. Sadock & Zwicky
(1985) call sentence type the “coincidence of grammatical structure and conven-
tional conversational use”. By grammatical structures they mean not only spe-
cific syntactic constructions, but also “special particles, affixes, word order, in-
tonations, missing elements, or even phonological alterations”. The inventory of
the possible conventional conversational uses is also very broad, and ranges from
making a bet to asking for information or to ordering someone to do something
(Lyons 1977). By examining pairs of grammatical structures and conversational
uses in 23 languages, Sadock & Zwicky (1985) provide a tentative taxonomy of ap-
parently universal sentence types, grouped in the three macro-classes of declar-
atives, imperatives and interrogatives. In the following years, the phrase sentence
modality has been extensively used in prosodic research focussing on a particu-
lar contrast between sentence types, namely the one between declaratives and
interrogatives which are distinguished through prosody alone. For languages
such as Italian, this is the case of the opposition between statements and yes-no
questions,23 as seen above (Section 1.3.1).
Sentence modality contrasts have a sort of privileged status in prosodic re-
search. They have always drawn consistent attention, even before the develop-
ment of phonological approaches to intonation (Kretschmer 1938, among others),
because of the immediacy and the relevance of the functional contrast involved.
Other post-lexical functional contrasts expressed by prosody, as in the case of
information packaging, are less self-evident and more theory-dependent. That
is, whereas segmental phonology is based on lexical contrastiveness, which does
not need to be theorized in order to be tested (i.e. lexical contrast is somehow
accessible to the epilinguistic conscience of the speaker/listener), research on in-
tonation focusses on the link between prosodic acoustic cues and post-lexical
meaning which apparently needs to be structured in a linguistic theory (e.g. sen-
tence semantics, pragmatics, information structure). We will comment on this
later on (see Section 2.4.3); for the sake of the present discussion, it is only ne-
cessary to say that sentence modality contrasts were used in the majority of the
experimental work presented here precisely for this reason. That is, since the
investigation of prosodic detail already entails, by definition, the exploration of
previously unaccounted phonetic information, we decided at least to concentrate
23 For languages such as English or French, in which statements and yes-no questions can have
different morphosyntactic structures, sentence modality contrasts rather oppose statements
and so-called “declarative questions”.
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on the most thoroughly accounted functional contrast (Huddleston 1994; Haan
2002).
The only exception to this general methodological choice is represented by the
exploration of the contrast between narrow focus yes-no questions and partial
topic statements in Sections 2 and 3.2. Details on the functional aspects of this
contrast will be provided in the relevant introductory sections (see especially Sec-
tion 2.1.3). With respect to the present discussion, the motivation for this choice
lies in the extreme substantial (phonetic) similarity between the two contexts,




2 Melodic detail in production
An essential ingredient of any phonological account of intonation is the defini-
tion of a finite set of units which serve as primitives. The combination of these
units into higher level structures is then governed by a grammar which specifies
paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships among those primitives, and yields
an abstract representation of well-formed structures. This representation, in turn,
serves as the input for the stage of phonetic implementation, ultimately gener-
ating an output which is comparable with features extracted from the signal. In
the model which served as the basis for the development of the Autosegmental-
Metrical (AM) framework (Pierrehumbert 1980: 10), a finite state grammar gen-
erates tunes which are composed by sequences of only two tones (the primitives,
namely High and Low). Further rules specify the phonetic implementation of the
abstract tune, turning a sequence of discrete labels into a continuous represent-
ation which can be analyzed in conjunction with fundamental frequency tracks
extracted from the signal.
The individuation of a basic inventory of primitives, the specification of the
rules governing their selection and combination, and the description of the inter-
face between the phonological and phonetic representation are issues of central
interest to every phonological model of intonation, even if the three points can be
more or less stressed out in different frameworks. However, these issues are so
closely intertwined that drawing a clear line between them is nothing more than
a simplifying strategy. Very often, the choices made on a given level end up shap-
ing the account provided for another level. To exemplify, consider Janet Pierre-
humbert’s early model of English intonation (Pierrehumbert 1980: 29), in which
the inventory of primitives is restricted to only two tones, as we said above.
Given this highly limited set of primitives, we can expect a high degree of com-
plexity in the grammar providing the rules for their combinations. And indeed
we find that the two tones can instantiate different structural positions (i.e. pitch
accents, phrase accents, boundary tones) within the tune, and that in some cases
one given position can be filled up by a combination of tones (as in the case of
bitonal pitch accents). On the other hand, we can expect richer inventories to
be matched by simpler grammars. This is the case of Pierre Delattre’s account of
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French intonation (Delattre 1966), in which the primitives are not two tones but
ten tonal movements, quite richly specified, namely with regard to the height of
their starting and ending point, and to the shape of the contour between them.
In this case, the intonational grammar is essentially reduced to a discussion of
the paradigmatic aspects (quite linearly linked with syntactic structure and prag-
matic meaning) and of some simple syntagmatic restrictions (as in the case of
contextually determined allotony).
Thus, trading relations between richness of inventory and complexity of gram-
mar represent a useful lead when describing and contrasting different phonolo-
gical models of intonation. It is interesting to note that a very similar conceptual
device has been proposed when contrasting abstractionist and exemplar models
of speech perception. This opposition can be framed in terms of trading rela-
tions between richness of representations and complexity ofmapping procedures
(Johnson & Mullennix 1997). Under this light, traditional accounts of speech pro-
cessing would rely on the assumption that listeners derive a “canonical linguistic
representation” (thus, a simple representation) through a normalization process
(a complex mapping) of the incoming speech signal. The collection of abstract
representations of this sort would build up the mental lexicon, in which only
linguistically contrastive information is stored. In the alternative view, listen-
ers would store many and highly detailed traces for (or as) individual entries in
the mental lexicon (complex representations), and access to category labels and
meaning would be mediated by a simple similarity function (simple mapping).
The adoption of such an exemplar approach allowed Keith Johnson to propose
an account of vowel perception (Johnson 1997) in which speaker normalization
is no longer necessary: variability in the signal is not regarded as noise prevent-
ing the access to an abstract representation, but is rather seen as a resource for
robust categorization.
There is a striking parallel between trading relations in complexity among in-
ventory and grammar (in phonological models of intonation) and among repres-
entations and mapping (in models of speech perception). This seemed an ideal






In the frame of the AM theory of intonation, phonetic (continuous) f0 data are
translated into a phonological (discretized) tune, composed by the combination
of only two tones, labelled as High (H) or Low (L). Intonation contours consist
of a string of tonal events linked to the prosodic structure of the sentence: tones
can be associated either with prominent syllables (as in the case of pitch accents)
or with the edges of various prosodic domains (as in the case of phrase accents
and boundary tones). Some tonal events, mainly pitch accents, can phonetically
appear as a rise (or a fall) in the f0 curve. In these cases, they are analyzed as the
succession of two tones (L H for rises, H L for falls).1 In AM, the f0 path between
the two tones which compose a rising pitch accent is not regarded as phono-
logically relevant. Speech synthesis systems based on this framework (Pierre-
humbert 1981; Anderson et al. 1984; Black & Hunt 1996) use a simple monotonic
interpolation between the two tones. Nonetheless, data from Neapolitan Italian
(D’Imperio et al. 2008) show that, in different pragmatic contexts, the intonation
contour of the same segmental string also differs systematically in terms of the
f0 path between the two tones. The curve seems to follow a concave or convex2
path, depending on the pragmatic context in which the sentences are uttered.
Figure 2.1 displays the spectrogram and the f0 contour for the sentence in (1)









‘Milena prefers black coffee.’
In the first case (top panel), the sentence is uttered as a statement, while in
the second it is uttered as a question (bottom panel). From a phonetic point of
view, the most striking difference between the two f0 contours is visible in the
movement associated to the last stressed syllable of the sentence (/ˈma/ in amaro).
In the top panel we find a gradual fall, while in the bottom one we find a slight
rise followed by a quite rapid fall. In other words, the local f0 peak (marked
1 See D’Imperio (1999) for Neapolitan Italian. Similar treatments have been proposed also for
Spanish (Hualde 2002; Face 2001) and English (Ladd & Schepman 2003).
2 Note that, following the common geometrical terminology, the attributes of concave and con-
vex refer to the half-plane above the curve, whereas some of the linguistic literature on the
topic uses the opposite viewpoint (see Grice et al. 2000; Dombrowski & Niebuhr 2005 for re-
cent examples).
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mi lE na lo wo le a ma ro
Statement
mi lE na lo wo le a ma ro
Question
Figure 2.1: Spectrogram, f0 track and phonetic transcription of syllable segment-
ation of the sentenceMilena lo vuole amaro uttered as a statement (top
panel) and as a question (bottom panel).
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with the black circles in the figure) occurs slightly before the vowel onset in the
statement, but is found later (vowel-internal) in the question, where it is also
visibly higher. Following the usual terminology, the H belonging to the post-
nuclear pitch accent is aligned (in time) and scaled (in frequency) differently in
the two contexts.
Tone alignment and scaling are the indices usually employed in AM to define
the phonetic properties of different phonological units (e.g., of the different tones
composing a pitch accent). But if we concentrate on the intonation contour of
the first word in the sentence (Milena), we notice that the rising movement asso-
ciated with the stressed syllable has a different shape in the two contexts, namely
a concave rise in the statement condition and a convex one in the question (/ˈlɛ/
in Milena). This difference, though, does not seem to be related either to the
alignment or to the scaling of the two tones: both Ls are in the first half of the
stressed syllable onset, and around 225 Hz; both Hs are at the end of the stressed
syllable nucleus, and around 350 Hz. Thus, differences in shape of the f0 contour
between the two tones composing the rising pitch accent are not accounted for
by the phonetic indices of alignment and scaling employed in AM, and this en-
tails a fortiori that shape differences do not play any phonological role in this
framework.
In terms of the speech perception models evoked above, we could say that the
listener is supposed to ignore the phonetic information provided by the shape
of the f0 contour between tones when categorizing the incoming signal into the
different pitch accent options. That is, representations of pitch accents do not
include the prosodic detail of interpolation path, which has to be stripped away
from the signal during the mapping phase. The autosegmental-metrical model
of intonation combines simple primitives using a rich grammar and maps the in-
coming signal to simplified and underspecified representations, thus qualifying
as an overtly abstractionist model. But in this specific case, it appears that the
phonetic information retained by the model (scaling and alignment of the tones
composing the rise) is less powerful in distinguishing two pragmatic contexts
than the information which is discarded (shape of the interpolation between the
tones). If shape differences are consistently produced by speakers and consist-
ently used by listeners as a cue to phonological forms with different pragmatic
meanings, then the model would need some refinement (by enriching the ab-
stract representations for pitch accents) or even a radical revision (by weakening
the abstractionist component).
Building on the results presented in a previous small-scale production study
(Cangemi 2009), in this chapter we will compare the traditional AM phonetic
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indices (namely tone scaling and alignment) with an indicator of contour shape
as for their efficacy in discriminating between pragmatic contexts. The analysis
of production data will be preceded by a phonological description in AM terms of
thematerials used in the study (Section 2.1.3), andwill be followed by a discussion
of the possible impact of our findings on the fine-tuning of the model, in which
wewill also provide an in-depth review of three studies reporting related findings
(Dombrowski & Niebuhr 2005; Petrone & D’Imperio 2008; Petrone & Niebuhr
2014). We will conclude the chapter with a discussion of the role of prosodic
detail in the reconfiguration of the relationships between phonetic substance,
phonological form and pragmatic function in intonation.
2.1.2 Hypotheses
Before proposing to enrich the description of Neapolitan Italian intonation by
adding contour shape information in its phonological representations, we must
show that shape differences are consistently produced by speakers and exploited
by listeners. The analysis of the perceptual role of contour dynamics (where
dynamic refers to properties of f0 movements rather than of f0 targets) will be
postponed to Section 3; in the present chapter we will focus on speakers’ produc-
tions. Indeed, differences in shape could arise as a by-product of the variation in
proprieties of tones which are already traditionally acknowledged, namely their
alignment and their scaling. For this reason, our first concern will be to evaluate
whether the traditional indices of scaling and alignment are adequate in cueing
two different pragmatic contexts. We can prospect four scenarios:
TD: both traditional and dynamic indices consistently mirror pragmatic contrasts.
In this case, the dynamic index could be deemed redundant, and further
elaboration would be pointless.
TX: traditional indices mirror pragmatic contrasts, while the dynamic one does
not. In this case, observations stemming from the informal analysis of ma-
terial such as the utterance pair in Figure 2.1 would qualify as statistically
aberrant. Again, further elaboration would be pointless.
XD: dynamic indices mirror pragmatic contrasts, while the traditional ones do
not. In this case, before proceeding to the enrichment of phonological de-
scriptions, a perceptual validation is in order.
XX: neither traditional nor dynamic indices mirror pragmatic contrasts. In this
case, either the pragmatic contrast is not instantiated in the phonological
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position under exam (and any further elaboration would be pointless), or a
different dynamic index should be tested. A perceptual test could be used
to tell apart these two sub-cases.
In what follows, a corpus of read speech will be analyzed in order to findwhich
of these hypotheses is supported. Given the unfortunate condition of a very
restricted number of experimental observations available, the operationalization
of the hypotheses will be fairly straightforward for this experiment. Indices will
be deemed to mirror pragmatic contrasts if the difference between their means
across pragmatic conditions is significantly different (see Section 2.3).
2.1.3 Phonological analysis
Though the main concern of this chapter is with the evaluation of phonetic in-
dices to pragmatic contrasts, given the very nature of our investigation a thor-
ough phonological analysis of the materials used in the experiment is in order.
Over the last decade, NI intonation has been fruitfully studied using the AM
framework: both broad surveys and in-depth studies are available to the reader
(see Section 1.3.3). Since the original framework was tailored on the specificit-
ies of American English intonation, its adaptation to NI required a conspicuous
effort and was achieved through the introduction of various more or less innovat-
ive features. While a detailed account of the history of these innovations clearly
falls outside the scope of this paragraph, we will motivate the main non-standard
interpretative devices used in the phonological analyses that follow.
2.1.3.1 Pragmatic contexts
Figure 2.2 shows the f0 track of the two utterances already displayed in Figure 2.1,
along with a tonal labelling. In the first case (top panel), the target sentence in (3)
was uttered as an answer to the question in (2). This means that the pragmatic
interpretation of the sentence is supposed to be that of a Partial Topic (Büring

















‘How do your friends like their coffee?’
3 The non Neapolitan reader should keep in mind that coffee in Naples is often served already
mixed with a sugar-based foam, and that in some cases this is even the “unmarked” option.
Polite bartenders and hosts, however, are always supposed to ask for a confirmation before
serving coffee.
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L*+H
!H- !H+L* L- L
miLEna lo vuole aMAro
Partial Topic Statement
L*+H
HL- !H* L- L
miLEna lo vuole aMAro
Narrow Focus Question
Figure 2.2: Intonation analysis and word segmentation of the sentenceMilena lo
vuole amaro uttered as a partial topic statement (top panel) and as a
subject narrow focus question (bottom panel). Capital letters indicate




























‘As for Milena, she drinks it black; as for the others, I wouldn’t know.’
The new information in the answer (“black coffee”) can be retrieved by ana-
lyzing the question, which explicitly puts in discussion how the coffee should
be served. However, the answer elaborates on the given information as well:
among the original set put forth as the topic of the question (“your friends”), the
speaker elects a single element (“Milena”) as the subject of the predication. The
topic in the answer is thus a subset of the topic in the question: for this reason, in
the following we will refer to this context as Partial Topic Statement (henceforth
SPT ).
The other utterance (Figure 2.2, bottom panel) is labelled as Narrow Focus
Question (henceforth QNF ): in this case, the sentence is imagined to fit in a con-
text where the speaker is serving coffee and remembers that one of his guests
(possibly Milena) takes no sugar, and then asks whether she is indeed the one
who has to be served black coffee. We will come back to the nature of this prag-
matic contrast in the discussion of the link between post-lexical meaning and
intonational contrasts (see Section 2.4.3).
2.1.3.2 Pitch accents
Two of the stressed syllables in the utterances bear a pitch accent, namely the
penultimate in Milena and in amaro. The first pitch accent in both utterances is
nuclear, in the sense that it falls on the rightmost (here, the only) stressed syl-
lable of the focussed constituent (Grice et al. 2005b: 380). This definition applies
in a straightforward way to the QNF context, in which the Subject (Milena) is
indeed focussed. In the SPT context, however, the Subject is not focussed, but
is rather interpretable as a contrastive or partial topic. Since partial topics have
been shown to trigger post-accentual compression (D’Imperio & Cangemi 2011),
they can also be considered as nuclear, and for this reason the pitch accent on
amaro can be deemed to be post-nuclear and transcribed in both cases using a
diacritic for range compression (!). This latter pitch accent is different in the two
utterances: according to Grice et al. (2005b), we use H+L* for the statement and
H* for the question; this contrast accounts for the phonetic differences in the
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scaling and alignment of the high turning point, which were already discussed
above (Section 2.1).
As for the first pitch accent, the choice of using the label L*+H for both utter-
ances is consistent with the null hypothesis that shape differences do not parti-
cipate in the specification of pitch accents, are not contrastive and can not justify
the use of two different labels. For these reasons, according to D’Imperio et al.
(2008), the only paradigmatic choices available in this position would be LH* for
the non-contrastive topic rise, L+H* for the focussed statement rise and L*+H for
the focussed question rise. Given that the assessment of the phonological status
of this rising pitch accent in partial topic statements is one of the main aims of
this chapter, we believe that when deciding upon this working hypothesis tran-
scription the safest choice is to rely on the phonetic similarity between pitch ac-
cents. For this reason, given the scaling and alignment properties of both tones
composing the rise, the nuclear accent in partial topic statements will also be
labelled as L*+H at this stage.
2.1.3.3 Edge tones and phrasing
Unlike many languages, NI does not mark questions with an high boundary tone,
as in the case of many Italian regional varieties (Savino 2012). This accounts for
the (mainly phonetic) transcription of L% for both the question and statement;
the same holds for the immediately preceding L- phrase accent.
More importantly, both utterances can be analyzed as an intonational phrase
composed by two intermediate phrases, namely [(Milena)(lo vuole amaro)]. The
phrase break after the Subject is expected in the case of the narrow focus question,
where the Subject is coextensive with the focus domain. For this same reason,
the break would not be expected in broad focus questions (D’Imperio et al. 2005;














‘How does Milena drink her coffee?’
However, after the Subject in partial topic utterances we find a strong degree
of f0 compression (D’Imperio & Cangemi 2011), and in some utterance even a
short pause; for these reasons, we assume that there is indeed a phrase accent
after the subject in both context, which we label HL- in the case of the narrow
focus question, following D’Imperio (2002) and !H- in the case of the partial topic





For our studywe used a subset of the corpus Tre Grazie, first described inD’Imperio
et al. (2008). Nine native speakers of NI read 60 experimental stimuli and 38 fillers
in a silent room. The stimuli consisted of 5 repetitions of 3 sentences designed




























‘Milena drinks it black.’
Target wordswere all feminine proper names (hence the corpus’ name), agents,
subjects, trisyllabic, with penultimate stress, the same syllabic structure for the
tonic syllable (.CV.) and the same quality for its nucleus (/ɛ/), while a greater
flexibility was allowed for unstressed syllable structure (post-stressed .CCV in
Valeria, joined by pre-stressed V. in Amelia). Sentences were presented together
with a contextualization paragraph, which had to be read silently; this made
possible the elicitation of every sentence with four different pragmatic meanings.
For example, the sentence in (8) would be interpreted and uttered by speakers as
a QNF with the meaning of (9b) if preceded by the context in (9a):
(9) a. After a family lunch, you’re preparing coffee. You know that one of
your cousins is on a diet and stays away from sugar, but you don’t
remember which one. You ask your aunt:…
b. Is it Milena, the one who drinks unsweetened coffee?
On the other hand, sentences preceded by the context in (10a) would be inter-
preted and uttered as a SPT, with the meaning of (10b):
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(10) a. In the afternoon, among friends, your brother is preparing coffee. He
asks you whether your friends would like it sweetened or not. You
don’t know everybody’s preferences, but only your girlfriend’s. You
answer:…
b. As for Milena, she drinks it unsweetened; as for the others, I couldn’t
tell.
Other contextualization paragraphs prompted a Broad Focus Statement and a
Narrow Focus Statement interpretation. In the first case, all the information in
the utterance was intended to be new; in the second, the utterance was intended
as a statement where the speaker corrects the interlocutor’s beliefs about who
asked for black coffee (i.e., Narrow Focus is on the Subject).
Given the poor quality of some of the recordings and the focussing on the
pitch accents with similar alignment and scaling proprieties for the two tones
composing the rise, the experimental material retained for this study consisted
of 2 subjects x 3 sentences x 2 pragmatic contexts (QNF and SPT) x 5 repetitions
= 60 items total.
2.2.2 Measures
Target words were manually labelled in syllables using a scripted procedure un-
der Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2008). The stressed syllable, which always had
a CV structure, was also labelled in segments: the labels were Os for the begin-
ning of the onset (and of the entire syllable), Ns for the beginning of the nucleus
(or the end of the onset) and Ne for the end of the nucleus (and of the entire
syllable).4
The rising f0 movement in the stressed syllable was characterized by measur-
ing the height (in Hz) and the position in time of its starting and ending points
(L and H).5 Hs were automatically located at f0 maxima inside the stressed vow-
els, while the detection of Ls proved more challenging, as could be expected
(Del Giudice et al. 2007; Petrone & D’Imperio 2009). A widely used automatic
procedure is based on the detection of the local minima in the stressed syllable
onset, but we found this method too sensitive to microprosodic perturbations
at the consonant-vowel boundary. We determined that another strategy for the
detection of Ls, the two-lines regression or Least Square Fitting algorithm, used
for example in D’Imperio (2000: 92-93), was not suited for our goals either.
4 See Figure 2.3: Os, Ns and Ne on x-axis.





















Figure 2.3: Example of acoustic measures.
Figure 2.4: Two-line fitting (from D’Imperio 2000: 95).
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With this technique, the region in which the L must be found (in our case, the
f0 stretch from utterance start to H) is divided into steps. For each point, two
straight lines are fitted with a linear regression to the contour on its left and on
its right. The time of the L is chosen as the point associated with the pair of lines
leading to the smallest modelling error. Since the differences between a concave
and a convex rise have consequences on modelling and errors, the algorithm of-
ten locates Ls away from the point in which the f0 curve visibly bends upwards
(the elbow). Concave shapes tend to be associated to an L on the left of the elbow,
and for convex ones the L is detected on its right. This means of course that we
would still have an index to express our differences in interpolation, but in this
case the information is conveyed in an implicit and indirect way: different shapes
are translated into different position of a same tonal target. We decided to use a
method which would ignore the specifically local features of the f0 contour (such
as microprosodic minima) and at the same time avoid the implicit encoding of
the global proprieties we were trying to characterize explicitly (as in the case of
the two lines regression). Trying to find a compromise between these two con-
straints, which ultimately means to find a compromise in the size of the analysis
window, we decided to locate the elbows at the point of maximal acceleration of
the curve. Through the elaboration of an automated procedure in R (R Develop-
ment Core Team 2008), the L was located by inspecting the f0 second derivative,
looking for sufficiently wide local maxima.
Although the L detection procedure is innovative, height and position of tone
targets remain traditional measures. Besides these, we also calculated the height
of the mid-point in time between L and H (C).6 This allowed us to calculate an
index (based on Dombrowski & Niebuhr 2005) which could express the type
of interpolation between the two targets in a simple and explicit way; see Sec-
tion 2.2.3.
In conclusion, for every experimental item we measured the coordinates of L,
C and H in the (time, f0) plane.
2.2.3 Indices
We used these coordinates to calculate various indices (see Table 2.1), which had
to be compared as for their reliability in discriminating our two pragmatic con-
texts. In addition to the traditional indexes of scaling (height of L and H) and
alignment (distance of L and H from both start and end of, respectively, stressed
syllable onset and nucleus), we calculated a Curve Index (Ci), expressed as the
6 See Figure 2.3: y(C) on y-axis.
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Figure 2.5: Range proportion (readapted fromDombrowski & Niebuhr (2005: Fig-
ure 3)).
ratio of the difference between the heights of the intermediate and the starting





This index is reminiscent of the Range Proportion (Rp), used by Dombrowski &
Niebuhr (2005) to characterize phonetic variation of phrase-final rises in German
task-oriented dialogues (see Figure 2.5 and Section 2.4.1).
Shape differences in these rises are calculated by dividing the extent of the rise
within the stressed syllable by the extent of the rise up to the prosodic phrase




The main difference between range proportion and curve index resides in the
fact that the pivot used for the calculation of the curve index is constantly located
at the midpoint in time between the Low and the High tone (Figure 2.3), while
for the calculation of the range proportion the pivot can move to the left or to
the right of the midpoint, according to the position of the stressed syllable right
boundary (Figure 2.5). Given the nature of their semi-spontaneous corpus, in
which the lexical material associated with the phrase-final rises is not controlled
neither in quality (syllable structure) nor in quantity (of poststressed syllables),
the choice of a moving pivot in Dombrowski and Niebuhr’s study is justified.
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However, since in our read corpus the target words are strictly controlled, we
considered that a tighter definition of pivot location could be easily enforced.
Table 2.1: Indices
Index Description Formula
sL L scaling y(L)
aLs L alignment to start of stressed vowel onset x(L) – Os
aLe L alignment to end of stressed vowel onset Ns – x(L)
sH H scaling y(H)
aHs H alignment to start of stressed vowel nucleus x(H) – Ns
aHe H alignment to end of stressed vowel nucleus Ne – x(H)
sC C (intermediate point in time between L and H) scaling y(C)
Ci Curve index y(C) y(L)y(H ) y(L)
2.3 Results
In this section we plot the distributions of the eight phonetic indices in the two
pragmatic contexts for the two speakers. In Figures 2.6–2.8, columns report data
for the two speakers (WP, female, and MB, male) and rows for the indices. The
labels used for the indices (on the y-axis) correspond to those used in Table 2.1.
Each individual plot shows the distribution of an individual index for an indi-
vidual speaker, separating the two pragmatic contexts (QNF, narrow focus ques-
tion, and SPT, partial topic statement).
Given the limited amount of data, for the calculation of statistical significance
we restrain to two-sampleWelch-Satterthwaite t-test. In the absence of inferable
biases, the tests were two-tailed. Since data on f0 height cannot be pooled across
our speakers (a male and a female), for uniformity’s sake we will split results for
alignment as well. Results were pooled across the three sentences and the five
repetition of each sentence. Each boxplot thus shows 15 observations.
2.3.1 Alignment
Figure 2.6 shows data on alignment of the High tone target relative to the vowel
in the stressed syllable (e.g. [ɛ] in the case ofMilena) and of the Low tone relative
to its consonant (e.g. [l] in the same case). Since a preliminary exploration of
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the data showed that the two tonal targets co-occur with the relative segments,
latencies were calculated either by subtracting the startpoint of the Segment (Ss)
to the timepoint of the Tone (Tt) or by subtracting the timepoint of the Tone to
the endpoint of the Segment (Se): aTs = Tt   Ss and aTe = Se  Tt .
For both High and Low tones the alignment measures, either to the beginning
or from the end of the relevant segment, failed to reliably differentiate between
the two pragmatic contexts. As for Hs, the smallest p was above 0.1 (aHe for
speaker MB), while for Ls it was above 0.15 (aLe for speakerWP). Data dispersion
around the median appeared to be slightly more compact for questions in both
speakers, but the effect was not statistically significant. Hence, tonal alignment
does appear to differentiate between partial topic statements and narrow focus
questions in NI.
2.3.2 Scaling
As for tone scaling (Figure 2.7), on the other hand, only one plot shows non sig-
nificant results, namely Hs for speaker WP (p>0.3). The three other comparisons
show a significant difference between the two pragmatic contexts (p<0.01). How-
ever, in one case (Ls for speakerMB) the difference was significant but very small:
the mean L height is 92 Hz in questions and 97 Hz in statements. Moreover, this
5 Hz difference always fell inside a consonant, and usually very near to a seg-
mental boundary, as the positive latencies for alignment in Figure 2.6 (two last
left panels) show, thus allowing us to infer that its perceptual role is negligible
(House 1990).
As for the two other statistically significant and perceptually relevant compar-
isons, statements show a higher H tone for speaker MB and a higher L tone for
speaker WP. That is, tone scaling information is useful in indicating that both
speakers use different f0 movements in the two pragmatic conditions, but does
not yield a unified picture of how these f0 movements should be characterized.
2.3.3 Shape
The indices focussing on contour dynamics show a different picture (Figure 2.8).
All comparisons were statistically highly significant (highest p is 0.033). Data on
scaling, which is perceptually more easily interpretable, show that mean differ-
ences between midpoint height (sC) in questions and statement was above 40
Hz for speaker WP (female) and above 15 Hz for speaker MB (male). This latter
difference can be considered as quite relevant, since speaker MB uses a very nar-
row pitch span: mean L to H excursion for this speaker is around 40 Hz (compare
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Figure 2.6: Latencies (ms) from H to vowel onset (first row) and offset (second
row), and from L to consonant onset (third row) and offset (fourth
row) in stressed syllable.
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with a mean excursion of 135 Hz for speaker WP). In relative terms, the differ-
ences in C scaling among questions and statements was actually more salient in
speaker MB.
Differences in the curve index (Ci) might be less straightforward to interpret
in perceptual terms than differences in C scaling, but they have at least two ad-
vantages. First of all, being a ratio of differences, they do not need any further
transformation in order to yield comparable data for speakers with very differ-
ent pitch spans and ranges. Moreover, differences in curve index can be quite
easily interpreted in geometrical terms: a value of 0.5 would indicate a linear in-
terpolation, while values above or below 0.5 would indicate concave and convex
rises, respectively. In our data, curve index differences are significant for both
speakers. The f0 rise between the L and the H composing the nuclear pitch ac-
cent is less concave in QNF contexts (mean Ci: 0.52 for MB, 0.35 for WP) and
less convex in SPT contexts (mean Ci: 0.60 for MB, 0.52 for WP). Thus, even with
some individual differences in level and span of curve index variation, we can
conclude that speakers tend to show a convex interpolation in questions and to
a concave interpolation in statements.
2.3.4 Summary of results
Among the four scenarios prospected in Section 2.1.2 our results support the
third, namely that dynamic indices mirror the pragmatic contrast between nar-
row focus questions and partial topic statements, while the traditional indices of
tone scaling and alignment do not.
No significant alignment differences could be found in our corpus, neither for
High nor for Low tones, independent of the boundary (left or right) of the rel-
evant segment in the stressed syllable (consonant for Ls, vowel for Hs). Tone
scaling appears to be different in the two contexts, but differences are not con-
sistent across speakers: partial topic statements are characterized by higher H
tones for speaker MB and higher L tones for speaker WP. Thus, scaling does not
qualify as a viable index to our pragmatic contrast. Dynamic indexes, on the
other hand, proved robust: both speakers showed a statistically significant tend-
ency to a concave interpolation in statements and to a convex interpolation in
questions.
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Figure 2.7: Height (Hz) of High (first row) and Low (second row) tonal target.













































In our study, dynamic indices appear to be more consistent than scaling and
alignment in mirroring the pragmatic contrast between partial topic statements
and narrow focus questions. This finding underlines a potential loss of useful
phonetic information in the abstraction procedure that maps signal onto discrete
phonological categories in the AM framework. In this paragraph we will develop
this line of thought, by discussing in some detail three other studies as they re-
port previously unaccounted prosodic detail (Section 2.4.1) and prospect differ-
ent avenues to the enrichment of phonological representations for intonation
Section 2.4.2.
2.4.1 Contour shape in other contrasts
In order to decide whether shape information is a necessary enrichment to phon-
ological representations of intonation, we must evaluate the scope of contrasts
which can be expressed exclusively (or more robustly) by dynamic information.7
In this experiment we focussed on only one pragmatic contrast, namely the one
between narrow focus question and partial topic statement, but recent work on
both Italian (D’Imperio 2000; Petrone & D’Imperio 2008) and German (Dom-
browski & Niebuhr 2005; Petrone & Niebuhr 2014) shows that contour shape
could be relevant for other contrasts as well. Interestingly, these studies focus
on acoustic and functional differences in structural positions other than the nuc-
lear pitch accents we analyzed in this chapter.
2.4.1.1 Turn management and utterance final rises in German
In their exploration of the dialogue section of the Kiel Corpus of Read and Spon-
taneous Speech (Institut für Phonetik und digitale Sprachverarbeitung 1994 and
following), for example, Dombrowski &Niebuhr focus on phrase-final rises. They
show that a given phonological entity, analyzed as an early valley in terms of the
Kiel Intonation Model (henceforth KIM; see Kohler 1991), displays a consistent
phonetic variation which is best analyzed in terms of dynamic proprieties (viz.
convexity or concavity of the rise), and that those phonetic variants correlate
with two opposite conversational functions (viz. activation or restriction of the
7 This is not to say that the role of dynamic phonetic detail in f0 contours has to be reduced to
phonological contrastiveness in itself. Recent studies are exploring the interspeaker variabil-
ity in signalling phonological contrasts, showing that speakers might use different strategies
which rely more or less strongly on dynamic cues; see Niebuhr et al. (2011).
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Figure 2.9: Activating (left) and restricting (right) final rises (readapted from
Dombrowski & Niebuhr 2005: Figure 1). Dotted vertical lines delimit
the accented syllables, dashed vertical lines indicate the accented-
vowel onsets.
interlocutor). Their corpus consisted in task-oriented dialogues in which out
of sight participants had to collaborate in scheduling meetings and events; the
speakers had access to different sets of partial information and, crucially, they
had to press (and hold) a button near to their individual microphones in order to
activate their interlocutor’s headphones. This permitted to avoid overlaps, since
only one participant at a time was allowed to talk, but more importantly it served
as an objectivation of speakers’ intentions of turn-yielding (activation) or turn-
holding (restriction of the interlocutor). Figure 2.9 shows an example of a convex
rise in a turn-yielding condition (left panel) and a concave rise in a turn-holding
condition (right panel).8
8 Note that in the original paper, contrary to the common geometrical interpretation used in




As we already pointed out (see Section 2.2.3), their phonetic analyses of con-
tour shapes must have been made quite difficult by the lack of control of the
number of poststressed syllables and of the syllable structure and, as Figure 2.9
shows, of voicing throughout the syllable. Figure 2.9 also shows that, in contrast
with our results on Neapolitan Italian nuclear rises, the functional contrast could
also bemirrored by alignment and scaling of both rise start- and endpoint, at least
for this particular pair of utterances. However, a discriminant analysis showed
that the highest correct classification results are achieved when the shape of the
rise is the most important predictor.
2.4.1.2 Modality and prenuclear fall in Italian and German
Contour shape thus appears to be relevant in nuclear rises, both utterance internal
(as we have seen in this chapter) and utterance final (as we have seen in the
previous section), signalling different pragmatic or conversational contrasts, and
in more than one language. In this section we review two studies focussing on
the role of contour shape in prenuclear falls, respectively in Neapolitan Italian
and in Northern Standard German.
Differences in the shape of postnuclear f0 fall for Neapolitan Italian read speech
are connected with sentence modality contrasts in Petrone & D’Imperio (2008).
Figure 2.10 shows two utterances (as a statement, top panel and as a question,













‘Mom wants to meet Bina.’
The nuclear accent thus falls on the last stressed syllable (ˈbi.na), and is labelled
as L+H* for the statement and as L*+H for the rise. The prenuclear accent, on
the first stressed syllable (ˈmam.ma), is labelled in both cases as (L)H*, following
Gili Fivela & D’Imperio (2003); Gili Fivela (2006). Its rising portion seems to have
the same acoustic properties in both contexts; the fall, on the other hand, clearly
follows different paths.
The first half of the tonal stretch between Hp and Ln can be characterized as
convex in the statement and concave in the question. Statistical analyses based
on different kinds of regression confirmed the significance of these differences.
However, it should be noted that, as in the case of the German activating and
restricting contours, alignment and scaling of the tones at both ends of the relev-
ant f0 stretch are also significantly different in the two contexts: for one of the
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Figure 2.10: f0 contours for (object) narrow focus statement (upper panel) and
question (lower panel) utterances of a same sentence (from Petrone
& D’Imperio 2008: Figure 1). Capital letters indicate the stressed syl-
lables; tone targets for prenuclear and nuclear pitch accents are la-
belled with a subscript p and n, respectively.
two speakers, for example, the endpoint of the prenuclear rise (Hp ) is aligned
significantly later in questions.
Very similar results are presented as the starting point of a perception study on
Northern Standard German by Petrone&Niebuhr (2014), whichwill be examined
at length in Section 3. As in Neapolitan Italian, statements and questions with
declarative syntax appear to be characterized by different shapes in the prenuc-
lear fall (respectively, convex and concave). And as in the previous studies, these
differences seem to qualify as a reinforcing cue, given that different properties
for scaling and alignment are attested as well. Figure 2.11 shows three utterances









‘Katherina is looking for a flat.’
Apart from utterance (b), which shows a H-H% sequence at the end of the
intonational phrase, the working hypothesis phonological transcription for all
utterances is H* L*+H L-L%, following Grice & Baumann (2002). The fall of the
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Figure 2.11: f0 contours for statement (top) and question (mid and bottom) utter-
ances of a same sentence with declarative syntax, Katherina sucht ‘ne
Wohnung. Grey boxes highlight accented syllables (-ri- andWoh-, re-
spectively). Time range (x-axis) from 0 to 1.7s, f0 range (y-axis) from
70 to 350Hz. Readapted from Petrone and Niebuhr (2014), Figure 1.
prenuclear accent, located on the last syllable of the first word ([na] inKatherina),
clearly has a different shape in the two contexts (statement vs questions), even
if in questions it also starts from a later aligned and lower scaled High tone.
Thus, shape differences are attested both in other languages and in other struc-
tural positions. Moreover, they can be either the sole viable phonetic index to
a given contrast, as in our data, or they can act in combination with other cues
such as alignment and scaling, as in the studies reviewed in this section. In the
next section, we will discuss how these phonetic facts can be accounted for in
phonological modelling.
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2.4.2 Enriching inventories or grammars?
Shape differences in the f0 contour have been shown to match with various prag-
matic and conversational contrasts. Now, phonetic differences matching with
different functions can be organized in phonological contrasts. And if, as we
said in the opening pages of this chapter, phonological accounts of intonation
must deal with the intricate relations between grammar and inventories, it be-
comes clear that no refinement proposal can escape this issue. For example, if
we believe shape differences to be a necessary enrichment of phonological rep-
resentations of intonation, we must ask ourselves whether they should be coded
by new entries in the inventory or as new instructions in the grammar.
Among the studies reviewed in the preceding section, the innovations pro-
posed in the AM-based account of prenuclear falls and sentence modality in NI
(Petrone & D’Imperio 2008) are a clear example of grammar enrichment. They
mirror the general preference for simple inventory and rich grammar of themodel
they are framed in, thus somehow presenting themselves as “ecologically sus-
tainable” innovations. Petrone & D’Imperio suggest that differences in the shape
of the prenuclear fall should be accounted for by a different tone specification,
namely a Low tone for statements (yielding a convex fall) and a High tone for
questions (yielding a concave fall).9 In an inventory enrichment perspective, this
tone could have been specified as the trailing tone of the prenuclear pitch accent,
yielding a new contrast between (L)H*+L for statements and (L)H*+H for ques-
tions. Instead, Petrone & D’Imperio propose to keep unmodified the inventory
of prenuclear pitch accents, and to shift the contrast to the tonal specifications
of the Accentual Phrase (AP), a prosodic domain smaller than the intermediate
phrase and roughly corresponding to the phonological phrase (thus including a
lexical head and all its complements on the non-recursive side). In this case, the
phonological analysis would be (L)H* LA L+H* L-L% for statements and (L)H*
HA L*+H L-L% for questions. It is important to stress out that this analysis em-
phasizes the phonological aspects of the association of the distinctive tone to
the Accentual Phrase, since the phonetic differences between concave and con-
vex falls are only visible in the portion that follows the end of the AP. However,
some evidence for the AP has been collected for other languages as well (Jun
1993; Michelas 2011), and since the definition of phrasing levels in Italian is still
9 This choice has also the advantage of being compatible with ethologically based accounts of
the grammaticalization of the statement-question contrast, according to which questions are
cross-linguistically more likely to be marked by a high tone somewhere in the utterance (Ohala




Figure 2.12: AM intonational grammar for NI expanded with the Accentual
Phrase level.
controversial (D’Imperio & Gili Fivela 2003), the authors propose to associate
the tone responsible for concave and convex prenuclear falls to the right edge of
this constituent. As a result, the tonal inventory for both pitch accents and edge
tones is unchanged, but the prosodic hierarchy in enriched with a new level (see
Figure 2.12).
Less effort is devoted to the phonological modelling of activating and restrict-
ing phrase final rises in German (Dombrowski & Niebuhr 2005). The two phrase-
final rises (concave and turn-holding, convex and turn-yielding) are treated as
“sub-patterns” of the same “contour type”, the early valley. The phonological in-
ventory of the Kiel Intonation Model seems to be composed by a subset of the
matrix created by two tonal movements (peaks and valleys) and three synchron-
ization options (early, medial and late): as the authors put it, “There are early,
medial, and late peaks; and there are early and late (i.e., non-early) valleys”. It
appears that the contrast between medial and late synchronizations options is
neutralized when the tonal movement is a valley (see Figure 2.13 A). That is, the
phonological inventory has an empty slot (i.e., medial valley) adjacent to the item
(i.e., early valley) which displays the two sub-patterns (i.e., activating and restrict-
ing). Moreover, the activating and restricting sub-patterns of phrase-final early
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Figure 2.13: KIM inventory (A) expanded by using the empty slot of medial val-
leys (B) or by extruding the matrix with the shape dimension (C).
valleys are treated as “coherent gestalt-like shapes”, as integral communicative
gestures: the authors exclude the possibility of decomposing the rises in smaller
unit, thus pointing to an inventory enrichment perspective. However, they do
not take a clear position as for the restructuring of the inventory either. We could
formulate two hypotheses here: in one case, we could distinguish between two
sub-sub-types (concave and convex) in the sub-type (early) of the type (valley).
This would entail the extrusion of another level (shape) in the already existing
matrix (tonal movement x synchronization options), if only for one slot (see Fig-
ure 2.12 C). Alternatively, since (as we said earlier) medial valleys are not attested,
the synchronization options could be broadened to account for shape differences
as well, at least for non-early valleys (see Figure 2.12 B). These options of invent-
ory enrichment are not explored in the original paper, but it appears that they
would be less disruptive than a grammar enrichment anyway.
In the two studies cited above the issue of phonological modelling is either
set and answered or not set at all: different prenuclear falls in Italian are due to
a different Accentual Phrase tone, while phrase-final rises in German are two
phonetic variants of the early valley. In the paper on prenuclear falls in German
(Petrone & Niebuhr 2014) the question is set but left unanswered. The authors
suggest to interpret the differences in the shape of the fall as the consequence of
the implementation of a tonal contrast, leaving open the possibilities of a trail-
ing tone and an edge tone. The latter hypothesis clearly echoes the grammar
enrichment proposed for prenuclear falls in Italian, and postulates the existence
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of a prosodic constituent smaller than the intermediate phrase for German as
well. The former hypothesis, on the other hand, would introduce a distinction in
the inventory between a prenuclear accent in statements (to be labelled as H*+L)
and one in questions (H*+H or, with a “crypto-phonetic” labelling in the terms of
Atterer & Ladd 2004, H*+!H). It has to be noted that, when looking at Figure 2.11,
alignment differences in the prenuclear accent are evident, even if they only re-
late to two individual productions. In KIM terms, we would be dealing with a
medial peak (statement) and a late peak (questions): again, shape differences
could be fairly easily subsumed in the broader, holistic difference between two
established phonological entities. This view would be supported by the fact that,
while in AM accounts of at least some languages the inventory of prenuclear
pitch accents is somehow reduced, in KIM different synchronization options are
still available for prenuclear peaks (Niebuhr & Ambrazaitis 2006). However, in
the examples of Figure 2.11 the alignment differences are somehow smaller than
usually reported for the H* vs L*+H contrast (40ms, against the 80ms reported in
Niebuhr & Ambrazaitis 2006). And the results from the second perception exper-
iment in Petrone & Niebuhr (2014) show that stimuli with later prenuclear peaks
do not yield more question responses. This finding actually seems to contradict
the idea that the two sentence modalities might be characterized by two differ-
ent prenuclear accents (medial peak, H* with convex fall for statements and late
peak, L*+H with concave fall for questions). Conversely, manipulations of fall
shape seem to yield different responses (more convex, more statement), but only
when the peak has been manipulated to an early position (and the slope of the
fall is not too steep). However, the hypothesis of true differences in the phonolo-
gical inventory of German cannot be too hastily dismissed: as the authors point
out, the interplay between shape, slope and alignment in the two postnuclear
falls still needs a thorough investigation. The exaggeration of alignment differ-
ences might have proven disruptive indeed: after all, shape differences become
a stronger cue to sentence modality when the peak is early and the slope is shal-
low - that is, when the perceptibility of shape differences is maximized. In sum,
given also that the creation of the manipulated stimuli did not rely on the mod-
elling of a conspicuous set of production data, it is difficult to decide whether an
enrichment of the grammar or of the inventory would provide the best account
of sentence modality perception.
2.4.3 Segmental and suprasegmental phonology
But why would the issue of enriching inventories or grammars be so crucial
in the refinement of phonological accounts of intonation? As we said in the
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opening pages of this chapter, it is a useful conceptual device to understand the
relationships between the different phonological models of intonation. Moreover,
it provides a link betweenmodels of intonation and of speech perception. But this
issue is of central concern for another reason, namely the nature of the functions
which can be expressed by intonational contrasts, as opposed to the functions
played by phonemic contrasts. As Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg put it,
In the segmental domain, linguistic categories are expected to relate both
to differences in sounds and articulations and to differences in semantic in-
terpretation. For example, we say that [p] is different from [b] because they
are pronounced differently, and because [pit] means something different
than [bit] does. (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990: 282)
In the suprasegmental domain, however, the establishment of phonological forms
(“linguistic categories” in the quote) is less straightforward. First of all, intona-
tional phonology is a very young field of study (especially if compared to seg-
mental phonology) and no framework within it can be said to have reached the
status of a stable system. For example, while the International Phonetic Alphabet
has represented for years a valuable tool for research in segmental phonology,
tonal transcription systems are still witnessing very partial consensus. But if it is
true that intonational phonology is still very challenging because the first com-
prehensive modelling efforts only started some thirty years ago, the cause-effect
relationship can also be flipped the other way round: intonation has eluded phon-
ological modelling for a long time because of the many thorny issues it raises. A
thorough examination of the reasons for the late inclusion of intonation in the
core of linguistic studies is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter, so in the fol-
lowing we will only deal with the functional issues (“semantic interpretation” in
the quote) which are immediately relevant to our discussion, but this reasoning
could be very easily expanded to the difficulties raised by the substantial aspects
(“sounds and articulations”) of intonation.
2.4.3.1 Solidity of functional contrasts
In the quote, it is said that the establishment of phonological forms in the seg-
mental domain (“[p] is different from [b]”)10 is guided by both substantial (“they
are pronounced differently”) and functional (“[pit] means something different
than [bit] does”) evidence. And, as the example in the quote shows, the func-
tional evidence used in the establishment of forms in segmental (and tone) phon-
ology is based on lexical semantic contrasts. These contrasts are characterized by
10 Square brackets in the original text.
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a high degree of self-evidence, they are rooted in the epilinguistic knowledge of
native speakers, and they do not require a theoretical systematization in order to
be used as evidence for phonological contrasts. Of course, this is not to say that
lexical semantic contrasts cannot be studied in their own right, but only that no
semantic analysis is required when establishing a phonemic inventory. Pairs like
the nouns bug ([bʌg], meaning ‘insect’) and bun ([bʌn], meaning ‘small cake’) al-
low for the individuation of the phonemes /g/ and /n/ irrespective of the fact
that, as for their meanings, some semantic features are shared (e.g. [+organic]),
some are not (e.g. [+animate]), and some could, depending on the context (e.g.
[+edible]).
In the suprasegmental domain, on the other hand, functional evidence used
in the determination of phonological form does not share the immediacy of lex-
ical (semantic) contrasts. For instance, non-linguists are not necessarily aware
of the mechanisms underlying post-lexical contrasts such as differences in focus
placement and scope, and there is no consensus on how to model them among
linguists either. Also, from a cross-linguistic point of view, the role of intona-
tion in conveying sentence modality contrasts such as the difference between
statements and questions can range from essential (e.g. Italian) to marginal (e.g.
Mandarin Chinese, see Zeng et al. 2004). Combined with the difficulties of ana-
lysis at the substantial level (e.g. microprosodic perturbations, measuring issues),
the unavailability of rock-solid functional evidence makes the establishment of
phonological forms in the suprasegmental domain a very complicate enterprise.
Researchers in intonational phonology must treat functional post-lexical con-
trasts as nothing more than working hypotheses whereas, in segmental phono-
logy, functional lexical contrasts can be used as solid guidelines for the explora-
tion of differences in phonetic substance and for the definition of phonological
forms. This might be one of the reasons underlying the (relatively) untroubled
definition of the phoneme as the atomic unit at the segmental level. That is, the
opposition between bug and bun, both at the functional and substantial level, is
framed in the terms of the contrast between /g/ and /n/, and not in terms of the
features of place and manner of articulation. Having clearly defined the atomic
level, the constitution of the inventory results simplified.
2.4.3.2 Implicit compositionality of intonational meaning
The f0 contour shape differences discussed in this chapter are a good example of
how the definition of phonological form in intonation can be problematic, and of
how the interplay between inventory and grammar is indeed crucial. If the defin-
ition of the inventory relies on the individuation of what we called the atomic
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level, what role should shape differences play? If tones are the primitives, then
shape differences can be accounted for as different tonal specifications for a new
structural position: the inventory stays the same, the grammar is enriched (see
Petrone & D’Imperio 2008). If, on the other hand, tonal configurations are seen
as gestalt-like atomic wholes (see Dombrowski & Niebuhr 2005), the inventory
has to be enriched by splitting a previously acknowledged slot (say KIM’s early
valley) into two novel forms, differentiated on the basis of the feature of convex-
ity/concavity.
The issue of the atomic level in intonational phonology is also relevant on the
functional side. This can be exemplified by looking at the pragmatic contrast
we explored in this chapter (see Section 2.1.3), which we labelled as Partial Topic
Statement (SPT) versus Narrow FocusQuestion (QNF). Is this functional contrast
a viable starting point for the individuation of different phonological forms? The
SPT vs QNF contrast is clearly multidimensional: sentence modality, focus place-
ment, and topic contrastiveness all take different values in these two contexts. As
we said in the preceding section, this is not an issue when dealing with functional
contrasts on the segmental level, where the semantic features of the two items
composing a minimal pair can safely be ignored, since the functional contrast
is pre-theoretic and the atomic phonological level is clearly defined. But among
the shifting sands of intonational phonology, where the interactions between
inventory and grammar are still to be settled, the question has to be asked. To
exemplify, no phonological account of the bug/bun contrast would suggest to
relate the phonetic feature [+velar] with the semantic feature [+animate]. But in
the discussion of phrase-final German rises, it appears that the phonetic feature
[+convex] is related to the discourse feature [+activating]. And in the case of
prenuclear Italian falls, the phonological option of a Low accentual phrase tone
would relate the phonetic feature [+convex] with the sentence modality [+state-
ment].
That is, given the provisional and theory-dependent nature of both post-lexical
functions and atomic forms, it appears that theories of intonational meaning are
prone to an implicit drift towards a compositional approach. A specific primitive
might be seen as conveying different meaning on different dimension, depending
on its role in the grammar: in the terms of Petrone & D’Imperio (2008); Grice
et al. (2005b), an L tone would cue continuation on the discourse dimension if it
is a prenuclear accent, and it would cue statement on the modality dimension if
it is an accentual phrase accent. Or, given a single primitive, different features
might relate to different meaning dimensions: in Dombrowski & Niebuhr (2005),
within the general case of early valleys, it is the feature of concavity or convexity
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that relates to restriction or activation of the interlocutor. These accounts are
implicitly compositional in the weak sense that at least some of the meaning
of the whole can be associated with options pertaining to one of its parts, and
that these parts are at least partially meaningful on their own. That is, with
respect to meaning, units in intonational phonology have been treated more like
morphemes than phonemes (Gussenhoven 1984). This is actually less surprising
than expectable, since the arguments discussed in this section aimed to show
that intonational phonology still hasn’t located an atomic level comparable to the
phonemewith respect to form and substance as well. And that a closer examination
of the relationships between inventory and grammar could represent a necessary
step to this end.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we documented the production of melodic detail in read speech.
Neapolitan Italian speakers produce nuclear rises with different shapes accord-
ing to the pragmatic context of their utterances. Convex and concave rises are
associatedwith narrow focus questions and partial topic statements, respectively.
This phonetic information is a more reliable indicator of the QNF-SPT contrast
than the traditional indices of tone scaling and alignment, but it is still unac-
counted for in the autosegmental-metrical framework. That is, it is possible that
phonological representations in the AM framework are too reductionists, and
that they discard potentially useful prosodic detail.
We explored some of the avenues for enriching these representations, keeping
in mind that phonetic information can be included in a phonological descrip-
tion either through an increase in the inventory or through a stratification of
the grammar. The exploration of these two hypotheses, illustrated also by other
studies on meaningful contour shape differences, allowed us to recognize that
the articulation between inventory and grammar in intonational phonology suf-
fers from a constitutional instability, mainly due to the nature of the function
expressed by intonational contrasts. The post-lexical meaning vehiculated by in-
tonation does not share the immediacy and the pre-theoretic character of the lex-
ical semantic contrasts used in segmental phonology. And this might have led to
some difficulties in individuating an atomic bundle of relationship between sub-
stance and function parallel to the phoneme at the segmental level. In turn, this
situation could have generated a more or less implicit drift towards a morpheme-
like interpretation of intonational units, which informed a more or less overt
compositional approach to intonational meaning. This is not, in itself, a problem
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for intonational phonology. However, the limits of an implicitly compositional
approach to meaning emerge when faced with the necessity of enriching phon-
ological descriptions, because it is unclear whether the new features should be
accounted for by an expansion of the inventory or a complexification of the gram-
mar. In this sense, the accommodation of prosodic detail into an abstractionist
model of intonation can prove challenging indeed.
The elaboration of such a frame for the enrichment of phonological represent-
ations in an abstractionist model, and a fortiori the exploration of a potential
exemplar-based approach of intonation, are not the aim of this chapter, nor of
this book altogether. Our investigation bears mainly on asking whether these
enterprises are possible, useful or necessary. And as we said at the beginning of
this chapter, in order to be considered as prosodic detail which must be included
in a higher-order representation, phonetic variation must not only be regularly
found in production, but also consistently used in perception. For this reason, in
the next chapter we turn to an exploration of the perceptual role of differences
in f0 contour shape.
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In the previous chapter we documented regularities in speakers’ productions
which are not accounted for by the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM)model of inton-
ational phonology. Moreover, it appears that this previously unacknowledged
phonetic information allows for the elaboration of metrics which are more ef-
fective than traditional AM indices in mirroring pragmatic contrasts. However,
regularity in production and robust mirroring of pragmatic contrasts do not give
sufficient reason to include phonetic information into phonological representa-
tions. The additional requirement that has to be met is actual use of this phonetic
information in perception. If phonetic information is regularly produced but not
perceived and parsed (or, more radically, not perceived at all), then it could be
deemed a by-product of other contrasts, and its inclusion in aminimalist phonolo-
gical representation would not be justified. As we saw in Section 2.4.2, enriching
phonological representations is a complex operation. For this reason, before pro-
specting any modification in the inventory or in the grammar of the intonational
phonology of Neapolitan Italian (NI), an evaluation of the perceptual role of the
regularities found in production is in order.
3.1 Introduction
Even if the perception of intonation has witnessed a growing interest from the
research community since the 1960s, studies which concentrate on the percep-
tion of phonologically salient dynamic proprieties of f0 contours are rare. Such
studies seem to bring together the two main threads which have characterized
research on intonation perception, and which can also be (although very loosely)
arranged diachronically. Early studies focussed on the psychoacoustics of pitch
perception, attempting to define how listeners deal with fundamental frequency
modulations over time (at least since Sergeant & Harris 1962). This research
agenda, combined with the relative unavailability of stable procedures for speech
resynthesis,1 motivates, at least partially, the pervasive use of simple non-speech
1 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) based resynthesis was only available in 1970s, while Pitch-
Synchronous OverLapp-Add (PSOLA) based methods are more recent.
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signals as the basis for stimuli construction. However, it soon became evident
that the pure tones used in early psychoacoustically-oriented research were but
a first step towards the study of the specificities of the speech signal. The use of
speech-like material in pitch perception investigations (Rossi 1971; Klatt 1973; ’t
Hart 1976; Schouten 1985) was instrumental in orienting research on the relation-
ships between spectral content and f0 variation (House 1990, 1997), permitting a
shift from psychoacoustic to proper linguistic research.
While the psychoacoustic approach was yielding its first mature fruits, re-
search on the structure of intonational categories had gone its first steps. A new
insight on intonation perception came from studies on categorical perception of
segmental contrasts (see Section 1.2.1): the exploration of the viability of the cat-
egorical perception (Kohler 1987) for intonation as well started a line of studies
in which intonational categories are central. Different paradigms for exploring
the warping of perceptual space in intonation were proposed and tested, from
classification and discrimination to imitation (Pierrehumbert & Steele 1989), se-
mantic differential (from Osgood et al. 1957 through Uldall 1964 to Kirsner et al.
1994) and indirect identification (context matching, Nash & Mulac 1980), up to
eye-tracking (Dahan et al. 2002). It seems that, unlike the one focussing on the
pychoacoustics of pitch perception, this research thread on intonational categor-
ies still draws linguists’ attention, as recent work questioning the viability of
categorical perception for intonation (Gussenhoven 2006; Niebuhr 2007) shows.
Studies on the role of dynamic f0 contour cues in perception bring together
these two lines of research, in that they rest at the same time on a deep under-
standing of how much detail in the signal is psychoacoustically perceptible and
of how intonational categories can be identified.
In this section we will review two such studies, dealing with NI (Petrone &
D’Imperio 2011) and with Northern Standard German (Petrone & Niebuhr 2014),
respectively. Both studies analyze prenuclear falls and show that sentence mod-
ality contrasts are not exclusively cued by the intonational nucleus.
The first builds on production results of Petrone & D’Imperio (2008: see Sec-
tion 2.4.1), in which the authors accounted for different shapes in prenuclear
falls by suggesting a tonal contrast (H in questions and L in statements) for the
tone associated to the right edge of the Accentual Phrase domain. A subsequent
study (Petrone & D’Imperio 2011) performs two experiments on the perceptual
role of the Accentual Phrase tone, establishing the hypothesis that listeners do
not rely exclusively on nuclear pitch accent contrasts in order to classify ques-
tions and statements. The first experiment is based on an identification task using
gated stimuli (see Figure 3.1). Utterances are cut after the prenuclear pitch accent
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Figure 3.1: Schematized representation of the stimulus manipulation (three con-
ditions: PREN, AP, NUCL) for the sentence La mamma vuole vedere la
Rina, uttered as a narrow focus statement with late focus (top panel),
and as a yes/no question (bottom panel). From Petrone (2008).
(PREN condition) and after the alleged Accentual Phrase tone (AP condition), and
they were presented to listeners along with a control set of uncut stimuli (NUCL
condition) for classification as either Statements or Questions.
Results show that the classification scores are already above chance level for
the PREN condition, and that in the AP condition classification is even more ro-
bust for statements, but not for questions.2 The authors suggest that the absence
of a significant improvement in question identification from the PREN to the AP
condition could be due to the fact that the f0 contour stretching from the prenuc-
2 This latter finding is the starting point for the second experiment, in which a semantic differ-
ential task is used to assess the nature of the meaning (attitudinal or pragmatic) conveyed by
the AP tone.
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lear peak to the H Accentual Phrase tone has a characteristically concave shape
if compared to the convex shape of the interpolation between the peak and the
L Accentual Phrase in statements. If listeners relied on this difference in f0 con-
tours to classify stimuli, the same performances would indeed be expected for
PREN and AP condition. It is interesting to note that a difference in the shape
of the fall, described with different tonal specifications for the AP right edge,
actually seems to be perceived even in stimuli gated before the AP itself. In a
radical perspective, this finding could be taken as evidence against the adequacy
of a representation based on AP tones, and rather supporting the hypothesis that
the shape of the interpolation between tonal targets is relevant in itself: in the
concluding remarks, Petrone & D’Imperio themselves acknowledge the need for
a closer examination of dynamic proprieties of the fall.
The perceptual role of prenuclear falls has been investigated for Northern
Standard German as well (Petrone &Niebuhr 2014). In their first experiment, syn-
tactically declarative Subject-Verb-Object sentences were uttered as questions or
statements, using different nuclear configurations: statements all had a L- L%
utterance-final fall combined with one of three different pitch accents (H+L*, H*
and L*+H in AM terms or early, medial and late peak in KIM terms; see Sec-
tion 2.4.2); questions had an L*+H pitch accent combined with either a final fall
(L- L%) or rise (H- H%). The working-hypothesis transcription for the prenuclear
fall was H*, but some phonetic differences between questions and statements can
be spotted in the slope and the shape of the fall (see Figure 3.2).
Natural utterances were gated after the Subject and the Verb and presented
(along with control uncut items) to listeners for a semantic differential task on
three scales, namely ‘astonished — not astonished’, ‘questioning — not question-
ing’, ‘uncertain — certain’. The esults show that phonetic information in pre-
nuclear falls is used by listeners in order to classify questions and statements:
sentences sound more astonished, uncertain and questioning when uttered as
questions, even when gated right after the Subject, that is before the nuclear con-
figuration. This is not to say that the nucleus itself plays no role at all: complete
utterances yield stronger responses towards the astonished, uncertain and ques-
tioning pole of the semantic scales.3 This finding leads the authors to claim that
phonetic detail in f0 contours can even be spotted in the nuclear pitch accent la-
belled as L*+H, which would have a more convex rise in statements and a more
3 The increase is maximal when compared with stimuli gated after the Verb. For these cases, the
authors suggest a Frequency Code based explanation for listeners’ bias towards statement-like
responses, given that f0 on the Verb is a low plateau. However, a syntax based bias could also
contribute to this result.
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Figure 3.2: Phonological analyses and f0 contours of the five naturally produced
stimuli Katherina sucht ’ne Wohnung; (1)-(3) were produced as state-
ments, (4)-(5) were produced as questions. The syllables -ri- andWoh-
that showed the prenuclear and nuclear accents are delimited by ho-
rizontal lines. Readapted from Petrone and Niebuhr (2014), Fig. 2.
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concave rise in questions. However, this evidence is not compelling, since the
availability to the listener of a L*+H pitch accent seem to induce more question-
like responses for original statements as well.
The second experiment aimed at precisely identifying which of the melodic
properties in the prenuclear region are actually responsible for the shift in the
listeners’ perception. Stimuli with resynthesized peak alignment, fall slope and
fall shape in the prenuclear region were used in a context matching task. The res-
ults show that alignment, slope and shape interact in cueing sentence modality:
question classification, for example, is strongest with early aligned peak, shallow
fall slopes and concave shapes. On the basis of this evidence and of similar find-
ings reported by Petrone & D’Imperio (2011) for NI, Petrone & Niebuhr underline
the necessity of accounting for f0 dynamic information in phonological repres-
entations of prenuclear regions in German, through a different specification of
either the prenuclear pitch accents (to be differentiated via trailing tones) or an
alleged edge tone of a new prosodic domain (as in the NI analysis).
The two studies we reviewed in this section are both concerned with the pre-
nuclear region, where shape differences can be attributed to either pitch accents
or edge tones, as we have seen in the discussion of the German data. In the
following section, we will report on two experiments on the perception of the
nuclear rise shape differences documented in Section 2 (D’Imperio & Cangemi
2009). Focussing on nuclear rises has the advantage of discarding any account of
shape differences based on additional edge tones, thus enabling a more straight-
forward phonological modelling of the data. Both experiments (henceforth E1
and E2) are based on a categorization task and use stimuli resynthesized from
utterances contained in the Tre Grazie corpus (see Section 2.2.1).
3.2 Experiment 1
3.2.1 Background
The general aim of E1 was to test whether or not pitch accent classification is
affected by dynamic intonational cues. Specifically, building on the regularities
found in speakers’ productions (see Section 2), we tested the perceptual role of
rise shape in the contrast between nuclear accents of partial topic statements
(SPT) and narrow focus questions (QNF). If rise shape differences are consist-
ently produced by speakers and reliably used by listeners, then phonological
representations of pitch accents should include this phonetic information: rise
shape would qualify as prosodic detail in the sense of useful information not yet
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encoded in abstract accounts of intonation. In order to test this hypothesis, we
devised a forced-choice categorization task in which we manipulated rise shape
(from concave to convex), asking subjects to classify items as questions or state-
ments. If listeners use rise shape information in classification, we expect more
question responses for stimuli with a more convex rise and more statement re-
sponses for stimuli with a more concave rise.
In addition to rise shape, we decided to test the impact of another cue, namely
the scaling of the elbow following the peak in the stressed syllable.4 As we dis-
cussed in Section 2.4.1, Petrone & D’Imperio (2008) showed that productions of
focus-final statements and questions in NI are characterized by postnuclear falls
having different shapes, being more concave in questions and more convex in
statements. They suggested that this contrast can be accounted for by a different
tonal specification of a new prosodic domain, the Accentual Phrase, which would
bear an H tone in questions (hence the concave fall) and an L tone in statements
(hence the convex fall). Our corpus, on the other hand, focusses on shape differ-
ences in nuclear rises, and moreover on a different pragmatic contrast, namely
the one between partial topic statements and narrow focus questions. However,
through an examination of the Tre Grazie corpus, D’Imperio & Cangemi (2011)
show that shape can also vary in postnuclear falls, with Partial Topics being
characterized by an intermediate shape between concave questions and convex
statements. In Petrone & D’Imperio’s (2008) terms, SPT would also have an Ac-
centual Phrase break, whose tonal specification could be transcribed as !H in
order to account for the three way contrast with statements (L) and questions
(H). Independent of the phonological analysis, it is true that, at least in some
cases, postnuclear falls present different shapes in SPT and QNF, as Figure 2.1
shows. For this reason, along with the rise shape discussed above, the fall shape
factor was included in the design of the perception experiment. In order to be
able to tell apart the contribution of these two factors, we tested them both indi-
vidually and jointly, thus creating three different manipulation sets (i.e. rise, fall,
both rise and fall).
3.2.2 Hypotheses
E1 allows us to test two hypotheses concerning the classification as narrow fo-
cus questions or partial topic statements of trisyllabic stimuli bearing a nuclear
accent:
4 L1 alignment, in addition, was manipulated in order to test whether the entire rise is aligned
later in questions; see D’Imperio (2003). Since this issue is not relevant here, we will not
comment it any further.
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H1: identification is affected by rise shape. The production experiment reported
in Section 2 showed different interpolation forms between the tonal tar-
gets composing a rising accent. According to the null hypothesis, these
differences are to be considered redundant phonetic information. The al-
ternative hypothesis is that rise shape is perceptible and indeed used in
classification.
H2: identification is affected by fall shape. Production data on prenuclear accents
indicate that questions and statements are characterized by different fall
shapes. According to the null hypothesis, these findings can not be exten-
ded to nuclear accents.
Given current limitations in our understanding of trading relationships between
supposed phonetic details in different dimensions, we will restrain from expli-
citly formulating hypotheses on the joint manipulation of rise and fall.
Support for the alternative hypotheses will be evaluated by fitting subjects’
responses to a Logit Mixed Model and by gauging the statistical significance of
the factor Stimulus step (from allegedly SPT-like to QNF-like) for each of the two
manipulation sets, namely rise shape (for H1) and fall shape (or scaling of the
postaccentual elbow for H2). The significance level was set to < 0.05.
3.2.3 Method
The first forced-choice categorization task involved 22 native speakers of NI,
mainly undergraduate science students with no training in linguistics. The exper-
iment took place in a silent room, using a personal computer and a professional
headphone set.5 Subjects listened to audio stimuli and had to identify them as
either Questions or Statements. They were asked to put their index fingers in
resting position above one of the two designated computer keys, each bearing
a coloured sticker label (blue on far left of the keyboard, red on the right). The
colour code was reminded throughout the whole experiment by on-screen in-
structions which associated colours to the Italian labels Domanda ‘Question’ and
Risposta ‘Answer’, and was counterbalanced across speakers. Stimulus presenta-
tion and response recording were managed by the software Perceval (André et al.
2003). The task lasted about 30 minutes and subjects were allowed to take a break
between any of the five blocks.
5 We would like to thank Franco Cutugno for allowing us to use the facilities at DSFMN (Dipar-
timento di Scienze Fisiche, Matematiche e Naturali), Naples University “Federico II”, as well as
Bogdan Ludusan for his assistance.
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Each block was composed of 28 experimental resynthesized items and 18 nat-
ural control items. We used 2 repetitions of the first word from 9 utterances
recorded by a single speaker in the Tre Grazie corpus as control items. Two SPT
and two QNF utterances of the two sentences Valeria viene alle nove and Amelia
dorme da nonna were cut after the Subject, yielding 8 of the control items.6 The
ninth control item also served as the starting point for resynthesizing experi-
mental items, and consisted in the first word of the sentence Milena lo vuole
amaro, uttered as a SPT. The control items, along with the full utterances they
were extracted from, were used in the training phase to make sure that subjects
understood the task and the labels employed. This was particularly important,
since SPT utterances are not as prototypical of the Statement category as QNF
utterances are of the Question category (see Section 3.2.5). Control items were
also used to determine a baseline for correct classification of resynthesized items
(see Section 3.2.4).
Experimental stimuli were built by modifying the melodic properties of the
base natural stimulus described above (Milena as SPT) using the PSOLA algorithm
(Moulines & Charpentier 1990) embedded in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2008).
The first manipulation consisted in resynthesizing a base experimental stimulus
with ambiguous f0 features between those of a SPT and a QNF (see Figure 3.3,
solid line). To achieve this, we calculated values for scaling and alignment with
respect to the stressed vowel’s boundaries of the f0 peak (H) and the inflection
points on its left (L1) and its right (L2) (see Figure 3.3, dotted line) for the base
natural stimulus. Then we averaged these values with the ones extracted from a
QNF utterance of the same speaker for the same sentence (see Figure 3.3, dashed
line).
The resulting stimulus was used as the starting point for further f0 manipula-
tions. Four sets of stimuli were created by manipulating three dimensions and
one of their combinations (see Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1). The three dimensions
were L1 alignment, rise shape and L2 scaling, whereas the fourth set combined
rise shape and L2 scaling manipulation. Each of the 4 sets was composed by 7
steps which were equally spaced in frequency as expressed in Hz.7 Values of
the ambiguous base stimulus were assigned to the central step (n. 4); values of
the original stimuli were assigned to penultimate steps in the two directions (i.e.
SPT = 2 and QNF = 6). This allowed us to create 4 sets which, for each parameter,
went from an overtly SPT characterized stimulus (n. 1) to an overt QNF (n. 7).
6 See Section 2.2.1 for more details on the test sentences (6-8) and the pragmatic contexts (9-10).
7 In the first set (which we will not discuss any further; see Footnote 4) we manipulated L1
alignment, so steps were rather equally spaced in time.
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Figure 3.3: Base stimulus averaging.
Figure 3.4: Sketches of the 4 manipulation sets (1: L1 alignment; 2: rise shape;




Table 3.1: Summary of manipulations
Set Feature(s) Steps
1 L1 alignment 15 ms
2 Rise midpoint 15 Hz
3 L2 scaling 10 Hz
4 Rise midpoint and L2 scaling 15 and 10 Hz
All in all, 3080 responses were gathered for experimental items (22 subjects x
5 blocks x 4 sets x 7 steps) and 1980 for control items (22 subjects x 5 blocks x 2
repetitions x 9 stimuli).
3.2.4 Results
Responses to control stimuli show that listeners found the task very difficult.
During the training phase, no subject experienced difficulties in classifying the
uncut stimuli. However, during the test phase, subjects had to classify 90 (5
blocks x 9 items x 2 repetitions) natural stimuli cut after the first word. Results
show that only 5 out of 22 listeners managed to make a reliable distinction (above
60% of correct classification) between unresynthesized SPTs and QNFs.
Figure 3.5 (left panel) plots the frequency of Statement responses (y-axis) against
the seven manipulation steps (x-axis) for the three individual sets (rise curvature,
L2 scaling, rise curvature and L2 scaling), pooled across all subjects. The results
do not show the expected trend to higher Statement responses for the first (1-3)
manipulation steps.
Given the results of the control items classification, we decided to plot separ-
ately the responses to experimental stimuli for the five subjects with the highest
control performance, in order to ascertain whether the degree of sensitivity to
resynthesis was different across subjects. However, as Figure 3.5 (right panel)
shows, no trends are discernible for this subgroup either. Statistical analyses are
omitted, since the visual inspection of the results clearly indicates no effect of
any of the experimental treatments on subjects’ responses, for both groups of
subjects. The inspection of the two panels in Figure 3.5, however, shows that
the five “reliable” subjects had a slight bias towards the Statement response, ir-
respective of the dimension, the direction and the intensity of the manipulation
(see Section 3.3 for discussion).
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Figure 3.5: Experiment I. Frequency of Statement responses for the three relevant
manipulations sets (2-4 in Table 3.1). Data for all subjects (left panel)
and for the 5 subjects with best performance on control items (right
panel).
3.2.5 Discussion
Results show that subjects do not use L1 alignment, rise shape or L2 scaling as
cues for the classification of trisyllabic stimuli as narrow focus questions or par-
tial topic statements. The interpretation of negative results being an epistemo-
logically complex operation, in the following we will concentrate on some hy-
potheses accounting for this outcome, and on further testing needed in order to
validate them.
First of all, it is possible that our manipulations did not involve phonetic in-
formation actually used in classification. In this case, the differences in rise shape
we found to be consistent in production (see Section 2) could be deemed percep-
tually irrelevant by-products of other paradigmatic options, as the tonal specific-
ation of the accentual phrase (Petrone & D’Imperio 2008) or the compression of
postnuclear register (D’Imperio & Cangemi 2011). This perspective would con-
stitute evidence for the appropriateness of a strongly abstractionist approach to
intonation, in which some of the phonetic information contained in the signal,
even if consistently present, is actually discarded in the mapping phase.
Going a step further, we could also hypothesize that our manipulations are
not only unused in classification, but are also not perceptible at all. In this case,
rise shape differences could absolutely not qualify as prosodic detail, but only as
side effects of phonetic implementation. This hypothesis could be readily tested
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with a discrimination task; however, informal testing by three NI native speak-
ers suggested that different steps along the manipulated dimensions are indeed
discriminable. For this reason, we cannot rule out without further testing the
option that task-related issues affected the validation of the research hypothesis.
One of the issues which might have played this role is the difficulty of the task
itself. The poor performances in correct classification of natural control stimuli
seem to strengthen this view. If only 5 out of 22 subjects managed to make a
somewhat reliable (above 60%) classification of natural stimuli, we can not ex-
pect high performances on experimental items either. It is true, after all, that no
subject experienced any difficulties in correctly classifying the uncut utterances
fromwhich the stimuli were excerpted. Test items, however, consisted in a single
trisyllabic word, and control items consisted in one of two trisyllabic words as
well. Each subject had to listen to 230 short and similar items. Moreover, 150 out
of these 230 items consisted in various forms of the same one proper name used
for the experimental stimuli (namely Milena). During informal post-experiment
interviews, nine subjects stated that one of the names in the test was very fre-
quent, and almost all of them reported to have found the test frustrating and
boring for this very reason.
However, as anticipated in the Method section (see Section 3.2.3), additional
difficulties might have arisen from the interaction between the category labels
used for classification (namely Question and Answer) and the particular prag-
matic contrast under examination (i.e. question narrow focus vs statement par-
tial topic). Even if we made sure that subjects could make a reliable association
between stimuli and labels during the training phase, it is nonetheless true that
QNF and SPT differ in how strongly they can represent questions and statements
respectively. SPT, in particular, can be thought of as partial answer — that is a
statement, but one calling for an integration. QNF, on the contrary, can be seen
as more prototypically representing the question category.
In retrospect, the negative results presented in this section could have been
determined by a variety ofmore or less controllable experimental factors. For this
reasonwe devised and ran a second experiment, before dismissing the hypothesis
of the perceptual relevance of rise shape in pitch accent categorization altogether.
3.3 Experiment 2
3.3.1 Background
E2 was meant to reduce the impact of all the task-related factors which could
have hindered the appreciation of the perceptual relevance of rise shape in E1. As
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discussed in the preceding section, the task might have been made more difficult
by the excessive presence of the test word in each block. This was due to the fact
that four (sets of) cues were manipulated, each in seven steps. For E2 then, we
decided to test the most relevant feature alone, namely rise curvature.
More importantly, the task might have suffered by the association of SPT and
QNF with the labels Answer and Question, since partial topics are characterized
by openness and non-conclusiveness, thus not qualifying as prototypical state-
ments. Instead of modifying the labels, since issues in compositionality of prag-
matic meaning could still have affected classification choices (see Section 2.4.3),
we decided to use a more clear-cut contrast on the meaning side. Narrow focus
questions were contrasted to Narrow Focus Statements (SNF ), thus permitting a
more straightforward association with our two labels. It is true that nuclear pitch
accents in SNF are characterized by an earlier peak alignment than both QNFs
and SPTs, and that shape proprieties in SNF have not been directly contrasted
with those fromQNF. However, an informal examination of the Tre Grazie corpus
showed that SNF exhibit a concave rise, as in the case of SPT (see also examples
from D’Imperio et al. 2008).8 Moreover, in the perspective of research on pros-
odic detail, the fact that SNF and QNF have different peak alignment could actu-
ally represent an asset. Since the role of peak alignment in question-statement
classification has been shown to be crucial (D’Imperio 2002, among others), it is
reasonable to hypothesize that if rise shape is also a cue to sentence modality, its
role will be ancillary to stronger cues such as peak alignment. By creating stim-
uli with ambiguous timing of the peak and by manipulating rise shape, we have
the opportunity to test if listeners rely on prosodic detail in the very condition
in which they are supposed to do so, namely when other stronger and already
acknowledged cues are not available. E2 will then test the hypothesis that clas-
sification of utterances as narrow focus question or statement will be influenced
by the scaling of the midpoint of the rise when peak timing is ambiguous.
For E2, a last improvement was devised. Results from E1 showed that subjects
with higher correct classification rate of control stimuli had a consistent bias to-
wardsmoreAnswer responses for experimental stimuli (see Section 3.2.4).9 Recall
8 SPTs appear to share features of QNF and SNF in both substance and meaning: on the phonetic
side, they are characterized byQNF peak alignment and SNF rise shape, while on the pragmatic
side they share SNF sentence modality and QNF openness. An utterly compositional approach
to intonational meaning could suggest a direct link between the two sets. Given the arguments
exposed in Section 2.4.3, we will not pursue this hypothesis here.
9 Bias towards statement responses is not infrequent in various percceptual tasks: see Petrone
& Niebuhr (2014) for a discussion of the possible statistical or cognitive (Pandelaere & Dewitte
2006) reasons behind the phenomenon.
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that experimental items were created by manipulating an original SPT stimulus,
which we tried to de-characterize by averaging out some of its melodic propri-
eties with those extracted from a QNF stimulus. However, listeners might also
have paid attention to other features in the original stimulus, for example details
along other prosodic cues, such as intensity, duration, or even voice quality or
segmental proprieties. This hypothesis can be tested by using two stimuli (ex-
tracted from sentences uttered in different pragmatic contexts) instead of one as
a basis for further manipulations. Support to this hypothesis would disclose the
possibility of investigating prosodic detail not only within intonation contours,
but also along other prosodic dimensions, with potentially severe implications
on phonological modelling.
3.3.2 Hypotheses
E2 thus allows us to test two hypotheses concerning the classification as ques-
tions or statements of trisyllabic stimuli with ambiguous peak alignment of the
nuclear accent:
H1: identification is affected by rise shape. The production experiment reported in
Section 2 showed different interpolation paths between the tonal targets
composing a rising accent. According to the null hypothesis, the negat-
ive findings of E1 in Section 3.2 suggest that these differences are to be
considered redundant phonetic information. The alternative hypothesis is
that rise shape is perceptible and indeed used in classification, and that the
negative findings of E1 are due to a number of confounding factors in the
administered task.
H2: identification is affected by non-melodic cues. The responses of the most re-
liable listeners in E1 had a bias towards the category of the stimulus used
as a source for resynthesis. Since f0 was made ambiguous between the
two tested categories, phonetic information other than f0 must be recov-
erable and indeed used for classification. According to the null hypothesis,
intonational cues alone are at work in pitch accent categorization.
Support for the alternative hypotheses will be evaluated by fitting subjects’
responses to a Logit Mixed Model and by gauging the statistical significance of
the factors Stimulus step (that is, degrees of concavity or convexity in rise shape
manipulation) and Base stimulus (for stimuli resynthesized starting from either a
Question or a Statement), for H1 and H2 respectively. Significance level was set
to < 0.05.
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3.3.3 Method
15 Neapolitan Italian native speakers took part in the second forced-choice cat-
egorization task. They were mainly undergraduate students from various fac-
ulties of Naples’ University, and none had training in prosody and intonation.
They performed the task using their own computers and headphones, after down-
loading 5 soundfiles (one for each block) and 1 textfile (the answer sheet) from
a website. Subjects had to listen to the soundfiles and write their answer on the
textfile; they were asked not to pause during blocks, but no restrictions were
given as for pauses between blocks. In each block, stimuli were separated by
5 seconds of silence, during which subjects were supposed to write down their
answer. No subject reported problems in performing this operation within the
time they were given. Each of the 5 blocks was 5 minutes long, so the entire
experiment lasted approximately 30 minutes.
As mentioned above, E2 differs from E1 in (1) the use of Narrow Focus instead
of Partial Topic, (2) themanipulation of two base stimuli instead of one and (3) the
manipulation of a single dimension (namely rise shape) instead of four. However,
as for E1, stimuli consisted in utterances recorded for the Tre Grazie corpus.10
Using SNF instead of SPT affected the creation of the ambiguous stimuli to be
used as the basis for further manipulations. Unlike SPTs, SNF have a peak aligned
earlier than QNF, a phonetic property mirrored in the different analyses and
transcriptions of Narrow Focus accents in questions (L*+H, see Section 2.1.3) and
statements (L+H*). Averaging the peak alignment required a 2 ms manipulation
for E1 and a 15 ms manipulation for E2. However, informal testing from three
NI native speakers confirmed that the resulting stimuli sounded both ambiguous
and natural, thus qualifying as viable bases for further manipulations.
The use of two base stimuli instead of one did not lead to an increase in the
number of experimental stimuli because instead of manipulating four (sets of)
cues we only manipulated one. For E2 there were 14 test items (2 base stimuli x 1
dimension x 7 steps), i.e. half of those used in E1 (1 base stimulus x 4 dimensions
x 7 steps). This allowed us to increase from 18 to 34 the number of control natural
items. Control itemswere composed by the two unresynthesized base stimuli and
by two repetitions of 16 trisyllabic Subjects extracted from the Tre Grazie corpus.
This time, we excerpted the names from 4 utterances of 2 different sentences
in the 2 pragmatic contexts. Again, the first names used for control items were
10 See Section 3.2.3 and especially Section 2.2.1 for details on the elicitation procedure. SNF utter-
ances were preceded by a contextualizing question suggesting a wrong instantiation for the
Subject position, as in “Is it Mary the one who arrives at 9?” preceding the target sentence
Valeria viene alle nove.
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different from the one used for test items, but in this case the percentage of the
three first names was perfectly balanced.11, whereas the test name was almost
four times as frequent as each of the other two in E1.12 Subjects participating to
E1 spontaneously reported a certain degree of sensitivity to the relative frequency
of the test items’ name (see Section 3.2.5). Thus, for E2 stimuli we rescaled the
relative frequencies of the three names. Moreover, after the test we asked subjects
whether they considered one of the three names to be frequent than the others,
but none reported any noticeable skew.
As for the experimental items, we modified the curve index by shifting the
height of rise midpoint in 7 steps, identical to the procedure for the second set
of E1, using the PSOLA algorithm (Moulines & Charpentier 1990) embedded in
Praat (Boersma&Weenink 2008). Thiswas done for both ambiguous base stimuli.
The central step (n. 4) was assigned a value that corresponded to a linear inter-
polation between L1 and H; steps from 3 to 1 had progressively higher height
values, corresponding to a progressively increasing concave interpolation, and
steps from 5 to 7 had progressively lower height values, corresponding to a more
and more convex interpolation (see Figure 3.6). Step size was 15 Hz, as determ-
ined through the use of actual values of rise midpoint in the two base stimuli
(used as penultimate in both direction) and the number of steps.
We gathered responses for 1050 experimental items (15 subjects x 5 blocks x
7 steps x 2 base stimuli) and 2550 control items (15 subjects x 5 blocks, each
composed by 2 base stimuli and 2 repetitions of 16 natural stimuli).
3.3.4 Results
Responses to control stimuli show that listeners found this task far easier than
the preceding one. We had 170 control stimuli for each subject (5 blocks x (2 base
stimuli + 2 repetitions x 16 natural stimuli)), and this time only one speaker out
of 15 did not reach the 60% correct response threshold (17 out of 22 in E1).
The top panel of Figure 3.7 shows the observed responses to experimental stim-
uli. Percent of question responses is plotted on the y-axis and step in manipula-
tion on the x-axis (1 being the most concave and 7 the most convex). Results for
items created from the two base stimuli are plotted separately (solid line: ques-
tion, dashed line: statement). Results show a trend to more question responses
11 7 steps x 1 set x 2 ambiguous bases + 2 natural bases = 16 Valeria as experimental items, and 4
utterances x 2 contexts x 2 repetitions = 16 for both Amelia and Milena as control items.
12 7 steps x 4 sets x 1 ambiguous base + 2 repetitions x 1 natural base = 30Milena as experimental
items, and 2 utterances x 2 contexts x 2 repetitions = 8 for both Amelia and Valeria as control
items.
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Figure 3.6: f0 contours and averaged phone segmentation for original stimuli
(dashed: statement; dotted: question) and resynthezied items (num-
bers indicate continuum’s ends).
for more convex rises. Observed responses to experimental stimuli were fitted to
a Logit Mixed Model, in which Stimulus step (1 to 7) and Base stimulus (Statement
or Question) were chosen as fixed factors, while Subjects was assigned random
status (with variable slope and intercept). Results of the model are shown in
Figure 3.7, bottom panel.
Stimulus step and Base stimulus proved to be highly significant (respectively,
beta= 0.252, z=3.1, p < 0.002 and beta= -1.196, z=-3.3, p < 0.001), while the inter-
action between the two factors was not significant (z= -0.018, p= 0.98), indicating
that the slopes relative to the two base stimuli are not significantly different.
This means that, although a Stimulus step effect can be recovered for both
continua, items obtain consistently different scores according to the base stimu-
lus from which they are resynthetized. As Figure 3.7 (right panel) shows, the
Question-based stimuli always elicited more Question responses than the re-
spective Statement-based stimuli. Moreover, if for S-based stimuli there is an
actual shift in perception,13 Q-based stimuli only display a strengthening of Q-
13 From less than 40% Q-responses for step 1 to more than 60% Q-responses for step 7, through
about 50% Q-responses for the intermediate step 4.
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Figure 3.7: Experiment II. Observed (top panel) and estimated (bottom panel)
question response frequency (y-axis) as a function of manipulation
step (x-axis, 1 being very concave and 7 being very convex) and
grouped according to base stimulus (solid line: question; dashed line:
statement).
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responses.14
3.3.5 Discussion
Results from E2 suggest that NI listeners do use rise shape information in order
to classify stimuli with ambiguous peak alignment as either questions or state-
ments. Lower rise midpoints (i.e. convex rises) cue more question responses
while higher rise midpoints (i.e. concave rises) cue more statement responses,
independently of the nature of the stimulus used as starting point for the resyn-
thesis.
As the results for control items show, subjects found the task involving QNF
and SNF far easier than the one involving QNF and SPT. 14 subjects out of 15 had
a correct classification rate on control stimuli of above 60%, indicating that judge-
ments on trisyllabic stimuli are reliable. This shows that the low performances
recorded for E1 are indeed due to the specific pragmatic contrast under examin-
ation rather than to the task itself (see Section 3.2.5), even if it is reasonable to
assume that the rescaling of first name proportions also had a positive effect on
the listeners’ attention (see Section 3.3.3).
Performance rates on control stimuli show that task results are reliable, but the
magnitude of the shift in the subjects’ responses to experimental stimuli indicate
that rise shape is not a primary cue. While resynthesis of peak alignment can
yield up to a 90% shift in subjects’ responses to a question-statement classifica-
tion task (D’Imperio 2000: §3, among others), in our experiment the shift is only
around 30%. This is consistent with the role of shape information as prosodic de-
tail: in normal conditions, listeners would rely on peak alignment information.
When this information is removed (through averaging in resynthesis), subsidiary
information from rise shape can partially surrogate the disambiguation load.
Our results also show that the nature of the base stimulus has a significant ef-
fect on subjects’ responses. Items resynthesized from a question or statement
base always elicited more question or statement responses, respectively. We
could speculate that the procedure employed to de-characterize base stimuli (see
Section 3.2.3) did not really produce ambiguous items, as it only involved aver-
aging out tone scaling and peak alignment. In more general terms, the procedure
only involved f0 manipulations, but we cannot exclude that modality contrasts
could also be signalled by cues other than f0, such as spectral or rhythmic cues
(Niebuhr & Pfitzinger 2010; D’Imperio 2000: §5, among others). With regard to
the issue of prosodic detail, this finding is particularly interesting: phonological
14 From more than 60% for step 1 to more than 90% for step 7.
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representations of intonation could be underspecified not only with respect to
details of phonetic information relative to the fundamental frequency, but also
with respect to other prosodic cues.
3.4 General discussion
The two experiments reported in this chapter aimed at evaluating the perceptual
role of shape differences in rising nuclear accents, in order to determine whether
the phonological representation of pitch accents must be enriched with dynamic
f0 information. In summary, we could say that E1 and E2 bring mixed evidence
to our research question, but they also point towards its broadening.
In the first experiment we asked our listeners to classify short manipulated
stimuli as QNF or SPT. Manipulations were carried out according to the produc-
tion evidence found in Section 2 (where rises were more convex in Questions
and more concave in Statements), under the hypothesis that regularities in pro-
duction are exploited in perception. The results show that classification is not
affected by rise shape manipulation, thus invalidating our research hypothesis.
However, the results could have been affected by a number of factors linked to
the nature of the task itself, rather than actually mirroring a total lack of signific-
ant effects. We devised a follow-up experiment (E2) in order to reduce the impact
of some of these possibly confounding factors. From an epistemological point of
view, the evaluation of negative results is a very complex operation, which re-
quires the exploration of several repair strategies. In the following, we discuss
three improvements we did not apply to E2 (Section 3.4.1; see Section 3.3.3 for a
discussion of the adopted ones). Then we turn to the main finding of E2, namely
the influence of base stimulus category on subjects’ responses, and discuss how
it reshapes the research question we tackled so far (Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Possible task improvements
To begin with, a first remark is that shape differences cannot be used in classifica-
tion if they are not perceived at all. That is, if negative results to the classification
task proposed in E1 had been complemented by negative results for a parallel dis-
crimination task, dismissing the hypothesis of the perceptual relevance of shape
differences would have been easier. We thus proceeded to an informal evaluation
of the discriminability of pitch accents with different rise shapes. Given the lim-
ited pool of available subjects for this additional task and the encouraging results
of the informal exploration (inwhich three out of three listeners reported to “hear
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a difference” between concave and convex rises), we decided to concentrate our
efforts in devising a second classification task. The epistemological assumption
behind this choice was that positive results to a second task could have allowed
us for a clearer interpretation of the negative results to the first.
Another possible improvement could have been the use of a different task.
We have seen in the introduction that identification is not the only task avail-
able to the researcher: indeed, semantic differential and context matching both
have already been used for the exploration of the perceptual role of prosodic
detail. When discussing the results from E1, we stated that one of the possible
confounding factor was the use of the labels Question and Answer for the classi-
fication of narrow focus questions and partial topic statements. Given the partic-
ularly open pragmatic value of SPT, it is possible that the two labels would not
represent equally well the two categories. In E2, we overrode this issue by using
narrow focus statements instead of SPT, thus resetting the symmetry between
categories and labels. However, it could be noted that the use of a context match-
ing task would have eluded the categories and label issue from its very roots.
Upon listening to the excerpted short stimuli, subjects could have been asked
to either choose the most appropriate completion between the ones typed on
screen, or to rate the appropriateness of one single completion. We could also
have avoided the use of possibly misleading labels through the use of a semantic
differential task. However, which semantic scales would have allowed us for a
clear characterization of QNF and SPT? As we said above, SPT share with Q(NF)
a certain degree of openness, in that they qualify as both giving information and
suggesting that more information is needed. This feature could have complic-
ated the positioning of SPT on the other hand of QNF on any given semantic
scale. For these reasons, we decided to drop the SPT context altogether, in fa-
vour of a more straightforward pragmatic contrast. This obviously introduced
an asymmetry between the exploration of production and perception data on
two different contrasts (production of SPT vs QNF in Section 2; perception of
SNF vs QNF in Section 3, E2). However, this choice also had the advantage of
situating our experiment in the broader frame of other studies on phonetic detail
along contrasts in sentence modality, as the work on prenuclear falls in both NI
and Northern Standard German we discussed in the introduction (Section 3.1).
One last possible improvement to the task was the use of stimuli modified in
order to maximize the listeners’ attention to the possibly relevant cues under in-
vestigation. The use of degraded stimuli, for example, has proven useful in the
exploration of the role of phonetic detail in speaker recognition (Sheffert et al.
2002). However, as responses to control items in E1 show, no further complexific-
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ation of task or stimuli was possible, since the subjects already reported serious
difficulties in performing the original task, even with simply excerpted (and thus
not resynthesized) stimuli.
While the choice of not using degraded stimuli or a semantic differential task
was motivated by the reasons we exposed above, the options of a discrimina-
tion task or of a context matching had no clear drawbacks, and were discarded
only out of the relative unavailability of NI native speakers at the Université de
Provence.
3.4.2 A broader research question
The perceptual evaluation of shape differences in nuclear rises was instrumental
in deciding whether phonological representations of pitch accents should be en-
riched with dynamic melodic information. The experiments reported in this
chapter bring mixed evidence to this research question. On the one hand, the
shape differences attested in the SPT vs QNF contrast in production were not
found to be used in perception. On the other hand, we documented an effect
of rise shape on classification in the SNF vs QNF contrast, a contrast for which
we had not documented shape differences in production yet. Perhaps the most
linear way to complement our positive perception results was to verify the pres-
ence of rise shape differences in production for SNF vs QNF as well. However,
we felt that E2 yielded evidence for a phenomenon which could reshape our ini-
tial research question altogether: if listeners responses are biased by the nature
of the base stimulus even when f0 contours are made the same (see the offset
between the two curves in Figure 3.7), then phonological categories could need
an enrichment not only with respect to melodic information, but also to phon-
etic information along different dimensions, such as intensity, duration, voice
quality or spectral composition.
Research on intonational phonology has long acknowledged that cues other
than f0 could play a role in the signalling of post-lexical meaning (Hirschberg &
Ward 1992): base-related effects have been reported in perceptual experiments
since D’Imperio (2000), and have recently made the object of direct investiga-
tion (Niebuhr & Pfitzinger 2010). If other phonetic cues are involved in coding
and decoding prosodic categories, the question of whether phonological repres-
entations of pitch accents should include dynamic f0 detail could be generalized
and reshaped as to ask whether phonological approaches to intonation should in-
clude non-f0 information. That is, investigating prosodic detail would mean not
only to concentrate on unacknowledged features (such as shape) for acknow-
ledged dimension (f0), but to unacknowledged features themselves. Through-
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out the remeinder of this book we will verify the potential importance of one
of these dimensions, namely tempo. Therefore, a discussion as to whether or
not the shape differences explored in this chapter should be accommodated into
phonological descriptions of intonation needs to be postponed. If duration or
intensity variations have to be included in the representation of pitch accents,
the restructuring will be deeper than if only new features for already existing
dimensions had to be added. For this reason, before suggesting any account of if
and how shape differences should be included in phonological representations of
pitch accents, we will turn to the potential role of other prosodic cues as prosodic
detail.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we evaluated the perceptual role of rise shape as documented for
production in Section 2. Two experiments based on identification tasks showed
that listeners perceive the difference between concave and convex nuclear rises,
and that they exploit it for classification purposes. While the first experiment
failed to show that classification of Partial Topic Statements and Narrow Focus
Questions is affected by rise shape, evidence from the second experiment shows
that these negative results might be due to task-related issues. This is because,
as soon as stimuli are made ambiguous with respect to the main cue of peak
alignment, listeners do use rise shape information in order to classify them as
Narrow Focus Questions or Statements.
While not being explicitly tested, a strong effect of the nature of the stimu-
lus used as base for f0 manipulations was also found in both experiments. In
the first experiment, where we only used stimuli resynthesized from a (Partial
Topic) Statement base, the listeners who showed the best performance on control
stimuli showed a consistent Statement bias for test items. In the second experi-
ment we decided to resynthesize test stimuli from both (Narrow Focus)Question
and Statements. Responses from all subjects displayed a strong base effect: for
a given step on the continuum in the manipulation of shape proprieties, stim-
uli resynthesized from a base question always elicited more question responses.
That is, while looking for evidence for phonetic detail within a single prosodic
dimension (rise shape within f0 contours), we found reason to believe that other
entire prosodic dimensions (duration, intensity, voice quality, spectral propriet-
ies) could represent a source for phonetic detail as well.
Given the possibility of a radical restructuring of phonological representations
for pitch accents due to the inclusion of new prosodic dimensions in intonational
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phonology, our investigation of the role of dynamicmelodic detail risks to qualify
asminimalist and inconclusive. For these reasons, before returning to the issue of
the enrichment of phonological categories, in the next experimental chapters we
turn to the evaluation of the role of one of these possible additional dimension,




4 Temporal detail in production
The experiments reported in the previous chapters document consistently pro-
duced (Section 2) and perceived (Section 3) phonetic information which is not
included in phonological representations of intonation. Specifically, in the Auto-
segmental-Metrical approach (AM), phonological representations are essentially
based on a discretization of melodic information. In the two latter chapters we
questioned the degree of discretization that can be performed without losing use-
ful information, whereas in the two next chapters we will explore whether or not
restricting to melodic information alone (independent of the degree of discretiz-
ation) already entails potential losses.
The research question of whether phonological contrasts in intonation should
be specified on other prosodic dimensions than melody alone stems from the
findings of an experiment on the identification of sentence modality contrasts in
Neapolitan Italian (NI; see Section 3.4). Prior to theManipulation phase, in which
rise shape was modified along a continuum of values, sentences which were ori-
ginally uttered as (narrow focus) Questions and Statements (respectively, QNF
and SNF) were resynthesized such as to have an ambiguous f0 contour (Prepar-
ation phase). However, identification results showed a consistent base effect:
independent of rise shape manipulation, stimuli which were resynthesized from
a Statement base always elicited more Statement responses. If we assume that
the creation of the ambiguous f0 contour was successful, one of the possible
motivations for this base effect is that the original stimuli contain other non-f0
cues to sentence modality. Such cues, which were not averaged out and made
ambiguous in the Preparation phase, could have biased listeners’ responses.
But are there not any other phonetic cues that could also be relevant in the sig-
nalling of sentence modality contrasts in NI? A reasonable starting point would
be the investigation of the prosodic dimensions involved in the question/statement
contrast in other languages. Annie Rialland, for example, found that tempo and
voice quality are involved in sentence modality contrasts in various African lan-
guages, either in addition to or in replacement of themelodic cues (Rialland 2007).
Specifically, statements are characterized by shorter and abruptly ending final
vowels in Moba, a four-tone Gur language of Togo (Rialland 1984). Other Gur
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languages, such as Ncam (Podi 1995), associate breathy terminations with other
question markers, such as a falling tone. Low tones function as question markers
in about half of the languages surveyed by Rialland, but High or Rising tones are
attested as well: the same end of a given prosodic dimension is associated with
opposite functions in the various languages. This is also true for lengthening phe-
nomena: longer final vowels are a cue to question modality, either on their own
(as in Nateni, a Gur language, and Wobé, a Kru language: see Neukom 1995 and
Marchese 1978, respectively) or more often in conjunction with other cues (see
Ncam, again). In contrast, questions show a suppression of penultimate length-
ening in some Bantu languages (such as Zulu, see Taljaard & Bosch 1988). In
sum, and despite the different patterns attested in the various languages, these
findings point to the possible relevance of tempo and voice quality in the sig-
nalling of sentence modality contrasts. Could these dimension then be relevant
in NI as well? Could they be responsible, for example, of the base effect docu-
mented in Section 3? This issue is crucial for our broader research interest in
prosodic detail: whereas in the previous chapters we looked for detail in f0 con-
tours, namely inside the prosodic dimension traditionally acknowledged to be
relevant for intonation, we now move to an investigation of other prosodic di-
mensions altogether.
In the following chapters, we will explore the role of non-f0 detail in sentence
modality contrasts, from both a production (Section 4) and perception (Section 5)
perspective. Our investigations will bear more specifically on the temporal di-
mension since, in comparison with voice quality, its effect on post-lexical mean-
ing has beenmorewidely studied (see Section 4.1) and it can be investigatedmore
reliably using acoustic data alone. Before reporting on the two studies which con-
stitute the core of this chapter, and elaborating on previously published results
(Cangemi & D’Imperio 2011a,b, forthcoming), we will clarify the terminological
choices made here (see Section 1.4.2). In this book, reviving a proposal by Ilse Le-
histe, the term tempomakes reference to the formal dimension bridging patterns
in segmental durations on the substantive side with post-lexical meaning on the
functional side (Lehiste 1970). In this respect, it can be contrasted along a single
dimension with both quantity, which deals with lexical meaning on the func-
tional side, and intonation, which deals with patterns in fundamental frequency
on the substantive side. Tempo can also be contrasted along both dimensions
with tone, which bridges patterns in fundamental frequency with lexical mean-
ing. The existence of the phonological dimension of tempo, and thus of different
temporal patterns comparable to tunes on the intonational level, is taken as a re-
search hypothesis (see Section 4.5.2): when referring to actual and measurable
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phonetic differences in the signal, we rather use duration for single segments and
durational pattern when referring to larger structures.
4.1 Introduction
The increasing number of studies on the temporal structure of speech has led to
a better understanding of the various prosodic cues and of their roles. Whereas
post-lexical meaning has almost been studied exclusively in relation with funda-
mental frequency data (viz. on the intonation dimension) for a long time, recent
studies show the importance of other cues, such as duration (along with articu-
lation rate and similar metrics, viz. on the tempo dimension), intensity or voice
quality.
Speech rate, for example, has long been acknowledged as an important factor
to control for in studies on phone durations (see Turk et al. 2006). Studies on
paralinguistic and extralinguistic meaning recognize speech rate as a predictor,
as in the cases of emotional speech (Williams & Stevens 1972) and in applications
of speaker recognition (van Heerden & Barnard 2007). Recognition of proper
linguistic functions for speech rate probably began with investigations on its
role as a resource for turn management (Duncan 1972). The role of temporal
variations in connection with discretely structured post-lexical meaning, on the
other hand, has been less explored, though notable exceptions exist (e.g. Eefting
1991 on given/new and accented/unaccented contrasts). Even if the picture we
can draw from the literature on this topic is far from coherent (see Section 4.3.2),
sentence modality contrasts represent perhaps the most studied case of relation-
ships between post-lexical meaning and temporal patterns.
Work on the role of tempo in the question-statement contrasts is affected by
various difficulties. First of all, many among the studies discussing the effect of
sentence modality on temporal patterns are primarily concerned with the ana-
lysis of f0 and intonation (Maturi 1988; Ryalls et al. 1994; Smith 2002; Rialland
2007; Petrone 2008): results on duration and tempo are, in this case, almost a
by-product of analyses centred on other issues. As a natural consequence, in
many cases the speech material is not perfectly suited for the analysis of dura-
tion, either because of a lack of segmentally controlled material (e.g. presence of
geminates, diphthongs) or because of problems in the control of other possibly
confounding factors, such as focus patterns (see Gubian et al. 2011). Comparis-
ons between the results are also complicated by the fact that, apart from several
studies on Dutch (van Heuven & Haan 2000, 2002; van Heuven & van Zanten
2005), the languages investigated in the literature are typologically quite differ-
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ent, ranging from Manado Malay (van Heuven & van Zanten 2005) to various
African languages (Rialland 2007) and different varieties of English (van Heuven
& van Zanten 2005 on Orkney English), French (Ryalls et al. 1994 on Canadian
French; Smith 2002 on Hexagonal French), Italian (Maturi 1988; Petrone 2008 on
Neapolitan Italian; De Dominicis 2010 on Bomarzo’s dialect) and Spanish (Hen-
riksen 2012 on Manchego Peninsular Spanish). Moreover, the studies cited above
use various metrics for the assessment of temporal patterns, ranging from indi-
vidual phone durations to a single speech rate value for the entire utterance. We
will provide a synopsis of these studies in Section 4.3.2.
In what follows, wewill illustrate the results of a production study on the effect
of sentence modality on tempo in read NI speech. We devised two experiments,
based on the use of the same corpora, which will thus be presented in a separate
section (Section 4.2.1), along with a segmentation tool developed on purpose for
this study (Section 4.2.2). These corpora, unlike the materials used in most of the
previous studies, were explicitly designed for the analysis of tempo, allowing for
both an easy segmentation and a thorough control of focus patterns. The first
experiment (E1, see Section 4.3) uses a discrete metric, namely phone durations,
in order to provide data as comparable as possiblewith studies from the literature,
and to enrich them through the use of more controlled material. The role of focus
will be taken up in the second experiment (E2, see Section 4.4), which is based
on the use of a continuous metric (viz. local phone rate).
4.2 Material
Both the discrete and continuous analyses were conducted on two corpora of
read speech explicitly designed for the investigation of temporal phenomena. The
corpora were also optimized for the automated extraction of phone durations
with ASSI (Cangemi et al. 2011), a forced alignment tool for Italian developed for
the purposes of this study. Since the corpora are used in both analyses, and since
some of the ASSI features oriented the corpora design, we will present them
before turning to the two analyses.
4.2.1 Corpora
As we said above, many of the studies reporting data on durational patterns
across sentence modality used corpora originally designed for the analysis of
intonation. As a consequence, these materials are often difficult to measure be-
cause of the presence of diphthongs, geminate consonants and other design fea-
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tures which are compatible with the analysis of intonation, but troublesome in
the analysis of tempo. The two corpora used in our study, then, are designed to
exert a strict control on various, possibly confounding factors, though at differ-
ent degrees.
4.2.1.1 Orlando
Control is strictly enforced in the first corpus. Since test sentences had to be
compatible with both levels (Question and Statement) of theModality factor, we
opted for a simple syntactic structure, namely Subject-Verb-Object. This allowed
us to create an orthogonal factor of Focus placement with three levels (Subject,
Verb and Object). The six interpretations deriving from the combination of the
two factors were induced by pairing the test sentence with a contextualization
paragraph, which was meant to be silently read before uttering the test sentence.
In order to control for confounds induced by lexical frequency effects, we used
fantasy names for Subjects and Objects and switched their role across sentences,
with the consequence of restraining Verbs to forms of the third person singular.
The morphological constraint was reinforced by allowing present tenses only.
Each of the syntactic positions was instantiated by a single paroxytone word,
composed by a fixed number of syllables (three for Subjects and Objects, two for
Verbs) all of which had a Consonant-Vowel structure, yielding a [CV.ˈCV.CV]S
[ˈCV.CV]V [CV.ˈCV.CV]O template. Additional restrictions were placed at the
phonetic level, by allowing only voiced consonants and monophthongs in order
to further reduce predictable durational differences. A side effect of this con-
straint is that the present corpus is also especially suited for the study of read
speech intonation. Since we used a tool to automatically align phone boundaries
(ASSI, see Section 4.2.2) in order to minimize the arbitrariness of the segmenta-
tion procedure, we also decided to avoid phones which were not highly frequent
in the training dataset, i.e. with less than 4000 occurrences.
In order to maintain a thematic coherence among the sentences we chose
fantasy names and actual verbs which were compatible with a heroic poem set-
ting (hence the corpus’ name, which is the Italian translation for Hruodland).
Here is an example of a test trial, composed of the context (1a) to be read silently,
and the test item (1b), to be read aloud. In this example, the context was intended
to elicit focus placement on the subject in a statement interpretation of the test
item (in italics):
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(1) a. The knights are wandering in the maze, each struggling to come first
to the chamber. Despite their oath of honour, the prize is so
important that they don’t refrain from attacking each other. In this
situation, being able to see the enemy before he spots you is a very
important factor. Now, for example, is it Gramante who noticed the
arrival of Ladona?
b. No, Ralego vede Ladona.
c. ‘Ralego sees Ladona.’
4.2.1.2 Danser
The use of constraints on so many levels (pragmatics, syntax, lexicon, morpho-
logy, phonology, phonetics and automatic analysis) inevitably results in a re-
duction of the communicative plausibility of the test sentences. For this reason,
a smaller set of sentences (less tightly controlled and more plausible) was de-
signed in order to verify the generalizability of results from the Orlando corpus.
Target sentences in the Danser corpus weakened the constraints on lexical fre-
quency and on total voicing. This allowed for the use of phones which are more
frequent in ASSI training set (from a minimum of 4000 to 6000 occurrences), Pre-
positional Phrases as verb arguments, and real first names as Subjects. The two
subjects’ names used in sentences (2a) and (2c) motivate the choice of the name
of the corpus.
(2) a. Danilo vola da Roma.
b. ‘Danilo flies from Rome.’
c. Serena vive da Lara.
d. ‘Serena lives at Lara’s.’
4.2.1.3 Recordings
Recordings of both corpora were made in the sound-treated booth.1 Speakers
were recruited among 20-25 year old students from the School of Humanities.
They were all native speakers of the Neapolitan variety of Italian. The trials were
prompted on a computer screen using Perceval (André et al. 2003), while the
recordings were made using an AKGMicroMic C520 head-mounted microphone
1 We would like to thank Elio Marciano for allowing us to use the facilities at CIRASS (Centro
Interdipartimentale di Ricerca per l’Analisi e la Sintesi dei Segnali), Naples University “Federico
II”, and Giovanni Abete for his assistance.
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Figure 4.1: Spectrogram, f0 track and phone segmentation for the sentence Ser-
ena vive da Lara uttered with subject narrow focus, as a statement (top
panel) and as a question (bottom panel).
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linked through a Shure X2u adapter to a personal computer running Audacity
(Audacity Development Team 2006).
For the Orlando corpus, 30 speakers read 3 repetitions of the 6 interpretations
for each of the 3 test sentences, resulting in a total of 1620 items. For the Danser
corpus, 21 speakers read 3 repetitions of the 6 interpretations for each of the
2 test sentences, resultin in a total of 756 utterances. Each experimental item
was isolated from the recording blocks and opportunely coded using a scripted
procedure in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2008). A small amount (ca. 3%) of the
recorded utterances contained disfluencies or prosodic breaks after the focussed
constituent, and were thus excluded from the analysis.
4.2.2 Forced alignment
The 2376 utterances from the two corpora were segmented to phones. Since
every sentence was composed of eight CV syllables, phone segmentation would
have required the placement of more than 35000 segmental boundaries, making
manual segmentation extremely costly. We opted for an automated segmenta-
tion procedure, based on forced alignment. In the absence of free forced align-
ment tools for Italian (but now see Bigi & Hirst 2012), we decided to create our
own tool, ASSI (Automatic Speech Segmentation for Italian; see Cangemi et al.
2011). The tool requires the input of (1) sound files, (2) orthographic transcrip-
tions and (3) lexicon with pronunciation variants, and yields as output a Praat-
compatible segmentation file. Data from our corpora are especially suited for
use with ASSI : by providing an orthographic transcription of 5 sentences and a
phonological transcription of 12 words, we obtained segmentation for 2376 utter-
ances in 38016 phones. In order to maximize performances, test sentences were
designed so as to avoid the use of phonemes which were scarcely represented
in the corpus used to train the acoustic models (viz. the CLIPS corpus, Savy &
Cutugno 2009).
The quality of the output was scrupulously tested (see Cangemi et al. 2011 for
details). This testing involved comparisons with manual expert segmentation
of both boundary placement and of metrics extracted from the segmentations.
As for the boundary placement, 94% of the markers placed by ASSI are within
20 ms from the manual reference in both a subset of the Orlando corpus (405
boundaries) and of theAPASCI corpus (17474 boundaries; see Angelini et al. 1993).
If the error from the reference is extended to 30 ms, ASSI performances reach
97% with APASCI and 99% with the Orlando corpus. More importantly for our
purposes, ASSI and manual segmentations for 27 utterances with three different
focus patterns in the Orlando corpus were used to calculate Local Phone Rate
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curves (see Section 4.4.3). The obtained functions were compared pairwise for




As we saw in the introduction of this chapter, tempo has been related to sen-
tence modality contrasts in recent studies only. Durational differences in ques-
tion/statement contrast have been reported for various languages, on the basis
of material drawn from differently designed corpora and measured at different
degrees of precision. Two working hypotheses seem to have informed, more or
less implicitly, the studies on this topic: first, that there are durational differences
across statements and questions, and second, that these differences are localized
in specific portions of the utterance. E1 was devised in order to test an explicitly
operationalized version of these two hypothesis (Section 4.3.2) by capitalizing on
the mixed results available from the literature that we review in this section.
In order to illustrate the issues which arise when comparing studies from the
literature, we group the available results in Table 4.1. For each study (column
1) we indicated the investigated language(s) (column 2) and which modality is
associated with longer durations (or slower speech rates) at the Utterance level
(column 3).2
As Table 4.1 shows, questions and statements do display different global dur-
ations at the utterance level for a variety of languages. However, no universal
trend can be extracted from the data: questions are longer in some languages
and shorter in others, thus the effect of sentence modality on tempo is language-
specific. More interestingly, as the comparison from data on NI shows, the avail-
able studies report opposite results even for the same regional variety of a given
language. According toMaturi (1988: table 6), sentences are slightly shorter when
uttered as a question, but the reverse is true for Petrone (2008: 163).3
However, a closer examination of the test items shows that other factors should
be taken into account when comparing these results, such as syntax and inform-
ation structure (see columns 6 and 7 respectively). Whereas Petrone only used
2 We use S for statements, Q for questions and = for statistically non-significant differences.
Cells are left empty if no relevant results are available.
3 Approximatively, the magnitude of the effect is 30 ms for 1-second long utterances for Maturi
and 70 ms for 1.4-second long utterances for Petrone.
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Table 4.1: Synopsis of findings in the literature on tempo and sentence modality.
Reference Language Utt Beg End Syntax Focus Domain
Maturi (1988) NeapolitanItalian S (S)V(O) ? Utterance
Ryalls et al. (1994) CanadianFrench S Q
Final
syllable
Smith (2002) HexagonalFrench = Final vowel
Rialland (2007) VariousAfrican Q Q Final vowel
van Heuven & van
Zanten (2005)
Manado
Malay S S Foot
Dutch S = = SOV Interstressstretch







SVO sentences with narrow focus on the Object, the sentences used by Maturi
are syntactically different (SV, VO and SVO, with no indication of information
structure). Tempo variations are not only language-specific, but they also seem
to depend on other factors than sentence modality alone.
An additional layer of variability is represented by speaker-specific behaviour,
which can turn into an interpretative problem given the usually low number of
subjects (mostly between two and ten). For instance, the two NI speakers in
Petrone’s corpus have opposite patterns for the first phonological word of the
utterances (column 4). This brings us to another source of complexity in the
results: other studies have tried to individuate more specifically the domain of
durational differences across sentence modalities as well, but the global picture
is even more difficult to seize since the domains are of different size (column 8).4
Specifically, Smith (2002) focusses on the last vowel, Ryalls et al. (1994) on the
last syllable, van Heuven & van Zanten (2005) on the last foot (Manado Malay),
Petrone (2008) on the first and last phonological word, and van Heuven & van
Zanten (2005) on “the stretch between the stressed syllable on the subject and
that on the object” (Dutch).




In sum, we can draw three main conclusions on the methodological level from
the literature synopsis. First, it is clear that tight control of the test material is
needed. Since syntactic and information structure can affect the results (as data
on NI shows), the experimental design must be tailored accordingly. For this
reason, in our corpora we only used SVO sentences and we varied orthogonally
the position of focus.5 Second, data from Petrone also shows the possibility of
strong inter-speaker variability. Therefore, our corpora include recordings from
more than fifty speakers altogether. Third, accurate comparisons for the precise
localization of durational differences are made impossible by the use of different
metrics across the various studies. Measuring the entire utterance duration alone,
for example, would reduce the possibility of comparing specific results at the
syllable level. For this reason, even if a thorough comparison with the other
studies is not our priority, we measured the duration of individual segments,
thus permitting their grouping in higher level structures of all sizes.
4.3.2 Hypotheses
The literature synopsis also enables an explicit elaboration of the research hy-
potheses which implicitly underlie previous work. In general terms, it appears
that sentence modality has a global effect on tempo, namely at the utterance
level, though in opposite ways across languages (questions are shorter in Man-
ado Malay, Orkney English and Dutch, but longer in various African languages,
in Bomarzo’s dialect and in NI). Morerover, sentence modality also seems to have
a local effect on tempo, in that durational differences are more intense on some
specific portions of the utterance (though with conspicuous differences across
studies and languages, e.g. from the first phonological word to the last vowel).
Given the mixed results in the literature, the two hypotheses are operationalized
in the most general terms possible:
H1 sentences have a different duration when uttered as questions or statements,
independent of the direction of the effect. Utterance length (U) is different
for questions (Q) and statements (S):
UQ , US .
H2 durational differences are localized in some specific portions of the utterance,
independent of their position and their size. Duration of the various (from
1 to n) segments (P) in a question (Q) is not a linear transformation or
uniform stretching/compression (a) of duration in the respective statement
(S):
P f1;ngQ , aP f1;ngS .
5 Focus will be treated as a factor in E2.
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Note that the validation of H1 is not a necessary prerequisite for the exist-
ence of different durational patterns across the utterance. This is because we
cannot exclude a priori the possibility of generating the same utterance duration
from two different (but counter-balanced) durational patterns at the segment
level. Thus, H1 and H2 can be combined to test whether sentence modality af-
fects tempo at a global (utterance) or at a local (segment) level (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Summary of hypotheses.
H2
No Yes
H1 No NO LOCALYes GLOBAL GLOBAL+LOCAL
Should H1 and H2 be disconfirmed, we will have evidence of a total absence
of sentence modality effect on tempo patterns (H0). If H1 is confirmed and H2 is
disconfirmed, wewill be able to conclude thatmodality affects utterance duration
as a whole. In case H1 is disconfirmed and H2 confirmed, we will have evidence
of local tempo variations which do not affect total utterance duration (i.e. they
would be counterbalanced). Should both H1 and H2 be confirmed, we will be able
to conclude that modality in the first place affects some specific portions of the
utterance, and that this effect is visible in terms of total utterance duration as
well.
4.3.3 Method
We evaluated these two hypotheses using data from both corpora and extrac-
ted with scripted procedures in Praat. For the validation of H1, no measurement
other than utterance duration was needed. As for H2, we extracted individual
phone durations and coded them using the ordinal number of the parent syllable
preceded by an identifier for consonant or vowel (e.g. segment [i] in sentence
(3) was coded as phone position V2; see Figure 4.2). Phone durations were nor-
malized on parent utterance duration in order to account for idiolectal variations
in speech rate. This normalization has the effect of blurring eventual global dif-
ferences among sentences uttered as questions or statements as well. However,
since H1 and H2 are evaluated independently, no confound is possible. It indeed
permits an immediate qualitative evaluation of H2 given a plot of relative dur-
ation against phone position: for any given value of a (see Section 4.3.2), H2 is
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validated by completely overlapping polylines.
Statistical tests will be described separately for the two hypotheses in the next
section, with respect to data from the Danser corpus.
4.3.4 Results
H1 was tested with a linear mixed model which predicted the dependent variable
Utterance Duration by using the fixed factors Modality (question or statement),
Focus (on NP, VP or PP) and Sentence (two levels, see (3) and (4)), adding a random
intercept for the 21 Speakers. Both the factor Modality and its interactions with
the factor Focus did not reach significance (t < 2), leading to the rejection of H1.
A Likelihood Ratio Test comparing the model with the fixed factors Focus and
Sentence (and their interaction) with a model includingModality as well showed
no significant differences (χ2 = 9:9;d f = 6;p = 0:13).
For the sake of completeness, we report that the factor Focus on its own did
reach significance (jt j > 3), indicating that, compared to NP-focussed utterances,
VP-focussed utterances are longerwhile PP-focussed utterances are shorter (mean
difference of about 30 ms on a mean duration of 1.15 s).
We then tested H2 by running a linear mixed model predicting Phone Duration
from three fixed factors: Focus (three levels: NP, VP and PP), Sentence (two levels)
and the Combination of Phone position (from C1 to V8) and Modality (Question
or Statement). A successive difference contrast was associated with the 32 levels
of the factor Combination in order to verify which phone position yielded signi-
ficantly different durational values across modality. 11376 phone durations were
analyzed, and a random intercept was added to account for variability across the
21 Speakers. A Likelihood Ratio Test showed that, compared with the model in-
cluding three-way interactions, a two-way interaction model had a slightly (and
significantly) smaller likelihood, but better AIC and BIC. Therefore, in what fol-
lows we will only refer to the more economical model.
Our model showed a number of significant contrasts, but since their combined
size effect was less than 10 ms (see Lehiste 1970 for a discussion of difference
limina in the perception of duration for speech signals), they will not be further
commented one here. Apart from that, three significant interaction coefficients
between Combination and Focus were found, indicating (together with the non-
interacting contrasts) that the stressed vowel of a focussed phrase is significantly
longer (10 ms) in Statements. Most importantly, independently of other factors,
the two most highly significant contrasts (pMCMC < 0:001) indicated that the
first segment (C1) is longer (12 ms) in Statements and the last segment (V8) is
longer (20 ms) in Questions.
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Figure 4.2: Phone duration against position (E1, H2).
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Amore readable account of these results can be provided by plotting, for every
phone, its Position in the utterance (x-axis) against itsDuration (normalized on ut-
terance length, y-axis) for the two levels of the factorModality (question: dashed
black line, and statement: continuous grey line; see Figure 4.2). IfModality were
not significant, we would expect two exactly overlapping polylines, but the plot
does show localized differences (mainly on C1 and V8), thus confirming H2.
4.3.5 Discussion
Our results show that sentence modality does not affect the duration of the entire
utterance, which disconfirms H1, but that it affects individual phone durations,
thus confirming H2. As a result, E1 found support for the existence of a local ef-
fect of sentence modality on tempo (see Table 4.2). Specifically, the first segment
is longer in statements and the last is longer in questions, but total utterance dur-
ation is not significantly different. These findings do not seem compatible with
results available from the literature on first sight. In this section, we provide
some reasons which could account for the difficulties in drawing a coherent pic-
ture from former studies on this topic.
The first unexpected finding is the absence of any durational differences at the
utterance level for the two modalities. Indeed, speculating on the results avail-
able at the time, van Heuven & van Zanten (2005) even suggested that questions
might have been universally linked to a faster speech rate (and thus to shorter
durations). We will come back to this issue in greater detail in Section 4.5.1: for
the moment it suffices to say that, together with other studies, our data is rather
consistent with a language-specific nature of the eventual temporal encoding of
sentence modalities. This is perhaps the main factor accounting for the great
variance in results in the literature.
Nonetheless, our results are in line with former research in showing that dur-
ational differences might be concentrated at specific portions of the utterance.
However, because of the choice of different levels of analysis and measurement
among the various studies, a direct comparison is not possible. Nonetheless, it
is striking that durational differences seem more robust at both utterance ends
in almost all studies which reported a localized effect. Our results seem to con-
firm this trend, showing that the first segment is longer in statements and the
last segment is longer in questions. Since phone duration is inversely correlated
with speech rate, we can reformulate this finding by saying that sentences are
faster in their initial portion when uttered as questions and faster in their final
portion when uttered as statements. That is, if we take speech rate to be variable
in time, we might expect it to accelerate in statements and decelerate in ques-
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tions. We will try to use such a dynamic metric in E2. For the sake of our present
discussion, the main finding to focus on is that the use of excessively synthetic
metrics (such as total utterance duration alone, as in the case of Maturi 1988)
could hinder the evaluation of localized effects.
Our last observation concerns the role of syntactic and information structure.
Previous studies based on reading tasks featured no balancing of focus placement,
and in some cases different syntactic structures as well. In our study, each sen-
tence had the same syntactic structure made of three positions, and was uttered
in all three possible narrow focus patterns. Our results show that shifting focus
placement can indeed affect both utterance and phone durations. A closer invest-
igation of focus placement as a factor will be provided in E2, but for the purposes
of our present discussion we can at least state that differences in syntactic and
information structure can be regarded as the third element accounting for the
mixed results in the literature on tempo and modality.
4.4 Experiment 2
4.4.1 Background
In E1 we gathered evidence for a localized effect of sentence modality and in-
formation structure on tempo, pointing to the need for (1) accurate metrics in
measuring durational differences and (2) control for focus. E2 elaborates on these
two points by providing an alternative visualization of durational data based on
a continuous metric and by testing the effect of focus on temporal patterns.
As for the first point, we have seen that temporal differences across questions
and statements are localized within the utterance, yet they counterbalance each
other at a global level. This means that our data is best represented using a met-
ric which computes and displays durational patterns in an inherently relational
way. In the discussion of the data on phone durations (see Section 4.3.5) we have
already suggested that differences in the duration of the segments at both utter-
ance ends could be seen as the result of speech rate variations in time. Instead
of calculating a single value for the speech rate of the entire utterance, we could
calculate several values using a sliding window on the segmented signal, thus
obtaining a continuous representation of speech rate variations. This way, the
differences between questions (which have shorter initial segments and longer
final segments) and statements (which have longer initial segments and shorter
final segments) could be seen, more synthetically, as a difference between glob-
ally decelerating and accelerating speech rates across the utterance. A single
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property would thus be responsible of both local differences in phone durations
and global equality of utterance duration. The details of the algorithm for the
calculation of continuous speech rate data will be presented in Section 4.4.3.
The other main finding of E1 was that information structure must be controlled
for in order to gather reliable data on temporal patterns. The sentences used in
E1 were designed to be elicited in a variety of focus placement conditions, and
focus placement was controlled (and balanced) under the assumption that it has
an effect on temporal patterns. This assumption is motivated by the fact that,
in Italian, focalization entails accenting and thus lengthening (Farnetani & Kori
1991). E2, however, turns this assumption into an hypothesis, thus transforming
focalization from a controlled (E1) to an independently manipulated (E2) factor.
Taking into account the intricate findings in former studies, our interest lies in
the possibility that sentence modality and focus structure interact in such a way
that surface differences in temporal patterns could be blurred.
4.4.2 Hypotheses
Weknow that the temporal structure is affected both by focus placement (through
accenting and consequent lengthening phenomena) and sentence modality, but
do these two factors operate in a completely independent way? We operational-
ized this hypothesis by predicting that, if focus and modality were independent,
the overall modality-induced differences (faster utterance beginning and slower
utterance ending for questions) should be found regardless of focus condition.
Unlike the other experiments in this book, the evaluation of this particular
hypothesis will be based on qualitative observations. This choice is not only
motivated by the relative rareness of statistical analyses of continuous data in
linguistics (but see recent work on Functional Data Analysis, e.g. Gubian et al.
2010), but also by the necessity of evaluating the visual impact of the proposed
metric.
4.4.3 Method
Using the ASSI phone segmentation as input, we extracted a continuous repres-
entation of speech rate variations by using a slightly modified version of the
Local Phone Rate (henceforth LPR) function proposed by Pfitzinger (2001). As
indicated by its name, LPR is calculated for a given point in time by counting the
number of phone boundaries falling inside a window centred around the point
itself. If LPR is calculated for multiple points and plotted against time, the res-
ult will be a graphical display of variations in speech rate as a function of time.
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Obviously, the calculation relies on a number of parameters which have to be
adapted to the characteristics of the speech material under examination. In par-
ticular, the size of the analysis window and of the steps must be short enough
to capture variations of the desired magnitude. In our case, we decided to use a
0.2s window and 0.01s steps.
We also modified the original formula in two respects. First, we calculated
no values when the window exceeded the signal boundary. That is, given an
analysis window of 0.2s, we calculated no LPR values for t < 0:1 and t > T   0:1
(T being total utterance duration). Also, the original formula was meant to deal
with speech material containing pauses as well. Since utterances with pauses
and disfluencies were excluded from our corpora, we could simplify the original
formula in this respect. As a result, LPR was calculated using the formula in








In the formula, w stands for the analysis window length and i for the ana-
lysis point in normalized time, ranging in its actual values fromw/2 toT  w/2.
The number of phones entirely encompassed before the right and left window
boundary are indicated with r an l , respectively. Given the phone x , the follow-
ing phone is indicated as x +1. The point in time where the boundary for phone
x falls is indicated with tx . Figure 4.3 shows two examples of LPR calculation.
In short, for each point in the normalized time of the utterance, we calculated
the Local Phone Rate as the number of phones falling inside a window centred
on the time point, weighting accordingly the phones partially included in the
window, and dividing the total by the size of the window. LPRs extracted for indi-
vidual utterances were averaged across speakers and utterance repetition within
modality and focalization conditions, and plotted against normalized time.
4.4.4 Results
Since none of the previous studies featured Verb-focussed test items, and since
the discrete analysis found durational differences at the edges of utterances (while
verbs occupy their medial position), in what follows we will concentrate on
Subject- and Object-focussed utterances.
Data from theOrlando corpus shows that LPR curves for S-focussed utterances
conform to results from the discrete analysis (see Section 4.3.4) and provide a
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r a l e g o v e d e l a d o n a




r a l e g o v e d e l a d o n a
L = 13 R = 14iLPR = 6
Figure 4.3: LPR calculation for the sentence Ralego vede Ladona uttered as an
object-focus question.
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Figure 4.4: Local phone rate against normalized time (E2).
readable display of modality induced effects: questions are characterized by a
faster speech rate at the beginning and a slower speech rate at the end, while the
opposite is true for statements, which accelerate through the utterance (see Fig-
ure 4.4, left panel). The results for O-focussed utterances show indistinguishable
LPR curves for question and statements (see Figure 4.4, right panel).
4.4.5 Discussion
A visual inspection of the LPR curve sets provides a qualitative validation of our
research hypothesis on the interaction between Modality and Focus. The null
hypothesis of equal differences between questions and statements independent
of focalization was not verified. The finding of exactly matching LPR curves for
O-focussed utterance, however, is particularly interesting, and demands further
elaboration.
4.4.5.1 Post-hoc analysis
A possible explanation for this result lies in one of the minor findings of E1. The
discrete analysis found significant interactions between Modality and Focus, in-
dicating that the stressed vowel of a focussed phrase is significantly longer (10
ms) in Statements (see Section 4.3.4). This means that if the focussed phrase is at
the beginning of the utterance (where Statements have slower speech rate), the
difference will be even more salient. But if the focussed phrase is at the end of
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the utterance, where Questions have slower speech rate, the result could be the
blurring of effects induced by modality (see next section).
Another explanation for the different results from S- and O-focussed items
comes from a possible flaw in the corpus design. As we said above (see Sec-
tion 4.2.1), Statement interpretations were elicited by presenting the test items
along with a context paragraph requiring correction from speakers. In Statement
condition, test items were recorded along with a No which introduced the cor-
rection. The negation was then excised from the final test item. In a striking
majority of cases, the negation and the test item were uttered as two separate
intonational phrases, with a strong phrase break and a silent pause between the
two. However, in some cases negation and test item were uttered as a single
intonational phrase, a fact which could affect segmental durations. Crucially,
utterances with a single intonation phrase were more frequent for O-focussed
interpretations. We then decided to plot separately utterances with one and two
intonational phrases from the Danser corpus. Utterances were assigned to one of
the two classes not only by accurate listening, but also by visual inspection of in-
tensity profiles, under the conservative assumption that while prosodic breaks do
not necessarily entail silences, silences do cue prosodic breaks. Figure 4.5 shows
a plot of intensity profiles in a window centred around the end of the negation,
for all statement utterances from a given speaker. Dips in the intensity contour
were taken as a cue to separate phrasing; for this particular speaker, thus, only
two utterances (RS1B3 and RS3A1) had no phrase break after the negation.
If we exclude single phrased utterances from comparison with questions, dur-
ational differences between questions and statements for S-focussed items are
even more visible (compare dashed grey line with dot-dashed black line in Fig-
ure 4.6, left panel). Again, statements are slower in the beginning and questions
are slower towards the end. As for O-focussed items, we see that statements are
comparable to questions in the end portion of the utterance, yet they are slower
in the beginning.
4.4.5.2 Interpretation of the results
To summarize, the analysis of LPR curves on comparably phrased utterances in
the Danser corpus showed that sentence modality and focus interact in determin-
ing speech rate patterns. Specifically, S-focus utterances begin faster in questions
while ending faster in statements. As for O-focussed utterances, questions have
faster beginnings. Our results can be neatly accommodated in a superpositional
account of speech rate determination, according to which variations in speech
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Figure 4.5: Intensity contours centered around stimulus onset.
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Figure 4.6: Local phone rate for stimuli with different phrasing.
rate patterns are determined by modality, by focus, and by their interactions.6
First of all, both Figure 4.4 and 4.6 show that, despite the particular details,
Focus has a direct effect on speech rate in that speech rate is slower on focussed
constituents. For example, given SVO sentences, the first part of the utterance is
faster if S bears no focal accent: see higher LPR values for O-focussed utterances
in the first third of the curves.7 Figure 4.6 also shows that speech rate in state-
ments is lower at the beginning of the utterance for both S- and O-focussed items.
This could be ascribed to the effect of modality, slowing down statements in their
beginning, as discussed in the presentation of results from the discrete analysis
(see Section 4.3.5). The discrete analysis also showed that questions tend to be
slower towards the end of the utterance. This is confirmed by our continuous
display for S-focussed utterances only. O-focussed utterances have a compar-
6 An exhaustive model of tempo management is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter. The
account we present in this section is merely meant to provide a first structuring of the available
data, and no claims are made on the mechanisms which shape speech rate patterns. Even the
“generative vibe” of this account, evoking underlying patterns which are modified by interven-
ing factors down to a final output, is only meant to be an expository device. See Section 4.5 for
discussion on the possible linguistic reality of the interaction between Focus and Modality.
7 The effect does not seem to be symmetrical, in that we do not find the same difference between
focussed and unfocussed Objects, indicating that speech rate at utterance edges might be af-
fected by other factors (such as preboundary lengthening, for example). Our corpora were not
designed to test this claim, so results from sentences with syntactic structures other than SVO
are needed in order to settle this issue.
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able speech rate at the edges of the utterance in both sentence modalities. How-
ever, this is where the Focus-Modality interaction might play its role. As we said
above (Section 4.3.4), stressed vowels are longer in focussed constituents than
in non-focussed constituents, but they are yet longer in focussed constituents
in statements. This interaction between focus and modality could be responsible
for enhancing speech rate differences in the first portion of S-focussed utterances
(where statements are yet slower than questions) and by counteracting them in
the last portion of O-focussed utterances (yielding comparable speech rate val-
ues).
Table 4.3 shows which portion of the utterance (S, Subject at utterance begin-
ning, and O, Object at utterance end) is expected to be lengthened (+) according
to Focus induced effects, Modality induced effects, and to their interaction (first
column) in the two modalities (second row). This is done separately for utter-
ances focussed on the Subject or the Object (first row).
Table 4.3: Overlay model
Subject-focus Object-focus
Statement Question Statement Question
S O S O S O S O
Focus + + + +
Modality + + + +
Interaction + +
+++ + + + ++ ++
According to the table, we expect statements to be slower at the beginning
and questions to be slower at the end of the utterance in the S-focus condition,
whereas we expect statements to be slower at the beginning but no difference
at the end of the utterance in the O-focus condition. A comparison of these
expectations with actual data (see Figure 4.6) yields a very good match.
4.5 General discussion
Evidence from E1 and E2 shows that sentences have different durational patterns
when uttered as questions or statements. However, sentence modality does not
affect utterance duration as a whole, but rather particular portions of the ut-
terance. Specifically, statements are faster (shorter phone durations) at the be-
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ginning and slower (longer phone durations) towards the end when compared
to questions. Moreover, differences in durational patterns across questions and
statements are not independent of focal accent placement, up to the point that
speech rate differences can be reduced or blurred in some circumstances (as in
Object-focussed SVO sentences).
These findings account for the difficulty in drawing a clear picture from the
various studies in the literature, which analyze durational patterns for different
languages at different degrees of finesse, and do not always control for focus
placement or syntactic structure. They also enable an examination of the al-
legedly universal character of the link between questions and fast speech rate
(see Section 4.5.1). And, more importantly for the general purposes of our thesis,
they question the degree of phonetic information that can or must be included
in prosodic abstract categories (see Section 4.5.2).
4.5.1 Universality and specificity
The finding of no global effect of sentence modality on utterance duration, to-
gether with those emerging from the literature on the topic, argue in favour of
language-specific relationships between tempo and sentence modality. An al-
ternative view is embraced by van Heuven & van Zanten (2005). Cautiously
speculating on their results on Dutch, English and Manado Malay, they sugges-
ted that the higher speech rate found in questions could be interpreted as a (trend
to a) prosodic universal, based on both ethological, perceptual and production
mechanisms.
According to their account, faster speech rate could be taken as the temporal
counterpart of high pitch values. From an ethological perspective, grammaticaliz-
ation of high pitch as cue to question modality would be mediated by submissive-
ness (Ohala 1984; Gussenhoven 2004). Given that “small (harmless) creatures
have higher pitches, andmake fastermovements, than large (dangerous) creatures”
(van Heuven & van Zanten 2005: 97), faster speech rate could cue submissiveness
as well. The link between higher pitch and faster speech rate would be testified
by speech perception research as well: Rietveld & Gussenhoven (1987) found that
temporally unchanged utteranceswere judged by listeners to be fasterwhen their
pitch was artificially raised. As for production mechanisms, van Heuven and van
Zanten build on Bolinger’s (1964; 1989) proposal that “statements and questions
are characterized universally by a dichotomy between relaxation (low, falling
pitch) and tension (high, rising pitch), respectively” (van Heuven & van Zanten
2005: ibid.). If we take slower and higher speech rate to be correlates of relaxation
and tension, we see how questions could be characterized by shorter durations.
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However, as pointed out by van Heuven & van Zanten themselves, the asso-
ciation between question on one hand and fast rate and high pitch on the other
must be considered as ultimately arbitrary and conventional in the light of Ri-
alland’s findings on “lax question prosody” in some of the languages she sur-
veyed (see the opening pages of this chapter for a more detailed review). Our
results from E1 strongly support this arbitrary and language-specific account,
since questions in our data do not seem to relate straightforwardly to a faster
speech rate. Temporal patterns seem to rather interact in complicated ways with
other linguistic dimensions, such as syntactic and information structure, medi-
ated through accent placement.
4.5.2 Tempo (and intonation)
The interplay between modality and focus in shaping durational patterns is per-
haps the major finding of E2. We suggested that differences in speech rate pat-
terns between questions and statements across focus conditions can be framed
in an overlay model, where modality-induced effects are cumulated with focus-
induced effects, and with their interactions as well. The modality-focus interac-
tion also proved statistically significant and perceptually relevant in the analysis
of discrete phone durations (see Section 4.3.4), which showed that the stressed
vowel of a focussed phrase is longer in statements than in questions.
In the perspective of research on prosodic detail, these differences are not in-
teresting in themselves, as a simple quantitative account of phonetic facts. The
main interest of the quantitative modality-focus interaction lies in the explora-
tion of what we could call its linguistic reality. Can we really claim that speakers
actually control individual segmental durations according to modality and focus
options? More importantly, such a question relies on the implicit and unverified
assumption that temporal aspects are independently handled by speakers. In this
view, tempo is indeed the formal dimension bridging post-lexical meaning with
durational patterns (as we defined it in the opening pages of this chapter), and it
constitutes along with intonation an orthogonal phonological axis to be included
in the representation of prosody. To exemplify, in a rule-based text-to-speech
system informed by this view, we would expect to find, along with a low-level
module responsible for the intrinsic pitch and duration adjustments, a prosodic
module including both an intonational component (responsible for the genera-




This view, however, is no more than a working hypothesis.8 The evidence we
gathered in this chapter is actually rather consistent with the alternative view of
a strong interplay between tempo and intonation. What we called the modality-
focus interaction in the quantitative account of the data is compatible with the
view according to which prosodic categories are specified with respect to both
the melodic and temporal dimensions. In AM terms, for example, we could ima-
gine that a single paradigmatic option on the phonological level (e.g. a pitch
accent) affects both the phonetic dimensions of fundamental frequency and dur-
ation. That is, the finding that stressed vowels in focussed phrases are longer
in statements than in questions could be seen as due to the choice of different
pitch accents. In other words, pitch accents for narrow focus statements could
be characterized not only by earlier peak alignment, but also by longer vowel
durations.9
The exploration of this specific claim is beyond the scope of this chapter. What
is crucial to the present discussion is that sentence modality does have an effect
on segmental durations, independently of whether tempo should be regarded as
orthogonal to intonational contrasts or embedded into those.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we documented the existence of produced temporal detail in read
speech. Segmental durations in NI are affected not only by focus placement, but
also by sentence modality. Specifically, while total utterance duration is not dif-
ferent across modalities, speech rate is faster at the beginning of the utterance
for questions and at its end for statements. However, since stressed vowels of
focussed constituents are longer in statements, modality-induced effects on dur-
ations can be blurred under some circumstances. These findings are not compat-
ible with claims of a universal trend to faster speech rate in questions, and are
instead consistent with language-specific behaviours.
Differences in phone durations (or in speech rate) are not considered as cues
to modality in the AM framework. As in the case of the consistently produced
dynamic melodic detail we explored in Section 2, it is possible that the current
phonological categories accounting for sentence modality contrasts are phonet-
ically underspecified. And, as in the case of the perception of dynamic melodic
8 This will be indeed questioned in the following chapter by exploring the perception of the
durational differences we just reported on.
9 Informal tests based on the ShAli corpus (Niebuhr et al. 2011) yields results which are consistent
with this claim.
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detail we explored in Section 3, perceptual validation will be instrumental in de-
ciding whether these durational differences qualify as prosodic detail. The next
chapter will thus focus on speech rate changes across utterances and the percep-
tion of sentence modality.
To conclude, the analysis of durational patterns across sentence modalities re-
quired the development and the fine-tuning of new and existing tools. The treat-
ment of a great amount of data (more than 38000 phone durations) was made
possible by the development of ASSI, a tool which performs forced alignment of
Italian speech (see Section 4.2.2) and which has been made publicly available.10
While being specifically developed for the purposes of this study, these tools
could also prove useful for research on other topics, and present an additional
practical outcome of this work along with our multiparametric resynthesis pro-
cedure (see Section 5.2.2).
10 See http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/psi/spraak/demo/Italian/align.php . The scripts used for the
calculation of Local Phone Rate curves are also available upon request.
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In the previous chapter we documented the existence of regularly produced tem-
poral detail which is not captured by the AM framework. Questions and state-
ments in NI are phonetically characterized not only by different f0 contours,
but also by different durational patterns. The AM framework already provides a
phonological account of f0 contours (i.e. tunes), but for durational patterns there
is no equivalent phonological counterpart yet. We used in the previous chapter
the label temporal patterns to refer to such phonological entities, which were
assumed to bridge between durational differences (on the substantive side) and
post-lexical meaning (on the functional side). As such, temporal patterns would
represent for tempo what tunes represent for intonation. However, while the
phonological relevance of intonation in the signalling of post-lexical meaning is
nowadays undisputed, the very existence of tempo as a legitimate phonological
dimension is no more than a working hypothesis. As a result, whereas tunes
have made the object of extensive research on their internal structure (at least
since the so-called “level vs configurations” debate, see Ladd 2008: among oth-
ers), at this stage we are unable to propose any internal structuring of temporal
patterns. The aim of this chapter is not, of course, to bridge this gap. We rather
ask whether tempo, such as we conceive it,1 must be considered as a necessary
dimension in phonological accounts of prosody. That is, we ask whether further
research on relationships between durational differences and post-lexical mean-
ing is dispensable, useful or necessary. The question is best asked in advance
since research on tempo, being a relatively recent enterprise, is still very time
consuming. For example, we had to tweak or develop our own tools to analyse
production data (see Sections 4.2.2 and 4.4.3) and to resynthesize stimuli for per-
ception experiments (see Section 5.2.2). More importantly, since we have seen
that enriching with melodic detail the intonational dimension already present
in our phonological representations is a delicate operation (see Section 2.4.2),
we can easily imagine how adding to our representations a new dimension alto-
gether, namely the temporal one, could be the object of an entire research pro-
1 Again, in our understanding tempo is the formal dimension bridging variations in duration
with post-lexical meaning (see Sections 1.4.2, 4 and 5.1.1).
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gram (see Section 3.4.2). However, the evidence presented in Section 4 showed
that variations in durational patterns in NI consistently mirror sentence mod-
ality contrasts. If these variations are also exploited in perception, we would
have a strong argument in favour of an enrichment with temporal information
of phonological representations, pointing to the necessity of a deep revision of
the relationships between tempo, intonation and prosody. For this reason, as
Section 3 provided a perceptual evaluation of the melodic detail that Section 2
attested in production, in the present chapter we report on a study (Cangemi &
D’Imperio 2013) which provides a perceptual evaluation of the temporal detail
discovered in Section 4.
5.1 Introduction
Research in phonetics and phonology has long acknowledged the relevance of
phenomena concerning the temporal dimension. Speech unfolds in time as the
result of coordinated movements of the articulators, thus making the temporal
dimension an essential aspect of speech production. Its acoustic manifestation
is perhaps the most easily measurable propriety of the speech signal, and the
perceptual salience of durational differences is already attested by the earliest
writing systems. As for linguistic typology, time is a crucial dimension in the
patterning of strong and weak positions which constitute rhythm. And phono-
logy has relied from its very first steps on the notion of quantity to provide a
description and an explanation of an immense amount of linguistic phenomena.
When it comes to prosody, however, the status of tempo appears less uncontro-
versial. This is not surprising, since our current understanding of prosody itself is
not uncontroversial either, which in turn makes the definition of tempo a highly
theory-dependent operation. According a given place to tempo implicitly means
to suggest a particular structure for prosody altogether. A detailed account of
the various notions and definitions of tempo in the prosodic literature falls out-
side the scope of this chapter; however, we can exemplify this state of affairs by
looking at what is called tempo in two different approaches.
5.1.1 Two views of tempo
In her pioneering work on prosodic or suprasegmental features, Ilse Lehiste sug-
gested that three axes are relevant to the study of prosody, namely quantity, tonal
and stress features. For each of these three dimensions, the study of “all inherent
constraints and conditioned variations” is the first step towards its evaluation as
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an “independent variable” (Lehiste 1970: 3). That is, phonetic knowledge (both ar-
ticulatory, acoustic and perceptual) is a necessary requisite for the exploration of
linguistic function (on both word and sentence level) and ultimately, we might
add, of phonology. To exemplify, given the tonal dimension, phonetic know-
ledge on phonation (articulation), fundamental frequency (acoustics) and pitch
(perception) allows the exploration of tone (word level) and intonation (sentence
level). Thus, for example, intonation refers to sentence level functions of tonal
features. In her account, tempo represents for the quantity dimension what in-
tonation represents on the tonal dimension, namely sentence level functions of
quantity features (see Table 5.1). An alternative view of intonation is provided
by Bob Ladd in his account of the AM framework. According to Ladd, intonation
“refers to the use of suprasegmental phonetic features to convey ‘postlexical’ or
sentence-level pragmatic meanings in a linguistically structured way” (Ladd 2008:
4; original emphasis). In agreement with Lehiste’s definition, the functions of in-
tonation are restricted to the sentence level. However, in the AM framework the
phonetic features relevant to intonation are not limited to tonal features, but in-
clude all suprasegmentals, namely “features of fundamental frequency, intensity
and duration” (Ladd 2008: ibid.). As a result, the notion of intonation accord-
ing to Ladd encompasses the wider spectrum of all phonetic features relevant
to Lehiste’s prosody. However, intonation in the AM framework is also charac-
terized by linguistic structuring: intonational features “exclude ‘paralinguistic’
features in which continuously variable physical parameters (e.g. tempo and
loudness) directly signal continuously variable states of the speaker (e.g. degree
of involvement or arousal)” (Ladd 2008: 6). This last quote clearly exemplifies the
terminological clashes which pervade the literature on tempo. Tempo is taken
as a physical parameter for Ladd and as a phonological dimension for Lehiste.2
However, in both cases it is seen as mainly related to paralinguistic meaning:
for Lehiste as well, “changes of the relative durations of linguistic units within a
sentence do not change the meanings of individual words; however, they do con-
vey something about the mood of the speaker or about the circumstances under
which the utterance was made” (Lehiste 1970: §2.5.3).
2 As a comparison with Table 5.1 shows, the notion of loudness as well is different in the two
cases: whereas for Lehiste it relates to perception, Ladd treats it as a physical parameter.
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This last fact points to an asymmetry in the kind of function that Lehiste at-
tributes to suprasegmentals at the sentence level: whereas stress features and
intonation map on both linguistic and attitudinal meaning, tempo would map
on attitudinal meaning alone. The literature we reviewed in Section 4.3 and the
general findings of Section 4, on the other hand, show that durational patterns
might cue sentence modality contrasts. That is, meaning which is not lexical,
yet non paralinguistic either. This kind of evidence could be accommodated in
Lehiste’s account of prosody by investing tempo with a non exclusively para-
linguistic function. Indeed, this would restore symmetry in the kind of func-
tions exerted by the various suprasegmental features. However, a link between
durational patterns and sentence modality could also be accommodated in the
AM framework. In this case, tempo would not cue linguistic functions in itself,
but durational features could enrich phonological representations of intonation.
In principle, such an enrichment would not be disruptive either, since in AM
all suprasegmental phonetic features are potentially relevant to intonation (see
Ladd’s definition above). Both perspectives, however, rely on the assumption
that the different durational patterns we found in the production of sentence
modality contrasts (see Section 4) are perceptible and actually used by listeners.
In this respect, the discussion above on the place of tempo within prosody joins
ends with our investigation on prosodic detail. For this reason, we now move to
a perceptual evaluation of temporal detail.
5.1.2 Hypotheses
In the previous chapter we saw that, in NI, SVO sentences composed of the
same lexical material are uttered with a different temporal pattern when read
as questions or statements, despite presenting the same intonational properties
(accent placement and prosodic breaks). Specifically, questions display shorter
phone durations at the beginning of the utterance, while statements are charac-
terized by shorter phone durations at utterance end, independent of focus place-
ment. These results are compatible with the hypothesis that questions and state-
ments, in addition to bearing different intonational specifications (viz. by dif-
ferent tunes), are also phonologically contrasting along the dimension of tempo,
namely through different temporal patterns. In this view, which is compatible
with Lehiste’s account of prosody, tempo and intonation are orthogonal (H1).
However, if intonational contrasts are taken to be cued by all suprasegmental
features, as in Ladd’s account of the AM framework, differences in phone dura-
tions could also be included in intonational representations. In this view, tempo
is nested within intonation (H2). Different durational patterns could arise as
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a by-product of the use of different pitch accents (see Section 4.5.2): we have
already seen that, as for narrow focussed constituents, AM analyses of NI posit
an L*+H pitch accent in questions and an L+H* pitch accent in statements (see
Section 3.3.3). In this case, durational differences would be due to the phonetic
implementation of intonational contrasts, and there would be no need to posit
an orthogonal dimension for tempo. Both hypotheses, however, crucially rely on
the assumption that the durational differences reported in the production study
are also relevant for perception, and that they interact with f0 movements in
cueing sentence modality contrasts. That is, only if tempo qualifies as prosodic
detail we might ask whether it should be considered as orthogonal to (H1) or
nested within (H2) intonation. This assumption must be questioned through the
evaluation of the null hypothesis stating that durational differences do not cue
sentence modality contrasts (H0). In very general terms:
H0 Null hypothesis: durational differences do not cue sentence modality con-
trasts.
H1 Orthogonality hypothesis: durational differences cue sentence modality con-
trasts and should be organized on the phonological dimension of tempo,
which constitutes one of the prosodic axes, along with intonation.
H2 Nesting hypothesis: durational differences cue sentence modality contrasts as
part of the phonetic specification of contrasts on the phonological dimen-
sion of intonation.
The null hypothesis is challenged by the acoustic evidence presented in Section 4,
but it is consistent both with claims on the paralinguistic nature of tempo-related
contrasts and, especially, with the long term priority accorded to fundamental
frequency and intonation in research on post-lexical meaning. This obviously
relates to the different power acknowledged for fundamental frequency and dur-
ational patterns in cueing post-lexical meaning: as in the case of segmental con-
trasts, not all phonetic cues are of equal importance (see e.g. Lisker 1986 on
voicing). Even if little is known about the integration of multiple prosodic cues
in accessing post-lexical meaning, this insight can still be used for a first step
towards a testable version of our general hypotheses.3 If tempo can be evalu-
ated independently from intonation (H1), one would expect different responses
3 Testing will rely on a forced-choice identification task similar to the one used to investigate
perception of melodic detail (see Section 3.3). Since the resynthesis procedure of temporal
and melodic detail over the span of an entire utterance requires the development of specific
algorithms (which will be presented in Section 5.2.2), we will describe the task itself (Sec-
tion 5.2.1) before providing full operationalization for H1. As for H2, on the other hand, we
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to stimuli with different temporal patterns but same intonation contour. In par-
ticular, if temporal cues are ancillary to melodic ones, one would expect the mag-
nitude of differences in responses to temporally manipulated stimuli to be lower
than that of melodically manipulated stimuli. Moreover, one could predict that
the effect of temporal manipulation would increase if melodic information is
made ambiguous or unavailable. If, on the other hand, phonetic temporal in-
formation is only nested within phonological intonational categories (H2), one
can expect that stimuli resynthesized such as to have mismatching cues would
require longer processing, but still yield responses consistent with melodic in-
formation. And if durational differences are not used in perception at all, one
would expect absence of effect of temporal manipulation on both responses and
response times.
5.2 Method
26 NI subjects participated in a forced-choice categorization task under Perceval
(André et al. 2003), using a two-button response box to code audio stimuli as
either questions or statements. The experimental items consisted of 18 resyn-
thesized stimuli, which were created by using as base stimuli two utterances of
a same sentence from the Danser corpus (see Section 4.2.1.2). Base stimuli were
the question and statement version (coded as bQ and bS) of Subject-focussed sen-
tence Danilo vola da Roma (‘Danilo flies from Rome’). Using a resynthesis pro-
cedure which will be detailed at Section 5.2.2, we extracted the f0 contours (fQ,
fS) and the durational patterns (dQ, dS) of the two base stimuli. Then we calcu-
lated arithmetically ambiguous f0 contour (fA) and durational pattern (dA). We
resynthesized each of the two base stimuli with the nine combinations between
the two factors (f and d) and their three levels (Q, S and A), thus obtaining 18
experimental items.4 These were block randomized and interspersed with twice
as much filler stimuli; each block was presented three times to each of the 26
subjects. For each experimental trial, we recorded both subjects’ responses and
their reaction times from stimulus offset, yielding a total of 2808 observations.
will only provide partial (qualitative) operationalization, since its evaluation relies on response
times to stimuli with different durations and with diffuse cues (see Section 5.4.1 for discussion).
4 Items were coded by concatenating information about the base stimulus (bQ or bS), the f0
contour (fQ, fS or fA) and the durational pattern (dQ, dS or dA). For example, the item resyn-
thesized from a question base by keeping its original question contour but by switching to
statement durational pattern was coded as bQfQdS. In the following, we will use X as an in-
dicator of pooling: for example, bXfQdS indicates stimuli with question f0 contour (fQ) and
statement durational pattern (dS), resynthesized from either base (bX ). In the graphs, indication
of the base stimulus is dropped altogether.
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5.2.1 Operationalization
If durational differences are a cue to phonological temporal contrasts, we would
expect to find significantly different responses for stimuli with different dura-
tional patterns (bXfQdQ vs bXfQdA vs bXfQdS and bXfSdQ vs bXfSdA vs bXfSdS:
see black histogram triplets in Figure 5.1). Moreover, if duration was a secondary
(compared to f0 contour) prosodic cue to sentence modality contrasts, we would
expect a stronger effect of tempo manipulation when intonation is ambiguous
(bXfAdQ vs bXfAdA vs bXfAdS: see gray histogram triplet in Figure 5.1). These hy-
pothesized results could be taken as support for H1. H2, on the other hand, could
be supported even in the absence of significant differences in subjects’ responses,
and namely by different reaction times. Specifically, we would expect shorter re-
action times for stimuli with consistent intonational and temporal cues (bXfQdQ
and bXfSdS) compared with stimuli with incongruous information (bXfQdS and
bXfSdQ). Absence of a significant effect of temporal manipulations on both sub-
ject’s responses and reaction times would yield instead support for H0. H1 and
H2 will be tested using generalized Mixed Logit and Linear Mixed models, re-
spectively. For a discussion of the issues in full operationalization of H2, see
Section 5.4.1.
Figure 5.1: Predicted question responses percent (bar plot) and reaction times
(points) for the 9 resynthesis conditions: f and d indicate f0 contours
and durational patterns, Q, A and S indicate question-like, ambiguous




We used a resynthesis procedure partially based on work by Gubian et al. (2010,
2011) and implemented through a set of scripts in R (R Development Core Team
2008) and Praat (Boersma&Weenink 2008). We extracted the segmentally aligned
f0 contours of the two base stimuli (fQ, fS) and turned them into continuous func-
tions through b-spline smoothing. That is, the f0 curve was not discretized as is
usually done in perceptual studies involving resynthesis. No top-down know-
ledge was fed into the resynthesis procedure, apart from anchoring the f0 con-
tours to the segmental boundaries. Moreover, by using continuous phonetic rep-
resentations instead of a sequence of turning points, we avoid losing potentially
useful melodic information. Minimalist top-down based assumptions were also
made in the extraction of the durational patterns of the two base stimuli (dQ,
dS), for which we stored the duration of each phone as annotated by manual
segmentation. Then we calculated an acoustically ambiguous durational pattern
(dA), by averaging phone durations, and an acoustically ambiguous f0 contour
(fA), by averaging functions with respect to the segmental landmarks. Function
averaging was accomplished by extracting a transform function which turned
a given contour into the opposite, and by applying it with a weight of 0.5. We
resynthesized each of the two base stimuli with the nine combinations between
the two factors (f and d) and their three levels (Q, S and A), thus obtaining 18
experimental items.
5.3 Results
A plot of the raw data shows that melodic cues alone are relevant in sentence
modality contrasts perception. As for identification results (Figure 5.2), the strong
effect of melodic manipulations is attested by the drop in question identification
rates between stimuli with question intonation (bXfQdX ), with ambiguous in-
tonation (bXfAdX )5 and with statement intonation (bXfSdX ). Temporal manip-
ulations, on the other hand, do not seem to affect subjects’ responses: none of
the triplets above show an internal drop in question identification (e.g. given the
triplet QX, same rates for QQ, QA and QS).
Reaction times also show no effect of temporal manipulations (Figure 5.3). In
particular, responses are not faster when stimuli have congruous (white) rather
than incongruous (black) temporal and intonational cues. On the other hand,
stimuli with ambiguous intonation elicited longer reaction times.
5 For a discussion of the consistent bias toward question response in stimuli with ambiguous
intonation, see Section 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.2: Hypothesis 1. Observed question responses (mean and error bars) for
the 9 resynthesis conditions. See Cangemi and D’Imperio (2013).
Figure 5.3: Hypothesis 2. Observed reaction times (boxplot and observations) for
the 9 resynthesis conditions. Congruous conditions in white, incon-
gruous conditions in black (non relevant conditions in grey). See Can-




In order to test H1we ran a series of generalizedmixed logitmodels, aimed at eval-
uating the effect of temporal manipulations on subjects’ identification responses.
The most comprehensive model included the three fixed factors Intonation (three
levels: question, ambiguous and statement), Tempo (question, ambiguous and
statement), and Base stimulus (question and statement), as well as their interac-
tion, together with a random intercept for our 26 Subjects. The model was then
pruned, excluding three-way interactions first, then two-way interactions, and
ultimately non-significant factors. As a result, the comparison between the most
comprehensive model and the one containing the fixed factor Intonation alone
shows no significant Likelihood difference (χ2 = 16:7;d f = 15;p = 0:33), thus
leading to the rejection of H1. A fortiori, the corollary of a stronger effect of tem-
poral manipulations for stimuli with ambiguous intonation is not validated either.
The corollary would have been validated by significant interactions between In-
tonation and Tempo. However, as can be inferred from the comparison between
the model including Intonation, Tempo, Base and their interaction with the model
containing Intonation alone, no difference in Likelihood is attested when compar-
ing themodel containing Intonation, Tempo and their interactions with themodel
containing Intonation and Tempo alone (χ2 = 5:6;d f = 4;p = 0:23).
5.3.2 Nesting hypothesis
As for H2, we ran a series of generalized linear mixed models evaluating the ef-
fect of temporal manipulations on subjects’ reaction times. Prior to modelling,
latencies were made positive and log-transformed.6 The most comprehensive
model included the three fixed factors Intonation (three levels: question, ambigu-
ous and statement), Tempo (question, ambiguous and statement), and Base stimu-
lus (question and statement), as well as their interaction, together with a random
intercept for our 26 Subjects. A Likelihood Ratio Test between this model and the
one without the Base factor showed no significant difference (χ2 = 14:32;d f =
9;p = 0:11), so in the following we will only refer to the more economical
model. In our model, differences between response times to stimuli with congru-
ous (bXfQdQ and bXfSdS) and incongruous (bXfSdQ and bXfQdS) sets of inton-
ational and temporal cues are estimated by the interactions between intonation
6 Since reaction timeswere calculatedwith respect to stimulus offset, a negative value for latency
indicates that response to trial has been provided before the end of the stimulus itself. See
Section 5.4.1 for discussion.
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and tempo.7 A comparison between the model including Intonation, Tempo as
well as their interactions with the model including Intonation and Tempo alone
shows no significant Likelihood difference (χ2 = 2:66;d f = 4;p = 0:61),8 thus
leading to the rejection of H2.
5.4 Discussion
Our results suggest that listeners do not use durational patterns as a cue for the
identification of resynthesized stimuli as either questions or statements. Listen-
ers’ responses were not affected by resynthesis of temporal patterns, not even
when intonational cues were made ambiguous. This finding speaks against a
model of prosody in which tempo is seen as an orthogonal dimension to intona-
tion, contra H1. Moreover, identification of sentence modality does not seem to
be hindered by a mismatch between melodic and temporal cues: reaction times
were similar in responses to stimuli with either conflicting (i.e. bXfQdS and bXf-
StQ) or cooperating (i.e. bXfQdQ and bXfSdS) cues. In these cases as well, listen-
ers only seemed to rely on intonation. This finding is not consistent with the
hypothesis that temporal information is part of representations for intonational
categories, contra H2 as well. Response times are only slightly higher when in-
tonation is made ambiguous, a fact which can be seen as additional evidence for
the exclusive role of intonational cues. In sum, it seems that temporal detail is
not a cue to the perception of sentence modality contrasts.
5.4.1 Design-related issues
Before discussing the epistemological issues which limit the scope of our findings
(Section 5.4.2) and concluding on their possible relevance in the broader frame
7 Specifically, if one takes latencies for bXfQdQ as a reference (i, intercept), one must estimate
the coefficient for temporal manipulation from Question to Statement (tempoS) in the case of
bXfQdS, the coefficient for intonational manipulation from Question to Statement (intonS) in
the case of bXfSdQ, and the two previously mentioned coefficients along with the interaction
between temporal and durational manipulations from Questions to Statement (tempoSintonS)
in the case of bXfSdS. Grouping the four stimuli in the two congruous and incongruous condi-
tions, we obtain that different latencies among the two groups require a significant coefficient
for tempoSintonS:
(bX f QdQ + bX f SdS)   (bX f SdQ + bX f QdS) =
= (i + i + intonS + tempoS + tempoSintonS)   (i + intonS + i + tempoS) =
= tempoSintonS
8 Specifically, the coefficient for tempoSintonS is non significant (t = 0:11).
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of research on prosodic detail (Section 5.5), we now turn to an examination of
some issues in the experimental design which could have affected our results,
and report on a small-scale spin-off experiment which addressed part of them.
5.4.1.1 Resynthesis
Experimental stimuli were created with an innovative resynthesis procedure,
which combines modifications of f0 contours and of temporal patterns (see Sec-
tion 5.2.2). Since the procedure was elaborated for the purposes of this study,
no independent testing of its performance was available. However, in addition
to being used for the evaluation of our research hypotheses on tempo, the data
collected for our experiment can also be used to provide a first evaluation of
the continuous resynthesis of f0 contours. Subjects’ responses show that cross-
modality manipulation was extremely successful. Identification responses were
not affected by the nature of the stimulus used as base for the resynthesis: ques-
tion identification for natural questions (bQfQdX ) and for natural statements re-
synthesized with question intonation (bSfQdX ) is not significantly different, and
the same holds for question to statement resynthesis.9 On the other hand, the re-
synthesis procedure could not produce a truly perceptually ambiguous f0 contour
between questions and statements. Stimuli intended to be intonationally ambigu-
ous (bXfAtX ) were identified as question well above chance level (see Figure 5.2).
This finding is not surprising. As we said above (see Section 5.2.2), ambiguous
contours were obtained by setting to 0.5 the transformation coefficient c or, in
other words, by calculating the arithmetic mean of the two time-warped f0 con-
tours. In order to achieve truly ambiguous stimuli with a procedure of this kind,
the perceptual space between questions and statements should be linear. How-
ever, the non-linear warping of perceptual space has been long acknowledged
for contrasts at the segmental level, which makes the assumption of a linear
perceptual space for utterance-wide intonational contrasts even more untenable
(Gubian et al. 2010). By allowing a fine-grained control of separate acoustic di-
mensions, our resynthesis procedure is indeed especially suited for the explor-
ation of the perceptual space of intonational contrasts, which would ultimately
9 In the Generalized Mixed Logit model predicting subjects’ responses from Intonation and Base
as fixed factors, together with their interactions and adding a random intercept for Subjects, no
base-related coefficient reaches the significance level. Excluding the Base:Intonation interaction
for stimuli with ambiguous intonation (which are not relevant for the present discussion, and
in any case non significant as well: β = 0:98;z = 1:70;p = 0:09), Base (β =  0:45;z =
 0:93;p = 0:35) and Base:Intonation interaction (β = 0:45;z = 0:35;p = 0:72) fail to reach
significance.
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provide the necessary insights for the creation of truly perceptually ambiguous
stimuli. In the absence of this preparatory work, for the purposes of our current
study we consciously restrained to the simplistic choice of using acoustically am-
biguous stimuli. It has to be noted, however, that the use of acoustically rather
than perceptually ambiguous stimuli potentially hinders the complete evaluation
of H1 (orthogonality hypothesis). As we said above, in the hypothesis of an inde-
pendent processing of temporal and melodic cues, we made the corollary predic-
tion that the effect of temporal manipulations is stronger if melodic information
is made ambiguous or unavailable. The fact that our resynthesis procedure only
yielded stimuli with acoustically (and not perceptually) ambiguous melodic in-
formation does not allow us to draw definitive conclusions on this prediction.
However, discarding the main hypothesis of significant temporal-related effects
across all stimuli entails discarding the corollary prediction of stronger temporal-
related effects when no intonational cues are available. This does not mean that
proper resynthesis of perceptually ambiguous intonation is unnecessary in the
evaluation of temporal effects. We could also formulate a separate hypothesis,
stating that temporal-related effects are significant only when no intonational
cues are available. In this case, our data on exclusively acoustically ambiguous
stimuli would not be conclusive.
5.4.1.2 Reaction times
As we said above (see Section 5.1.2), the evaluation of H2 as well needs partic-
ular caution. We suggested that the relevance of temporal information in the
phonological representations of intonational contrasts (nesting hypothesis) could
have been indicated by different reaction times between stimuli with congruous
(bXfQdQ and bXfSdS) and incongruous (bXfSdQ and bXfSdQ) information on the
melodic and temporal levels. However, the quantitative evaluation of signific-
ant differences in reaction times is affected by two kinds of issues. On a lower
level, a first problem is represented by the fact that total stimulus duration was
not fixed. The production experiments in Section 4 showed that global utterance
duration is not significantly different across questions and statements. However,
this does not mean that differences in the duration of individual items are unat-
tested. Specifically, the durations of the utterances used as bases for the resyn-
thesis procedure were 1.2 sec for the statement version (bXfXdS) and 1.3 sec for
the question (bXfXdQ). Since resynthesis of ambiguous durational patterns was
based on arithmetical averaging (see discussion in the subsection above), dura-
tion of temporally ambiguous stimuli was 1.25 sec (bXfXdA). Given that Perceval
calculates reaction times with reference to stimulus onset, stimulus duration was
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subtracted from latencies in order to obtain results which can be interpreted as
reaction times from the end of the stimulus. However, given the nature of our
stimuli, can we really consider reaction times as a reliable measure for the val-
idation of H2? Response latencies from stimulus offset would be an indicator of
ease of processing only if listeners delayed the evaluation of (mis)match between
melodic and temporal information until the end of stimulus. This, however, is
only a simplifying assumption, made in the absence of relevant knowledge on
the integration of suprasegmental cues in perception of post-lexical meaning. In-
deed, there is reason to believe that, since temporal and melodic cues unfold in
time, their integration could be best captured by on-line tasks or by the mon-
itoring of multiple references for reaction times. Specifically, as for intonation,
the very idea of analyzing phonetic data (f0 contours) as a succession of phon-
ological events (pitch accents and edge tones) entails the existence of multiple
points in time where bundles of perceptually relevant material is made available.
If we chose to measure reaction times from utterance end, it is because the ex-
periments of Section 4 showed that durational patterns are best characterized as
variations of speech rate across the utterance. However, future studies on the in-
terplay between temporal and melodic cues should definitely take into account
the possibility of evaluating cue integration as time unfolds. As for the more re-
stricted purposes of our study, the use of response latencies relative to utterance
end is a factor which could have limited the conclusiveness of H2 validation. In
particular, in the case of attested statistically significant difference between reac-
tion times to congruous and incongruous stimuli, the evaluation of its perceptual
meaningfulness would have required further research. However, since our data
show that no significant differences are attested, H2 can be safely rejected.
5.4.1.3 Spin-off
As we said above, if we assume that tempo is a secondary cue to sentence mod-
ality, a corollary of the orthogonality hypothesis (H1) is that differences in dura-
tional patterns are best perceived when intonational cues are not available. That
is, we expect a greater difference between responses to stimuli with question-
like and statement-like durational patterns for items with ambiguous f0 contours
than for items with either question-like or statement-like f0 contour. This motiv-
ates the steeper fall in the hypothesized rate of question responses for the grey
triplet in Figure 5.1, compared to the black triplets. That is, maximal difference
in subjects’ responses is expected between the pairs bXfAdQ and bXfAdS. Our
results did not support the orthogonality hypothesis (see Section 5.3). Moreover,
resynthesis of ambiguous f0 contours was not entirely satisfactory. However,
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given the set of stimuli used in the task, we cannot rule out the possibility of
ceiling effects in subjects’ responses due to the availability of intonationally un-
ambiguous stimuli. That is, listeners’ attention might have been diverted from
subtle temporal cues because of the presence of striking intonational differences.
For this reason, we devised a short spin-off experiment to be ran after the main
test. Subjects were asked to identify as question or statements stimuli in the
bXfAdQ and bXfAdS conditions alone; no fillers or intonationally clear stimuli
were presented. We hypothesized that, if durational differences are perceptible
and used in sentence modality categorization, presenting intonationally ambigu-
ous stimuli alone would have maximised the visibility of the effect of tempo on
perception. We gathered responses from 26 subjects for the 2 conditions resyn-
thesized from 2 bases, presented 4 times in each of 2 independently random-
ized blocks, for a total of 832 items. Subjects’ Responses were predicted using
a generalized linear mixed model with Tempo as a fixed factor and Subject as a
random factor. The coefficient for Tempo, however, did not prove significant
(β =  0:03;z =  0:199;p = 0:843). This shows that, even when stimuli are
presented such as to maximize listeners’ attention to temporal manipulations,
durational differences are not a cue to sentence modality contrasts.
5.4.2 Epistemological issues
Themain limitation to the use of our results in drawing clear-cut conclusions on
the role of tempo as a prosodic detail, however, comes from a different source.
Our experiment aimed at evaluating whether the acoustic differences in dur-
ational patterns we documented with our production study (see Sections 4.3
and 4.4) are used as a cue in the perception of sentence modality contrasts. A
positive answer to this research question would have implied that tempo has
to be somehow included in phonological representations of intonation (H2) or
prosody (H1). The negative evidence (H0) we gathered through our experiment,
on the other hand, does not allow us to draw the opposite conclusion, namely
that tempo should not be included in phonological representations. The scope
of generalization for negative findings must be accurately determined. We can
only state that perception of sentence modality contrasts in NI clean read speech
is not affected by durational differences, but we cannot rule out that durational
differences play a role in the perception of other linguistically structured con-
trasts or in other communicative contexts. To be more specific, the scope of our
results can be further narrowed down to the conclusion that perception of sen-
tence modality contrasts is not affected by durational differences as we modelled
them in Section 4, and namely as related to variations in phone durations (rather
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than lower or higher level units). We cannot exclude that, had we modelled
production differences in a different way, perceptual evaluation could have yiel-
ded positive results. The production study presented in Section 4.3 might have
been, at the same time, a starting point and a bottleneck to our perceptual val-
idation. Before definitively dismissing the hypothesis of a perceptual relevance
for temporal detail, further explorations of its acoustic manifestation could be
necessary. Pushing this line of reasoning to its extremes, the scope of our testing
cannot actually be stretched beyond the role of phone durations in cueing sen-
tence modality contrasts for our two base stimuli. The input for our resynthesis
procedure consisted in f0 contours and durational patterns extracted from two
individual utterances, which were (transformed and) combined to yield nine test
stimuli. Thus, in a radical perspective, we cannot exclude that choosing a differ-
ent pair of base stimuli could have affected our results as well. On the other hand,
in the view of our discussion above on production modelling as a bottleneck to
perceptual validation, the use of a data-driven resynthesis procedure based on
the properties of individual stimuli (rather than on an explicit rule-based mod-
elling of the allegedly relevant dimensions) could also prove an effective choice.
In a data-driven approach to resynthesis, in fact, there is less room for top-down
fed information, and thus the downfalls of an incorrect modelling of produc-
tion data are strongly limited. For example, our intonational resynthesis gave
excellent results (see Section 5.4.1) by simply warping time-aligned f0 contours.
In other words, all previous knowledge from the literature on the phonetics and
phonology of intonation was condensed and limited to “alignment of f0 contours
with segmental boundaries is relevant”. For cross-modality resynthesis of utter-
ances with the same segmental content, this top-down information alone caused
a 94% shift10 in subjects’ identification responses. For temporal resynthesis, we
limited our assumptions to “variations in segmental durations are relevant”, as
the most general formulation of the findings from our production study.11 That
is, as in the case of intonation above, we did not feed the procedure with specific
information from our own account of temporal differences across sentence mod-
ality. Our interpretation of the role of the edge segments in the utterance (see
Section 4.3.5) or of the interaction between modality and focus (see Section 4.4.5)
10 This is the absolute value of the estimated coefficient of question to statement manipulation
in a linear mixed model predicting subjects’ Response (coded as a continuous variable) from
Intonation as a fixed factor and Subject as a random factor. The coefficientwas highly significant
(t = 62:53).
11 The segmental level was preferred over smaller (i.e. subsegmental phases) or bigger (e.g. syl-
lables) domains, as a reasonable compromise between a fine-grained temporal analysis and the
degree of precision allowed by our forced alignment tool (see Section 4.2.2).
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does not inform the resynthesis procedure we used in this chapter: rejection of
our account of produced temporal detail (Section 4) does not entail rejection of
the perceptual validation we provided here. In sum, as in the case of every study
in which the alternative hypotheses are not supported, no definitive statement
can be inferred from our results. We have to limit the scope of our conclusions
according to the features of our study, and restrain from claiming that temporal
detail is irrelevant in cueing post-lexical meaning. We can nonetheless conclude
that its effects are hard to track in sentence modality contrasts in read speech,
that its exploration is unlikely to reveal the need for an enrichment of the phon-
ological structure of prosody, and that its perceptual evaluation is ultimately a
sorely unrewarding enterprise.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we tested the perceptual role of different durational patterns in
sentence modality contrasts. The experiments in Section 4 showed that produc-
tion of questions and statements in Neapolitan Italian is characterized by subtle
but consistent differences in segmental durations. However, these acoustic dif-
ferences do not seem to be used as perceptual cues: listeners’ responses in a
forced choice identification task are not affected by the manipulation of dura-
tional patterns. Moreover, no difference was found in response times to stim-
uli with congruous and incongruous information on the temporal and on the
melodic levels. These findings are consistent with an abstractionist view of per-
ception of post-lexical contrasts, in which some of the available information on
regularly produced contrasts is indeed discarded. However, both methodological
and epistemological issues prevent us from considering the evidence gathered in
this chapter as truly conclusive. On the one side, the multiparametric resynthesis
procedure used in the creation of the experimental stimuli should be refined, es-
pecially as far as the creation of intonationally ambiguous stimuli is concerned.
Our procedure performs nonetheless very well in cross-modal resynthesis of in-
tonation, and could represent a useful tool in the exploration of perceptual space
at the utterance level. On the epistemological side, since the experiment was
designed to test the perceptual importance of temporal detail, we only found
evidence supporting the null hypothesis, a fact which limits the scope on the
generalizability of our findings. With these caveat in mind, we can still con-
clude that, inside the limited scope of our investigations, temporal detail in NI
does not appear to be as salient as the melodic detail we explored in Sections 2–
3. The findings of Section 4, while tapping into relationships between phonetic
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cues which are potentially interesting in the study of production mechanisms,
cannot be stretched to constitute evidence for the existence of meaningful pros-
odic detail at the temporal level. In conclusion, we have reason to believe that
an expansion of our phonological accounts of prosody with the inclusion of the






A form that’s pure
That is all lies
I’m not so sure
Nino Logoratti
The working hypothesis which animated this book was that insights from re-
search on phonetic detail at the prosodic level can be usefully incorporated into
phonological models of intonation. This is consistent with our historist under-
standing of phonetic detail as systematically produced and perceived phonetic
information which is not yet included in abstract phonological representations.
Under such perspective, if phonological categories are flexible enough to be en-
riched with phonetic information which proves to be systematically produced
and perceptually relevant, phonetic detail is not only consistent with exemplar-
based approaches, but can also lead to a refinement of accounts based on abstrac-
tionist assumptions.
In this book I explored whether and how one particular abstractionist model
of intonation, the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) framework, should account for
detailed phonetic information in f0 contours and durational patterns. The evid-
ence gathered in the experimental chapters will be reviewed in the next section
(Section 6.1), by grouping results according to their relevance to production or
perception and to intonation or tempo (see Table 1.1 in Section 1.4). I will then
provide a brief overview of the tools for the exploration of prosodic detail de-
veloped or fine-tuned across the various experimental chapters, thus grouping
the methodological outcomes of this work in Section 6.2. I will conclude by dis-
cussing thewider theoretical implications of our findings and commenting on the
polyvalence of prosodic detail, which can be accommodated in both exemplar-
based (Section 6.3.1) and abstractionist (Section 6.3.2) accounts of prosody.
6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary of findings
Evidence from the experimental chapters points to the need of a partial enrich-
ment of phonological categories in the AM framework. By examining functional
contrasts between narrow focus questions and both partial topic statements (Sec-
tion 2 and Section 3.2) and narrow focus statements (Section 3.3 and Sections 4–
5), we have found that some phonetic detail in the shape of f0 contours should
be included in abstract representations of tunes (Sections 2–3), whereas phonetic
information about durational patterns can indeed be regarded as negligible de-
tail (Sections 4–5), at least for this contrast and in this variety. In the following
subsections, instead of presenting results for individual studies as in the experi-
mental chapters, we group them according to the phonetic dimension involved
(melodic detail, Sections 2–3, see Section 6.1.1; temporal detail, Sections 4–5, see
Section 6.1.2) and to the mechanisms explored (production, Sections 2–4, and
perception, Sections 3–5, see Section 6.1.3).
6.1.1 Intonation
In the AM framework, continuous phonetic information relative to f0 contours
is discretized into phonological tunes. Tunes are composed by a series of tonal
events, namely pitch accents and boundary tones, which are phonetically repres-
ented by points in the f0-time plane. As a result, f0 contours between such tonal
events are considered as context-determined, inferable by rule, and, ultimately,
phonologically irrelevant. However, we provided in Section 2 some evidence
for systematically produced differences in the f0 contour between the two tones
composing the nuclear pitch accents in narrow focus questions (QNF ) and partial
topic statements (SPT ) in Neapolitan Italian (NI). Both pitch accents are realized
phonetically as a rise which begins at stressed syllable onset and reaches its peak
at the end of the stressed vowel. Alignment and scaling of rise start and end are
not significantly different in the two contexts, but the f0 contour between the
two is: the rise is more convex in QNF and more concave in SPT. If f0 contours
had to be reduced to a sequence of points on the f0-time plane connected by
irrelevant interpolations, there would be no way to account for these observed
regularities in production.
As Section 3.2 shows, however, differences in f0 rise shape do not seem to be
used as a perceptual cue to the contrast between QNF and SPT.We resynthesized
stimuli at different points along a continuum of rise shape, ranging from very
concave to very convex. Listeners’ responses to a two-alternatives forced-choice
identification task showed no correlation with stimulus manipulation. That is,
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it seems that differences in rise shape, while consistently produced, are not al-
ways used as a perceptual cue to pragmatic contrasts. Under these circumstances,
pitch accent internal rise shape can not be considered as phonetic detail, and does
not need to be included in the phonological representations of nuclear pitch ac-
cents in order to contrast QNFs and SPTs. Nuclear pitch accents in both contexts
might use the prosodic transcription already suggested in the literature for QNF,
namely L*+H. The contrast between the two contexts is rather expressed at the
tune level, by different paradigmatic options in terms of boundary tones and
postnuclear pitch accents.
The fact that rise shape does not play a perceptual role in contrasting QNF
and SPT does not mean that rise shape is phonologically irrelevant altogether.
In Section 3.3 we examined the perceptual role of rise shape differences in an-
other pragmatic contrast, the one between QNF and narrow focus statements
(SNF), whose nuclear rises are also more concave compared to questions. It has
been long acknowledged that the contrast between QNF and SNF is primarily
signalled by differences in tonal alignment - that is, in the synchronization of f0
movements with the segmental string. As we said above, in QNF the f0 peak is
reached at the end of the stressed vowel; in SNF, on the other hand, the peak
is reached around the stressed vowel midpoint, and the pitch accent is accord-
ingly transcribed as L+H*. We hypothesized that, if alignment information were
made ambiguous, rise shape could have been the only cue for listeners to rely
on. A two-alternative forced choice identification task of stimuli with ambigu-
ous alignment showed that listeners do use phonetic information in rise shape
when categorizing (narrow focus) questions and statements.
These findings do not necessarily have to impact the conventions in use for
prosodic transcription in the AM framework. We can still continue to label NI
nuclear pitch accents as L*+H in questions and as L+H* in statements, as long as
we acknowledge that these are used as shortcuts to richer phonetic descriptions.
This might not always be the case, as shown by Petrone & D’Imperio’s (2011)
work on phonetic information in the prenuclear region, according to which a
new structural position (a phrase accent) is required to account for sentencemod-
ality contrasts. It is important to stress that the exploration of melodic detail is
consistent with different outcomes, ranging from the validation of information
reduction (as we have seen in the case of QNF vs SPT rises) to an enrichment
of phonetic representations which does not affect transcription conventions (as
in the case of QNF vs SNF rises) and to the suggestion of different structural in-
terpretations (as in the case of prenuclear falls across sentence modality). The
interest of studying phonetic detail lies indeed in this rich range of solutions




Phonetic information fed into phonological categories in the AM framework is
not only reduced with respect to the discretization of f0 contours into a sequence
of contrastive tonal events and irrelevant transition. Information is also reduced
by concentrating on f0 contours alone, thus discarding information on other di-
mensions, such as duration, intensity, voice quality and spectral proprieties. We
thus tested whether sentence modality contrasts (again QNF vs SNF) are charac-
terized acoustically by differences along other dimensions, and whether eventual
differences are used as perceptual cues. We decided to focus on the temporal di-
mension, since in the last ten years the literature on sentence modality contrasts
has shown that questions and statements often differ with respect to either global
measures of speech rate or local measures in the duration of linguistic units of
various sizes, ranging from segments to phonological words.
We thus collected two corpora of sentences uttered as both questions and state-
ments, by controlling focus placement as well. Results of a first experiment (Sec-
tion 4.3) show that global utterance duration and thus speech rate do not vary
across sentence modality. Whereas van Heuven & van Zanten (2005) suggested
that questions might display a universal trend to faster speech rate just as they
show a trend to higher pitch, our findings are rather consistent with language-
specific encoding of sentence modality contrasts. Differences between questions
and statements along the temporal dimension, however, were found when ana-
lyzing our corpora in more detail. If overall utterance duration is the same, seg-
mental durations have been found to vary in the two conditions. In particular,
statements have longer initial segments, whereas the final segment (a vowel in
our corpora) is systematically longer in questions. Themagnitude of these effects
is not negligible, especially for final vowel in questions, which are about 20 ms
longer than in statements.
The existent differences in segmental duration within utterance of the same
global duration suggested the use of an integrated metric for the evaluation of
durational patterns. In a second experiment (Section 4.4) we thus adapted the
algorithm proposed by Pfitzinger (2001) in order to capture local variations of
speech rate. This allowed us to show that speech rate indeed follows different
patterns across sentence modality, being globally increasing in statements and
decreasing in questions.
A subsequent experiment (Section 5) was devised in order to establish whether
durational differences at the segmental level were also consistently used as per-
ceptual cues, in which case they should be considered as relevant prosodic de-
tail and be somehow incorporated into phonological representations of sentence
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modality contrasts. We had to manipulate durational patterns independently of
f0 contours, which represent by themselves a very strong cue to sentence mod-
ality contrasts. As in the case of the perceptual study on melodic detail in QNF
vs SNF pitch accents (Section 3.3), in which peak alignment information was
made unavailable in order to evaluate the role of rise shape, in the study of dur-
ational patterns we manipulated the test stimuli so as to have an ambiguous f0
contour. In addition, unlike the previous experiment on melodic detail, we also
manipulated durational patterns in utterances with clear question or statement
intonation. This enabled us to assess the perceptual importance of temporal in-
formation, by testing whether it is used constantly and independently (that is, in
addition to intonational cues) or only when other primary cues are not available.
A two-alternative forced-choice identification task showed however that listen-
ers’ responses are not affected by manipulations of durational patterns, not even
when intonation was made ambiguous. These results are not consistent with
the hypothesis that temporal detail is evaluated as a perceptual cue in its own
right. This finding has been replicated in a shorter experiment, in which subjects
only listened to intonationally ambiguous stimuli, in order to maximize their
attention on temporal cues. However, the fact that listeners responses are not
affected by temporal manipulations does not entail that durational differences
are not processed at all. Listeners might perceive durational information but ulti-
mately discard it when intonational cues have been evaluated. For this reason, we
measured reaction times to stimuli with either congruous or incongruous cues
on themelodic and temporal level. Stimuli with congruous information (e.g. with
statement-like f0 contour and durational pattern) were predicted to elicit faster
responses than stimuli with incongruous information (e.g.with statement-like
f0 contour and question-like durational pattern). However, this prediction was
not borne out either. Reaction times are only slightly longer when intonation
is ambiguous - a fact which contributes to show that, in NI sentence modality
contrasts, durational information is negligible detail.
6.1.3 Production and perception
We are thus faced with an extremely interesting pattern of results, where pro-
duction experiments show consistent acoustic differences in both melodic detail
(between QNF and SPT nuclear rises) and temporal detail (in durational patterns
across sentence modality), but perceptual experiments fail in attesting their use
as perceptual cues. Of course, we cannot exclude that our negative results in
perception are due to poor methodological choices in the set-up of the experi-
ments. However, especially in the case of the perception of temporal detail, the
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conditions for appropriate testing were probably met (see Sections 5.4.1–5.4.2 for
discussion). According to Frick’s (1995) “good effort criterion”, we should even
accept the null hypothesis of no durational information in phonological categor-
ies for sentence modality contrasts in NI, rather than simply stating that the
alternative hypotheses are not supported. In any case, this does not allow us to
conclude that durational patterns play no role at all in the perception of any con-
trast in any language, and thus we cannot exclude that phonetic information at
the temporal level is stored and used in perception of post-lexical contrasts, as
exemplar-based approaches would predict.
Our goal, however, is not to rule out the possibility of an “exemplar prosody”
altogether. We rather aim to show that evidence from both production and per-
ception is needed when working on prosodic detail, from either an abstractionist
or an exemplarist viewpoint. Quite recently, Nguyen et al. (2009) observed that
“much of the available evidence for long-term storage of FPD in the mental lex-
icon comes from studies of speech production”. The observation is even more
true for research on exemplar prosody, which deals exclusively with production
data, as we will see shortly (Section 6.3.1). This is understandable, since research
in this field is still very young. But when suggesting a new understanding of
phonological structures, evaluating the impact of phonetic detail on perception
is no less important. This is clearly shown, for example, by research on incom-
plete neutralization, dealing with allegedly neutralized phonological contrasts
which are still reflected by surface phonetic differences.
For example, a devoicing process has been said to neutralize voicing contrasts
in domain-final obstruents in German, thus making Rat (advice) and Rad (wheel)
homophones.1 However, subtle sub-phonemic durational differences can be found
in speakers’ production of underlying voiceless and devoiced obstruents. Along
the phonetic continua of vowel duration, burst duration and closure voicing,
devoiced obstruents are somewhere in between the extremes occupied by voiced
and voiceless sounds. Crucially to our discussion, the perceptual role of this con-
1 Among the vast bibliography on the topic, see Port et al. (1981); O’Dell & Port (1983); Charles-
Luce (1985); Port & O’Dell (1985); Port & Crawford (1989); Port (1996); Kleber et al. (2010);
Röttger et al. (2011); Winter & Röttger (forthcoming). Similar phenomena have been explored
in other languages, such as Dutch (Warner et al. 2004, 2006; Ernestus & Baayen 2006), Russian
(Pye 1986; Dmitrieva et al. 2010), Polish (Slowiaczek & Dinnsen 1985; Slowiaczek & Szymanska
1989) and Catalan (Dinnsen & Charles-Luce 1984; Charles-Luce & Dinnsen 1987). We exclude
from our review the seminal paper by Dinnsen & Garcia Zamor (1971), which was unfortu-
nately not available to us. Experimental results or theoretical arguments against incomplete
neutralization are provided by Fourakis & Iverson (1984); Mascaró (1987); Jassem & Richter
(1989); Kopkalli (1993); Manaster Ramer (1996).
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sistently produced phonetic detail has been investigated since the very first stud-
ies on incomplete neutralization - that is, at least since Port et al. (1981). Constant
methodological improvements enabled the exclusion of possible experimental
confounds, as in the case of orthography-induced biases (Röttger et al. 2011).
Likewise, determining whether such contrasts are perceptible is instrumental in
deciding of their functional role: whereas Port et al. (1981) first thought that “this
‘semicontrast’ must be nearly useless in conversation”, Ernestus & Baayen (2006)
recently suggested that incomplete neutralization might be “a subphonemic cue
to past-tense formation” in Dutch. Ultimately, it is this long-term exploration
of both production and perception mechanisms which allowed researchers to re-
cast the incomplete neutralization issue in abstractionist/exemplarist terms, as in
Kleber et al. (2010). We hope that our investigation of prosodic detail, however
far from conclusive, might at least demonstrate that the recent work on exem-
plar prosody based on production evidence (see Section 6.3.1) must be necessarily
complemented by a thorough examination of perceptual mechanisms.
6.2 Tools for prosodic detail research
Besides suggesting a potentially interesting research topic, we also aimed at
providing some experimental tools which might be useful in its exploration. This
was particularly needed in the case of the study of temporal detail, which has not
been analyzed in the literature as thoroughly as melodic detail. However, the
tools briefly presented in the experimental chapters on temporal detail might
also prove relevant in the study of prosodic detail in general.
6.2.1 Automatic Speech Segmentation for Italian
The study of temporal detail in production required the collection of a matrix
with a great number of segment durations (Section 4.2.2). Pooling data from the
Orlando and the Danser corpora (see Section 4.2.1), we had to segment 2376 ut-
terances, each composed of 8 CV syllables. With more than 35.000 segmental
boundaries to be placed, manual segmentation was simply not an option. How-
ever, tools for automatic segmentation of Italian were not available either.2 Our
solution has been to develop our own tool for Italian forced alignment, ASSI
(Cangemi et al. 2011). In forced alignment, audio files are segmented according
2 EasyAlign (Goldman 2011) only works with French, English, Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish and
Taiwan Min, while SPPAS (Bigi & Hirst 2012), which works with French, English, Italian and
Chinese, was only released after our experiment was planned, executed and published.
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to an orthographic transcription and a phonetized lexicon provided by the user.
The first is a plain text file containing for each row an audio file name and its
orthographically transcribed content, as in (1) for the Danser transcription file:
(1) Q1BD1.wav danilo_vola_da_roma
The second contains for each row an orthographic word-form and a phonetic
transcription of the expected pronunciation (variants are allowed), as in (2) for
the Orlando lexicon file:
(2) ralego r:a:l:[e:/E:]g:o:
Forced alignment is especially suited for the segmentation of read speech, since
for this kind of data the experimenter can provide an orthographic transcrip-
tion with no effort. Moreover, when working on sentence modality and/or focus
placement in NI, which only use prosodic cues to express these contrasts, the use
of forced alignment is even more indicated: the same orthographic transcription
based on the same phonetized lexicon can be used for a variety of experimental
items. For example, the Orlando corpus contained three sentences composed by
16 segments. These were uttered in the six combinations between the two levels
of the sentence modality factor (question, statement) and the three levels of the
narrow focus placement factor (on subject, verb or object). Each of 30 speak-
ers read three repetitions of three 16-segment sentences uttered in six contexts,
thus requiring the extraction of 25.920 phone durations in total. This was accom-
plished by providing a single lexicon file with the phonetic transcription of six
words, and a single transcription file containing orthographic transcriptions for
three sentence types.
6.2.2 Multi-parametric continuous resynthesis
Whereas the exploration of temporal detail in production required a tool which
merely speeded up an already existing procedure (viz. manual segmentation), to
test our hypotheses on the perception of temporal detail we had to resynthes-
ize stimuli using a new procedure altogether (see Section 5.2). The procedure is
partly based on Gubian et al. (2010, 2011), and through a set of Praat (Boersma
& Weenink 2008) and R (R Development Core Team 2008) scripts yields input
files for the PSOLA (Moulines & Charpentier 1990) resynthesis engine in Praat.
Given two utterances, the question and statement version of a same sentence,
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we needed to resynthesize each one using (1) durational patterns and/or f0 con-
tours of the other one (cross-modality resynthesis) and (2) ambiguous durational
patterns and/or f0 contours between the two (ambiguous resynthesis).
However, as we have seen discussing NI intonation (see 1.3.3), the synchron-
ization of f0 movements with the segmental string is crucial in signalling sen-
tence modality contrasts. This means that, as far as cross-modality resynthesis
is concerned, intonational and temporal cues must be jointly manipulated: one
cannot simply extract the f0 of the first utterance and use it to resynthesize the
second. Similarly, segmental durations cannot be modified without transforming
f0 contours as well. Thus we extracted f0 contours and segmental durations for
each utterance, then the two f0 contours were time-warped by aligning their cor-
responding segmental boundaries. This landmark registration procedure creates
two intermediate contours having identical underlying phone durations. These
intermediate contours can be combined with actual durational patterns and thus
be ready to be resynthesized onto an actual utterance.
The results of cross-modality resynthesis are particularly satisfying. As we
have seen in Section 5.4.1, listeners’ responses to stimuli resynthesized by ap-
plying question f0 contours onto statement bases are not significantly different
from listeners’ responses to natural questions. Informal testing shows encour-
aging results in the resynthesis of other contrasts as well, as for example in the
case of focus placement, and even when the lexical material is different between
the two sentences. For example, f0 contour and durational pattern of a (prepos-
itional) object narrow focus statement utterance of the sentence Danilo vola da
Romawere used to resynthesize a subject narrow focus statement utterance of the
sentence Serena vive da Lara (see Section 4.2.1.2), yielding a stimulus which was
identified as having narrow focus on the object. In this case, performances could
be even improved by adding manipulation of landmark-registered intensity con-
tours, which could be easily included as an additional module in the resynthesis
procedure. Of course, these excellent results are at least in part motivated by
the use of sentences with identical metrical and syllable structures at both ends
of the resynthesis procedure. However, we believe that very different sentences
could also be used, if phonologically motivated assumptions guided the choice
of the landmarks to be registered.
Our second goal was the creation of ambiguous stimuli, with respect to f0
contours and/or durational patterns. This was achieved by averaging phone
durations, in the case of durational patterns, and by averaging intermediate f0
contours (i.e. landmark-registered contours expressed in normalized time with
identical underlying phone durations), prior to resynthesis. By using a simple
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average, we obtained acoustically ambiguous stimuli. These stimuli would have
also been perceptually ambiguous only if the perceptual space between ques-
tions and statements was perfectly linear. Unsurprisingly, this proved not to be
the case (for a discussion of how this affected the interpretation of our results,
see Section 5.4.1): responses to stimuli with acoustically ambiguous intonation
had a significant question bias, probably due to the postnuclear region.3 What is
relevant to the present discussion is that our resynthesis procedure allows us to
address very explicitly the issue of the difference between acoustically and per-
ceptually ambiguous stimuli in a multidimensional prosodic space. In this sense,
this procedure could prove a useful tool in the investigation of questions which
are not directly addressed in this book.
6.3 Theoretical implications
In this final section we interpret our findings on prosodic detail in Neapolitan
Italian by discussing their relevance for recent exemplar-based approaches to
prosody focussing on frequency effects in production (Section 6.3.1). We con-
clude by highlighting that a close examination of phonetic detail is necessary for
the construction of phonologically adequate categories (Section 6.3.2): neither ex-
cessive unanalyzed phonetic information nor bony minimalist abstract categor-
ies are viable options when prosody is analyzed in production and perception.
6.3.1 Exemplar prosody
As we said in the introductory pages (Section 1.2.3), an exemplar-based approach
to prosody would provide a natural setting for the accommodation of prosodic
detail. Let us flesh out this statement in this section. According to Johnson,
an exemplar is an association between a set of auditory properties and a set
of category labels. The auditory properties are output from the peripheral
auditory system, and the set of category labels includes any classification
that may be important to the perceiver, and which was available at the time
3 The subject narrow focus utterances used in the experiment have an audible fall in the question
condition (see Figure 2.1, bottom panel) and flat f0 contour in the statement condition, which
are respectively transcribed as !H* and !H+L*. However, in postnuclear position even slight
f0 falls (as those in the acoustically ambiguous condition) can be salient, and thus bias the
listener towards the question response. The impact of the postnuclear region on acoustical
and perceptual ambiguity can thus be easily tested by using gated or object-focussed stimuli.
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that the exemplar was stored - for example, the linguistic value of the exem-
plar, the gender of the speaker, the name of the speaker, and so on. (Johnson
1997: 147)
As we explained above (see Section 1.2.1), in this approach the normalization
phase is no longer necessary: new prompts activate both “linguistic value”, thus
feeding word recognition, and indexical information (e.g. the gender and name
of the speaker), thus feeding talker recognition. But what happens if f0 contours
are stored as part of the auditory properties set, and pragmatic or information
structure contrasts are stored as part of the category labels set (specifically, its
“linguistic value”)? By enriching exemplars with information on both the sub-
stantial and the functional sides, the model could perform talker recognition,
word recognition and extraction of post-lexical meaning at the same time.
Recent research has addressed the issue of whether f0 contours are stored into
exemplars and connected to post-lexical meaning.4 Most work has focussed on
frequency effects in pitch accent production. Exemplar models have been exten-
ded to production since Pierrehumbert (2001). In her most basic model,
the decision to produce a given category is realized through activation of
that label. The selection of a phonetic target, given the label, may be mod-
elled as a random selection of an exemplar from the cloud of exemplars
associated with the label.(Pierrehumbert 2001: §3.1)
By positing activation of a region in the exemplar cloud rather than that of a
single exemplar, the model can account for entrenchment effects, according to
which productions become less variable with practice. In this case, phonetic vari-
ability is expected to decrease when the cloud is denser because the exemplars
are produced and perceived with higher frequency.
Recent work by Katrin Schweitzer combines the hypothesis of f0 contour stor-
age with predictions on entrenchment. In her model,
during speech production a speaker selects a stored exemplar as a produc-
tion target. Assuming that pitch accents can be stored with the word, the
speaker would select an exemplar that matches not only the intended word
but also the intended pitch accent. (Schweitzer et al. 2010b: 138)
If, instead of selecting a single exemplar, a whole region of exemplars is activated,
as in Pierrehumbert’s refined model, entrenchment would predict that more fre-
quent pitch accents are less variable. In the last few years, a number of corpus




studies has used parametrized descriptions of pitch accents (based on PaIntE, see
Möhler & Conkie 1998; Möhler 2001) to explore whether phonetic variability is
affected by frequency of occurrence. The results seem to provide mixed evidence,
ranging from the absence of frequency effects in German (Walsh et al. 2008), to
more prominent f0movements in frequent word/pitch accent combinations (Sch-
weitzer et al. 2010b) and to entrenchment in English collocations (Schweitzer
et al. 2011). In sum, even if the authors conclude that “there is still a great deal to
be understood about how lexicalised storage interacts with ‘top-down’ inform-
ation in the production of prosody” (Schweitzer et al. 2011: 4), these results are
taken as supporting an exemplar-based view of prosody.
6.3.2 Substance, form and function
This approach is surely intriguing, and we are persuaded that it will receive a
great deal of attention in the coming years. Its elaboration, however, might be-
nefit from a close inspection of its theoretical underpinnings, in order to rule out
possible aporetic developments. At this point, it must be clear that in a model
where exemplars are conceived as associations between f0 information and post-
lexical function labels, there is no longer room for phonological representations,
which are at best redundant. Substance is no longer linked to function by ab-
stract forms, but rather through activation of exemplars using similarity func-
tions. This is indeed the perspective of the so-called functional approaches to
prosody (Shriberg et al. 1998; Noth et al. 2000; Batliner et al. 2001), which sug-
gest that formal entities such as “the unfortunate notion of pitch accent” should
be pruned by Occam’s razor (Batliner & Möbius 2006: 25).
However, two possible objections arise at this point. The first is that, as Ladd
(2008: 20) puts it, “whether we should adopt a ‘phonological’ approach to inton-
ation is not primarily a matter of taste, but an empirical question”. Or, in other
words, in addition to dealing with previously unaccounted-for phenomena (such
as frequency effects), an exemplar-based approach to prosody must also account
for phenomena which have already been framed in phonological terms.5 This
objection, of course, is nothing more than an empirical argument: in Smith &
Medin’s (1981: 33) terms, “it is a statement about what has happened so far, not
about what can happen”. And since functional models have been seriously ex-
plored for only a decade, we surely cannot consider empirical arguments as con-
clusive.
5 A few examples might be the role of accentedness in discourse structure (Hawkins & War-
ren 1991), the disentangling of linguistic and paralinguistic meaning (Scherer et al. 1984), and
evidence from imitation studies (Cole & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2011).
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The second objection is perhaps more cogent. It regards the covert use of phon-
ological forms, even when the general system architecture is claimed to posit a
direct link between phonetic substance and post-lexical meaning. In the discus-
sion of frequency of usage in exemplar-based models of prosody, for example,
we have seen that its effects have been explored in terms of phonetic variability
of pitch accents. That is, even the arguments adduced in favour of exemplar dy-
namics eventually posit somehow abstract categories. At this point, it is unclear
whether exemplars actually link phonetic substance to post-lexical categorical
labels or rather to pitch accents - that is, forms which themselves bridge sub-
stance and functions.6 An operationalized version of abstractions corresponding
to pitch accents also seems to be required by current text-to-speech systems. In
van Santen &Möbius’ 2000: 278 quantitative model, for example, phonetic differ-
ences between f0 contours interpreted as having the same function are accounted
for by time warping of a common template.
It is unclear, at this point, whether formal representations of prosody can really
be dismissed, even in exemplar-based approaches. Functional approaches criti-
cize AM-like phonological approaches to intonation because
The classical phonological concept of the Prague school has been abandoned
in contemporary intonation models, namely that phonemes - be they seg-
mental or suprasegmental - should only be assumed if these units make a
difference in meaning. This functional point of view has given way to more
formal criteria such as economy of description. Thus, the decision on the de-
scriptive units is not based on differences in meaning but on formal criteria,
and only afterwards are functional differences sought that can be described
with these formal units. (Batliner & Möbius 2006: §1.1)
However, it is crucial to stress out that, in principle, “formal criteria” include
consideration of contrasts in meaning. And that, in that very same Prague school,
“phonemes - be they segmental or suprasegmental” are formal entities. In this
sense, despite their claims, functional approaches do not actually advocate for the
suppression of phonological representations and of inventories of formal units.
It is true that, in AM accounts of intonation, the mapping between forms and
functions is often confusing. In discussing prenuclear fall shape across sentence
modalities in NI (see Section 2.4.2) and German (see Section 3.1), we have seen
a clear example of how meaningful phonetic detail can be accommodated by en-
6 This state of affair is already exemplified by the titles of relevant studies in this perspective,
such as “Relative frequency affects pitch accent realisation” (Schweitzer et al. 2010a) and “Fre-
quency of occurrence effects on pitch accent realisation” (Schweitzer et al. 2010b).
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riching either the tonal inventory or the sequential grammar. We agree with pro-
ponents of functional approaches that if a single pragmatic contrast is expressed
by a given phonetic difference, having two competing phonological analyses is
symptomatic of the unstable state of the formal descriptions available. But again,
we must acknowledge that this objection is nothing more than an empirical argu-
ment: it does not prove that phonological representations are useless, but rather
that they are not yet capable of providing a unified account.
Ultimately, the central point is that if decisions on the descriptive units must
be based on differences in meaning, then we need to start from a catalogue of
different functions. But as we have seen in the discussion of the gap between seg-
mental and supra-segmental phonology (Section 2.4.3), there is no such thing as
a theory-independent set of post-lexical functions. Moreover, individual theories
of pragmatic and discourse meaning use as explicans the very same set of phe-
nomena which is explicandum in a functional account of intonation.7 The risk of
circularity here is very high. Theories of intonation must acknowledge the need
of a constant exchange between evidence provided by research on substance and
by research on function: the formal level is indeed the central processor which
permits the incorporation of insights coming from both directions.
Frequency effects on pitch accent variability shows that research on prosodic
detail in production can provide arguments supporting an exemplar-based view
of prosody, but also that no framework for the study of intonation has actually
dismissed a somehow abstract level of representation altogether. Our results on
the perception of prosodic detail support this view by showing that some con-
sistently produced phonetic information does not function as a cue to some post-
lexical contrasts. The strongest interpretation of these results is that an abstract
representation in terms of phonological categories is useful and necessary in the
study of intonation. However, current phonological models need to be refined
with respect to both the richness of phonetic specification (as in the case of the
nuclear rise shape across sentence modalities) and in the mechanisms used to
link substance with function (as in the case of the competing analyses of prenuc-
lear falls across sentence modalities). According to the minimalist interpretation,
on the other hand, no inferences are drawn about the role of abstract forms in in-
tonation, but whenever phonological categories are indeed assumed, they must
be thoroughly explored in production and perception to rule out the exclusion
of useful prosodic detail.
In any case, the exploration of prosodic detail appears to be crucial for both
exemplar-based and abstractionist approaches to intonation, and will probably
provide the common ground for their integration into a truly hybrid model.
7 One example is the case of B-accents in Jackendoff (1972).
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Prosodic detail in Neapolitan
Italian
Recent findings on phonetic detail have been taken as supporting exemplar-
based approaches to prosody. Through four experiments on both produc-
tion and perception of both melodic and temporal detail in Neapolitan
Italian, we show that prosodic detail is not incompatible with abstraction-
ist approaches either. Specifically, we suggest that the exploration of pros-
odic detail leads to a refined understanding of the relationships between
the richly specified and continuously varying phonetic information on one
side, and coarse phonologically structured contrasts on the other, thus of-
fering insights on how pragmatic information is conveyed by prosody.
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